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The Department of the Air Force Technology Transfer
and Transition Program Office (DAFT3PO) helps the Air
Force achieve its mission by leveraging the innovative
skills, resources, and capabilities of non-government
entities, principally industry and academia. The DAFT3PO
continues to serve the Air Force by achieving the mission
of facilitating the implementation of innovative technologies
in products and services benefitting the warfighter and public,
all while supporting Air Force research through collaborative
partnerships. One example of how this is achieved is by jointly
developing critically needed new technology in collaboration with businesses
and universities; transferring inventions to industry for final development and manufacturing; and developing, recruiting, and
diversifying its scientific and professional workforce by collaborating with colleges and universities.
Despite the many challenges presented in FY21, collaborative agreements through the T3 program – Cooperative Research
and Development Agreements (CRADAs), Educational Partnership Agreements (EPAs), Informational Transfer Agreements
(ITAs) and Patent License Agreements (PLAs) – have increased across the board by an average of 23 percent.
The pathway to achieving our mission remains making the intensive focus on the following seven areas our
top priority:
• Policy – Identify regulatory impediments and administrative improvements in federal technology transfer/
transition policies and practices;
• Communication – Improve marketing and use of social media;
• Training – Build an entrepreneurial focused R&D workforce;
• Tools – Support innovative tools and services for technology transfer/transition;
• Partnerships – Effectively leverage other government agencies, industry and academia;
• Innovation – Improve technology scouting and continue Innovation discovery events; and
• Metrics – Monitor overall effectiveness of the Air Force T3 Program and understand R&D trends
and benchmarks.
The DAFT3PO has seen a dramatic increase in followers to its social media channels in FY21, with above average engagement
rates particularly on Twitter and LinkedIn. These channels have included regular features on new technology available for
licensing, key figures in the Offices of Research and Technology Applications, and other important figures within the program.

As the Air Force and Space Force continue to grow and expand new ways of doing business and partnering inside
and outside the gates, the DAFT3PO looks forward to 2022 with excitement and dedication to provide technology
transfer and transition to the marketplace and advance the safety and well-being of the warfighter.
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PROGRAM STRATEGY
The purpose of the DAFT3PO is to facilitate the transfer
of Air Force technologies to American businesses for
research development and production to meet Air Force
requirements as well as to foster commercial applications.
The DAFT3PO encourages the private sector to use their
technologies along with Air Force technologies through
T2 mechanisms. The Air Force benefits by working
with companies having knowledge and expertise in the
technological areas of interest of the Air Force. According
to 15 USC §3710, “It is the responsibility of the Federal
Government to ensure the full use of the results of the
nation’s federal investment in R&D.”

COOPERATIVE
RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENTS was issued on September 16, 2019. DAFT3PO
will begin the process to update and improve this AFI in FY21
to continue streamlining processes.
Update Air Force Agreement Templates
The DAFT3PO will establish a working group consisting of
ORTAs and legal professionals to review and update our
agreement templates. The goal is to remove unnecessary
clauses and improve current language.
Technology Transfer Training
The DAFT3PO has created beginner ORTA training as well
as IP training for S&Es, however it lacks intermediate and
advanced training for both groups. In FY21 and FY22, the
DAFT3PO will work with ORTAs and AFMCLO/JAZ attorneys
to capture training requirements and begin developing
training internally and with PIAs. The DAFT3PO will host a
training workshop in FY21 for the T3 community. At this time,
the event will likely be a two day virtual event, due to COVID
19, in the spring of 2021. We will also continue quarterly VTCs
to bring the T3 community together to share important news,
best practices, events, and updates.

Our mission is to help Air Force organizations transfer
technologies developed in the laboratories or technical
activities to the commercial market and transition
technologies to the warfighter.
The DAFT3PO accomplishes this mission through the
following:
• Protecting intellectual property and managing the Air
Force intellectual property portfolio;
• Championing the development and commercialization of
Air Force discoveries;
• Serving as a focal point of interaction between and
promoting collaborations with academia, industry,
nonprofits, and government agencies;
• Negotiating agreements to support Air Force research
programs;
• Providing guidance and training on technology transfer;
• Leveraging partnerships to stimulate local, regional, and
national economic development

Marketing and Outreach
The DAFT3PO will continue to leverage social media, as
well as participate in and host events to educate industry,
academia, government organizations and the public about
the program and its benefits, which includes patented Air
Force and Space Force innovations available for licensing,
collaborative research opportunities, and equipment and labs
available for commercial testing.
DTTIS
Representatives from DAFT3PO and AFMCLO/JAZ will
continue to work with NASA and appropriate Air Force offices
multiple times per week to continue developing the new tech
transfer software, as well as to complete the necessary steps
to host the software on the Air Force network.

Key Objectives for the Air Force Technology Transfer and
Transition Program Office
1. Internal Process Improvements
2. Innovation Enhancements
3. Positive Economic Impacts
4. Complete Development of New Software Tool for
Agreement Tracking, Storage, Metrics, and Patent
Docketing (DTTIS)
Strategy to Obtain Objectives
Revision of Department of the Air Force Tech Transfer
Policy Documents and Developing New Policies and Tools
to Accelerate Tech Transfer. An updated AFI 61-301, THE
DOMESTIC TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS AND THE
OFFICES OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS
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LEADERSHIP
The Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Science,
Technology and Engineering (SAF/AQR) is the Office
of Primary Responsibility for the DAFT3 program and is
responsible for establishing its objectives consistent with Air
Force research priorities.

The DAFT3 Director, appointed by the AF TEO, is
responsible for accomplishing the objectives of the Program,
as well as directing, coordinating, and implementing all
guidance and procedures related thereto.
The DAFT3PO resides in the Air Force Research Laboratory
Small Business Office at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio.

The Air Force Technology Executive Officer (AF TEO) is
responsible for program management of the AFT3 Program.
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LEGAL SERVICES
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW DIVISION
The Intellectual Property Law Division of the Air Force
Materiel Command Law Office (AFMCLO/JAZ), or “LO/
JAZ”, is the servicing legal office for patent and technology
transfer matters for much of the Air Force. Aside from Rome
Laboratory, New York (Randall Jones, Attorney) and Kirtland
Air Force Base, New Mexico (David Narciso, Attorney), LO/
JAZ provides patent preparation and prosecution services for
all other Air Force organizations.

In addition to patent work, we also support the AFT3 mission
in several ways. As the servicing legal office to most Air Force
designated laboratories, our attorneys provide legal reviews
of all types of T2 agreements. We are also the servicing legal
office for the DAFT3PO. In this capacity we provide legal
advice on delegations and updates to model agreements, as
well as legal reviews of T2 agreements for organizations that
are not designated as a laboratory. Further, we assist in the
training of focal points within the ORTA and other legal offices
on all aspects of T2 and other related intellectual property
matters.

In coordination with the focal points in the Office of Research
and Technology Applications (ORTA), LO/JAZ provides
patent legal services to scientists and engineers across
the Department of the Air Force. The breadth of technical
expertise of our patent attorneys includes chemical, electrical,
mechanical, and biological arts. Several of our attorneys have
more than a decade of patent experience both inside and
outside the fence, and can assist in identifying Intellectual
Property, portfolio development, and patent filing strategies.

We are proud to provide legal support for these two very
important missions, which protect and leverage the Air
Force’s investment in the innovations, discoveries, and
developments of new technologies. These missions assist
in promoting competition in transition to acquisition and
the warfighter, while maintaining a level of control over
technologies transferred for use in commercial applications.
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PROGRAM INNOVATION
DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
INFORMATION SYSTEM
Over the past several years, the T3 program has experienced
an increase in the number of partnering agreements with
industry, academia, and other government entities, prompting
the need for an updated tracking system to automate
technology transfer processes. The T3 program currently
utilizes an outdated database to function as a tracking system
for managing all agreements, along with a complicated set
of various other tools for tracking its inventions disclosures.
These tools and processes have many inefficiencies and
limitations, with the inability to automate any T3 processes
topping the list. Other inefficiencies include:
• Inability to facilitate collaboration on agreements

• An Agreements
Workspace
where T3
specialists
submit, track,
and review T3
agreements
• A Legal
Docketing
Workspace
for Patent
Docketing
and
Patent Task
Tracking

• Increased possibility of duplicate and redundant work
processes
• Inability to upload the actual agreement, allowing only
metadata to be input

• A Reports Workspace where users view metrics
for invention disclosures, patents, agreements, etc. It
includes downloadable Excel reports and a “Report
Builder” tool allowing users to create and save ad-hoc
reports.

• Isolation of database from collaborative and enterprise
partners
• Inability to track royalties
• Increased manual workload time in gathering
information and producing reports

In June 2021, the Air Force stood up an initial software
development team who collaborated with NASA to transition
final DTTIS development to the Air Force cloud environment.
The team obtained required hardware and established
accounts for the creation and migration of the new database.

In 2019, the T3 team assessed multiple Commercial-Off-theShelf (COTS) and Government-Off-the-Shelf (GOTS) software
tools for compatibility and usability, leading to an Office of the
Secretary of Defense endorsed collaboration with NASA on a
pilot initiative to use the NASA Technology Transfer system,
known as NTTS. The AF T3 office is working with NASA to
customize NTTS with unique Air Force workflows. The new
system, called Defense Technology Transfer Information
System (DTTIS), is predicted to yield a high Return on
Investment (ROI) to the Air Force.

In September 2021, NASA delivered the DTTIS Phase 3.3
version which addressed issues reported during user testing
and included comprehensive documentation for managing
and operating with the system.
In October 2021, the DAFT3PO received the first DTTIS
baseline source code and began the testing and preparation
phases for hosting it on an approved DoD Cloud Hosting
service.

DTTIS is a scalable data system that automates workflows to
standardize and streamline T3 business rules by collecting
information from numerous technology transfer offices,
patent attorneys, innovators, and more. It includes a search
and reporting capability to provide visibility and insight into
T3 Programs. Some key functions of DTTIS are:
• An Inventor Portal where inventors and reviewers
submit, review, and approve invention disclosures

Once fully implemented, DTTIS is projected to provide an
annual $6.25M cost avoidance across the Department of the
Air Force by automating and streamlining T3 activities.
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TECH TRANSFER AWARDS
AIR FORCE EXCELLENCE IN TECH TRANSFER
The DAFT3PO has established a quarterly awards program to recognize outstanding contributions in the area of
technology transfer. The T3 Air Force Excellence in Technology Transfer award focuses on the accomplishments of
individual employees and teams whose work enhanced or improved technology transfer in their organization and
throughout the Air Force. Nominees may be either civilian or military personnel within the Air Force who were
personally involved in a T3 effort in some capacity. Such personnel may include scientists, engineers, managers,
and technology transfer professionals. Award winners advance to the Office of Secretary of Defense level as
nominees for the OSD Technology Transfer Advocate of the Quarter award.
First Quarter Winner — Mr. Kevin G. Judd

Kevin excelled as Academic Partnership Engagement Experiment and Wright Brothers Institute PIA Program
Manager at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, where he ensured adherence to cost, schedule, and performance
measures. He facilitated the Air Force Science and Technology 2030 Strategy integration with AFRL’s Innovation
Institutes by implementing a budget plan with the Deputy Assistant SECAF Program Element Monitor, while
establishing T3 interactions with Cornell and Northwestern Universities. Mr. Judd also led the first all-government Air
Force PIA review with regional PIA program managers, AFRL and Air Force Material Command legal offices, SECAF
General Counsel, and other stakeholders to implement legal compliance, improve communications and integration,
and optimize the innovation capabilities across the Air Force. Kevin conducted reviews of 17 PIAs in FY21.

Second Quarter Winner — Mr. Eric G. Rosenberg

Eric excelled as Chief of Cyber Intellectual Property Law at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, Texas, where he
serves as a legal advisor to two federal laboratories, the 67th Cyberspace Wing (67 CW) and 688th Cyberspace
Wing (688 CW). He successfully licensed 67 CW’s Whiddler patents to a private company by negotiating the first
patent license agreement in 16th Air Force history as well as a follow-on CRADA to assist with the integration of
the Whiddler technology into the company’s cybersecurity and cyber risk management product. Regarded as an
innovative leader, Mr. Rosenberg operationalized the CRADA program for 67 CW and 688 CW. He negotiated and
provided legal reviews on five CRADAs worth an estimate $9.3 million, one of which he leveraged to transition
an intrusion defense system that utilizes artificial intelligence, originally designed for U.S. Army vehicles, to the
defense of industrial control system environments. Primarily due to his efforts throughout the year, the Air Combat
Command’s Investigator General recognized the 67 CW’s T2 Program as a strength during the 67 CW 2021 Unit Effectiveness Inspection.

Third Quarter Winner — AFRL Tech Engagement Office

The Tech Engagement Office at Kirtland Air
Force Base, New Mexico, improved T2 and STEM
outreach in support of AFRL’s Directed Energy
and Space Vehicles directorates through strategic
partnerships to provide support and innovation to
the warfighter. The office managed the AFRL NM
Maker Hub and a mobile Maker Lab Express where
technologists aim to create, learn, explore, repair,
and invent projects and prototypes. Through the
Maker Hub, a member of the 377th Medical Group
designed a “Vaccine Storage Bin” prototype to optimize the storage of COVID-19 vaccines and reduce errors when administering the
vaccine. Additionally, the team’s Partnership Intermediary Agreement with New Mexico Tech executed 18 EPAs, 13 CRADAs, 4 NDAs, 2
JOAs, 1 CTA, 1 MTA, and 1 ITA in FY21, while submitting 34 Invention Disclosures and filing 11 Patent Applications. The Tech Engagement
Office also supported the annual Tuskegee Airmen Inc. Youth Aviation Camp, and offered the DoD STARBASE Summer Camp, Robotics
Camp, and Astronaut Training Summer Camp to support K-12 STEM learning programs.
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TECH TRANSFER AWARDS
OSD EXCELLENCE IN TECH TRANSFER
The George F. Linsteadt Excellence in Tech Transfer award recognizes the outstanding achievements of managers,
professionals, researchers, principal investigators, patent attorneys, and others who perform duties that enable
and advance DoD T2 efforts. Presented by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense, Research and Engineering,
this award highlights important contributions and increases awareness, understanding, and impacts of T2
on the warfighter. As Linsteadt was a pioneer and a champion of T2 for laboratories in federal agencies, the
recipient of the award embodies the vision and spirit of Linsteadt and other forward-thinking DoD professionals
in the technology community. Nominees must be current military or civilian DoD employees whose achievement
activities during the previous three fiscal years directly impacted T2 or T3 process improvement.

FY21 Winner — Dr. James D. Kearns

For 20 years, Dr. James D. Kearns skillfully expanded the U.S.
military’s technical expertise by commercializing inventions of
the AFRL’s 711th Human Performance Wing (711 HPW) at WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio. As tech transfer specialist, he
focused on 711 HPW’s mission “to optimize warfighter capability
through a human-centric approach to system development,
acquisition, and sustainment.” From 2005 until his retirement
in August 2021, Kearns served as Technology Transfer Program
Manager/ORTA, drawing upon his PhD in chemical engineering
and Master of Business Administration training, and previous
work experiences in industry, research, and marketing.

single user interface, for both military
and civilian consumers. With PLA
and CRADA agreements in place,
Kearns worked with the laboratory
to continue providing the company
with T2 expertise and fine-tuning
of the MMC technology. In 2019,
Kearns contributed significantly
to GlobalFlyte’s winning of a $1.5
million AFWERX SBIR Phase II grant
to create, deploy, and test a military
version called WarFlyte. The success
of the laboratory’s partnership led to
the winning of the FY20 Federal Laboratory
Consortium Excellence in Technology Transfer award.

Kearns showcased the Wing’s Vigilant Spirit™ and Battlefield
Assisted Trauma Distributed Observation Kit (BATDOK™) software
in FLC’s Annual Planners, reaching more than 10,000 recipients
including academia, and industry, scientists, and members of
Congress. He also adopted a new ITA mechanism to protect
federal lab software, and worked with DAF legal offices to adapt
ITAs to allow sharing of human-based data and information with
non-government entities.

In August 2021, Kearns finalized a modified PLA with Fort Worthbased Animal Cloud Device Connectivity, Inc. (ACDC) to broaden
their fields of use for 711 HPWs BATDOK™ software. ACDC
founders met with Kearns and discussed the potential of the first
nonhuman application of BATDOK™, leading to a non-exclusive
PLA with an initially narrow application of the technology — for
law enforcement working animals, canines and horses, plus the
commercial equine market. The new company’s early efforts led
to a Phase 1 SBIR contract for a military working dog program,
an investment from the venture fund 11 Tribes, and inclusion in
the Ocean Accelerator program. Recently, a modified PLA was
signed, adding new fields of use for collecting, sharing and
documenting health data for multiple animals such as dogs, cats,
sheep, and cattle. The company’s future plans include continued
adaptation of off-the-shelf wearable sensors to measure animals’
vital signs, partnership with the U.S. Department of Agriculture
and the cattle industry to track bovine diseases, and ongoing
efforts to protect all animals from communicable threats like
COVID.

Kearns crafted a CRADA with the American (AHA) Heart
Association to underwrite two hospital studies in preparation of
rolling out the Predictive Performance Optimizer, a software tool
to aid performance predictions and optimization of future training
regimens. The adoption of PPO on CPR training is estimated
by AHA to save 50,000 lives annually. Kearns also conducted
67 Secrecy Reviews and aided the new 711 HPW collaboration
with six universities and two private companies under a DARPA
grant to conduct the Intelligent Forecasting Through Explanatory
Reasoning and Contextual Learning (INFERENCE) program.
In 2014, Kearns met with leaders of GlobalFlyte and pushed
to expand commercial applications of the Air Force-patented
Multi-Modal Communications (MMC) system, which combines
information from multiple communications channels into a
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IN THE NEWS
One of the legal requirements of the Office of Research and Technology Applications is to provide
and disseminate information on federally owned or originated products, processes, and services
having potential application to State and local governments and to private industry. One of the
ways the DAFT3PO meets this requirement is through the use of success stories, which highlights
and shares news and pertinent information on our website and social media outlets. Through
the use of these published articles, the technology community is informed of topics ranging from
approved partnership agreements to collaboration opportunities and intellectual property
licensing availabilities.
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IN THE NEWS
SUCCESS STORY 2021
United States Air Force Academy, CO
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
PARTNER NAME: Colorado Springs Astronomical Society
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY UPGRADES OBSERVATORY
THROUGH AN AIR FORCE ACADEMY PARTNERSHIP

The skies over Colorado have become clearer and the stars more visibly accessible, thanks to a partnership between the United
States Air Force Academy (USAFA) and the Colorado Springs Astronomical Society. Through what is called an Education
Partnership Agreement (EPA), USAFA has donated an observatory dome to enhance the scientific education and research
activities conducted by the Society.
The Colorado Springs Astronomical Society, or CSASTRO, is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational organization with a mission to
advance astronomy and science literacy for its members and the public. Since 1993, CSASTRO has stimulated amateur
astronomers by providing observation events, seminars, and free public demonstrations. With 230 active members, CSASTRO
provides over 100 hours of astronomy programs to 15,000 participants each year.
AFRL-2021-1212

SUCCESS STORY 2021
Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, TX
AGREEMENT TYPE: Patent License Agreement (PLA)
PARTNER NAME: Sandoval Technology Solutions, LLC
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

SANDOVAL TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS LICENSES
AIR FOR PATENT, FORGES POTENTIONAL R&D AGREEMENT

When the average consumer thinks of cyber security, the immediate thought usually centers around anti-virus programs, malware protection, or other
cyber defense software designed to protect their computer or network from outside threats. A quick check for operating system capability and the star
rating from laboratory testing seemingly becomes the deciding factor of purchase. One question that may be overlooked is What happens if the threat
bypasses the software? As cyber threats evolve and malware detection databases are updated, one thing that remains constant when renewing an
annual subscription is the computer’s hardware. The question now becomes How do I protect my computer inside the firewall?
With an ever-increasing obsession by adversaries and hackers to disrupt the DoD network infrastructure, a team of Air Force engineers in San Antonio,
Texas designed a security system that operates as an independent hardware interface to the host system to combat their attacks.

AFRL-2021-3789
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IN THE NEWS
SUCCESS STORY 2021
United States Air Force Academy, CO
AGREEMENT TYPE: Partnership Intermediary Agreement (PIA)
PIA: Air Force CyberWorx
PARTNER: RTI Innovation Advisors
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

RESEARCH TRIANGLE FIRM

ENTERS AGREEMENT WITH AIR FORCE VENTURE UNIT

Over the past 50 years, RTI Innovation Advisors has helped expand the innovation perspectives of hundreds of corporations,
foundations, and federal agencies. Through technical agility, innovation expertise, and a collaborative approach, RTI Innovation
Advisors bring rigor and clarity to the innovation process.
“We focus on delivering insights, providing strategic consulting, and accelerating technology to market – no matter where
organizations are in their innovation process,” says Adam Klich, an Innovation Advisor for RTI. “RTI Innovation Advisors
amplifies clients’ innovation impact.”
As a business unit of RTI International – an independent global research institute with a staff of nearly 6,000 – Innovation
Advisors has access to experts in a range of technologies and innovative leaders with extensive industry experience.
AFRL-2021-3153

SUCCESS STORY 2021
Vandenberg Air Force Base, CA
AGREEMENT TYPE: Patent License Agreement (PLA)
PARTNER NAME: Airion Health, LLC
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

NEW PATENT LICENSE AGREEMENT

REVALUES WORTH OF THE TWO BIRDS IN THE BUSH
For the majority of the 21st century AFRL has been designing mini-robotic aircraft to mimic characteristics of insects and birds.
Using biomimetics, the application of engineering, chemistry and biology to the synthesis of materials, engineers have created
synthetic systems to function and achieve insect-like maneuverability.
For the engineers, however, challenges are inherent when manipulating man-made mechanisms to perform instinctive
movements of flying insects and birds created by nature. One such challenge is designing an aircraft capable of six-degrees-offreedom flight with only two actuators. According to patents filed by David Doman, Michael Oppenheimer, Isaac Weintraub, and
David Sigthorsson, this challenge may have met its match.

AFRL-2021-1823
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IN THE NEWS
SUCCESS STORY 2021
Tinker Air Force Base, OK
AGREEMENT TYPE: Patent License Agreement (PLA)
PARTNER NAME: Integrated Icing Solutions, LLC
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

TINKER ENGINEER’S INVENTION CHALLENGES
MOTHER NATURE’S AUTHORITY

The need of quality-tested aircraft engines for our nation’s warfighters is ever-present, but when bad weather prevails,
sometimes the ability to meet that need comes to a halt. Now, thanks to an innovative idea of a local aerospace engineer, the
days of weather-induced delays will become a thing of the past.
By signing an Exclusive Patent License Agreement on January 21, 2021, the Department of the Air Force and the Oklahoma City
small business Integrated Icing Solutions has teamed to develop a real-time ice detection system in the jet engine test cell at
Tinker. Titled ‘‘Ice Detection and Precautionary System Shut-Down Event Reduction Systems and Related Methods’’, this
patented invention by Tinker Jet Engine Test Cell lead engineer David Jamison aims to eliminate costly shutdowns whenever
icing conditions are predicted by weather reports.
AFRL-2021-1055

SUCCESS STORY 2021
Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland, TX
AGREEMENT TYPE: Patent License Agreement (PLA)
PARTNER NAME: Ignyte Assurance Platform
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

IGNYTE SIGNS INTO CYBER AGREEMENT
WITH THE AIR FORCE

In the complex world of electronic information transfer, inherent vulnerabilities and cybersecurity threats require constant
attention and rapid responses to counter potential threats to any company’s cyber infrastructure. Those threats can be extremely
crucial to national defense organizations such as the United States Air Force, but its countermeasures can be generated and
improved through collaborations between the military and the civilian sector for dual-use protection.
In late 2020 and early 2021, 16th Air Force’s 67th Cyberspace Wing (67 CW) signed Patent License Agreements (PLA) with two
private sector companies to expand and improve on the software code developed by the Air Force, more specifically 67 CW’s
90th Cyberspace Operations Squadron (90 COS), to detect software vulnerabilities.

AFRL-2021-3303
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IN THE NEWS
SUCCESS STORY 2021
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
INSTITUTION NAME: Central State University
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

CENTRAL STATE UNIVERSITY
WILBERFORCE, OH

Central State University, located in Wilberforce, Ohio, is one of the oldest Historically Black Colleges and Universities in the
country. With educational origins dating back to 1856, CSU achieved its university status in 1965 and forged a commitment to
prepare students for leadership, research, and service.
CSU signed a 5-year Education Partnership Agreement with AFRL/RI in November 2018. This EPA has enabled collaborative
research ventures in the areas of machine learning, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition, high performance and adaptive
computing, information exploitation, information fusion, communication and networking, collaborative environments, nuclear
physics, signal processing, and real-time information processing.

AFRL-2021-0446

SUCCESS STORY 2021
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
INSTITUTION NAME: Dillard University
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

DILLARD UNIVERSITY
NEW ORLEANS, LA

Dillard University, located in New Orleans, Louisiana, is the founding institution of the United Negro College Fund. With a
mission to cultivate the leaders and thinkers of tomorrow, Dillard is equipping its students with the tools needed to act
courageously and build a better world.
Dillard signed a 5-year Education Partnership Agreement with AFRL/RI in June 2018. This EPA has enabled collaborative
research ventures in the areas of engineering technologies and associated processes, methods, and concepts for embedded
hardware-software system architectures, formal engineering paradigms, collaborative environments, advanced displays and
intelligent interfaces, modeling and simulation, and intelligent information systems technologies.

AFRL-2021-0446
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IN THE NEWS
SUCCESS STORY 2021
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
INSTITUTION NAME: Howard University
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Howard University, located in Washington, D.C., is ranked by the National Science Foundation as the top producer of AfricanAmerican undergraduates who later earn doctoral degrees in science and engineering. The university is committed to
developing distinguished graduates who will drive change and lead the global community in discovering solutions to human
problems throughout the world.
Howard signed a 5-year Education Partnership Agreement with AFRL/RI in August 2018. This EPA has enabled collaborative
research ventures in the areas of cybersecurity and resilient wireless networking for connected systems, such as cyber-physical
systems, internet of things, unmanned vehicular networks, smart cities, and smart transportation systems.

AFRL-2021-0446

SUCCESS STORY 2021
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
INSTITUTION NAME: Norfolk State University
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

NORFOLK STATE UNIVERSITY
NORFOLK, VA

Norfolk State University, one of five Historically Black Colleges and Universities in Virginia, was founded in the city of Norfolk in
1935. NSU strives to take advantage of the numerous opportunities presented for education, research, and training, to turn their
student’s aspirations into reality as leaders of the 21st century.
NSU signed a 5-year Education Partnership Agreement with AFRL/RI in February 2019. This EPA has enabled collaborative
research ventures in the areas of cybersecurity, information assurance, information security, big data analytics, machine
learning, cloud computing, human behavior, human performance, and knowledge management.

AFRL-2021-0446
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IN THE NEWS

SUCCESS STORY 2021
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
INSTITUTION NAME: Prairie View A&M University
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX

Prairie View A&M University, located in Prairie View, Texas, became the first state supported institution of higher learning for African
Americans in Texas. Designated as an “institution of first class” in the Texas Constitution, Prairie View A&M remains dedicated to
excellence in teaching, research, and service by investing in programs that address challenges in the global arena, while providing students
with a high-quality educational experience to enable self-sufficiency and professional competence.
Prairie View A&M signed a 5-year Education Partnership Agreement with AFRL/RI in April 2018. This EPA has enabled collaborative
research ventures in the areas of communication and networking, signal processing, adaptive computing, modeling and simulation, highperformance computing, engineering technologies, embedded hardware and software system architecture, cyber research, and
specialized C4I (command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence) research projects.
AFRL-2021-0446
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IN THE NEWS
SUCCESS STORY 2021
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
INSTITUTION NAME: Tennessee State University
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY
NASHVILLE, TN

Tennessee State University, located in Nashville, Tennessee, is one of seven Historically Black Colleges and Universities in
Tennessee, but the only one to be state funded. With a mission to transforms lives and prepare leaders who contribute to
economic and community development, TSU is achieving prominence through innovation, research, creativity, and service.
TSU signed a 5-year Education Partnership Agreement with AFRL/RI in February 2019. This EPA has enabled collaborative
research ventures in the areas of modeling and simulation, signal processing, visualization, cyber security, control systems,
sensor fusion, mechatronics, communication and networking, embedded hardware and software system architectures, data
sciences, and cloud computing.

AFRL-2021-0446

SUCCESS STORY 2021
AGREEMENT TYPE: Education Partnership Agreement (EPA)
INSTITUTION NAME: Texas Southern University
Full story: https://www.aft3.af.mil/Success-Stories

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
HOUSTON, TX

Texas Southern University, located in Houston Texas, is one of nine Historically Black Colleges and Universities in Tennessee,
and the second largest in the country. By transforming students into lifelong learners and creative leaders, TSU is recognized for
its innovative research and desire to become a contributing partner to the nation and the world.
TSU signed a 5-year Education Partnership Agreement with AFRL/RI in September 2017. This EPA has enabled collaborative
research ventures in the areas of information science, cybersecurity, and technology. TSU’s High Performance Computing
Center has provided consultation and assistance for experimental software and hardware needs, and training in parallel and grid
computing.

AFRL-2021-0446
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MARKETING & COMM
DAFT3
WEBSITE

The program office’s hub for all T3
information is located at https://www.
aft3.af.mil. This official United States
Air Force website provides access to
the DAFT3 Handbook, partnership
agreement mechanisms, and the latest
news from the technology community.
Considered the “one-stop-shop for all
things T3”, the site can be accessed
on both government and commercial
servers via computer and mobile
devices.

DAFT3 UPDATE

The electronically distributed monthly newsletter was
designed as an internal marketing tool to connect members
of the technology transfer community with the latest news,
events, personnel showcases, social media updates, and
training opportunities. This update conveys the program
office’s professional image and continued commitment to
exchanging knowledge.

extraORTAnary

NEWS & VIEWS

Throughout 2021, the program office published this featurette
focused on individual ORTA personnel to the DAFT3 website
and social media sites. The monthly post showcased a
different ORTA to assist in familiarizing the technology
community with the activities and functions of that particular
office, and detail how individuals or companies may be able
to benefit from a partnership with the Air Force.
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MARKETING & COMM
LAWYERIN’
Included in the electronic DAFT3 Update, this monthly article
was designed to introduce intellectual property lawyers to
the technology community. The program office eased the
serious stigma related to legal personnel by placing a face to
the name, and introducing fun facts of the featured members
based on responses to three lighthearted questions.

PATENT LICENSING
OPPORTUNITIES
Patents available for licensing were advertised weekly on the
DAFT3 social media sites. The posts, with an accompanying
link to the TechLink website for full patent licensing details,
were designed around unique monthly concepts and listed
patents specifically selected to match the theme. The
program office’s intent was to assist entities with an interest
in Air Force technology to connect and have cutting-edge
patents transferred to their company for development.
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MARKETING & COMM
SOCIAL MEDIA
The DAFT3 social media program began in earnest a little
more than a year ago. Thanks to the efforts of the outreach
team, our three primary channels – Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn – exhibited significant growth in FY21.
Over the past few years, infrequent posts to the three channels
and the absence of peak time metrics to determine desired
audience viewing times made it difficult for the pages to build
followership. This year, however, we began posting at various
times throughout the day while analyzing data to pinpoint the
ideal times to reach our audience. We discovered morning
posts, between 9:00 and 10:00 and also at noon, seemed to
perform best. Our primary audience, consisting of technology
and small business professionals, tended to view our channels
at the start of their workday and during lunchtime.
Armed with this information, DAFT3 continued to build an
audience by posting more during the measured peak times.
As we gradually added more posts and analyzed afternoon
statistics, we found our audience gaining interest in viewing
our posts later in the afternoon, typically near the end of their
workday. As it stands now, the best time to post is on the
weekdays at 10:00 a.m., 2:00 p.m., and 4:00 p.m.
Additionally, the engagement rate – followers who like,
comment, or share content – has also increased dramatically
throughout the year. Our aim is to continue the steady growth
of these channels, both in audience and engagement, while
expertly marketing the DAFT3 program’s message.
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EVENTS
MEETINGS AND TRAINING
In response to travel and personnel gathering restrictions
placed on government workers and facilities, several AFT3
events were postponed, cancelled, or restructured for virtual
attendance. The ability to bring military research organizations,
industry, academia, and other organizations together virtually
to exchange ideas and discuss collaborative measures
became the normal mode of operation in 2021. As noted by
the attendance at various events, DAFT3 experienced success
in its mission to promote commercialization of technologies
by continuing to exchange knowledge with the technology
community during the COVID-19 pandemic.

The DAFT3PO combined the third quarter meeting with the
Annual Technology Transfer and Transition Workshop in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Held at the Q-Station on August
25th and 26th, the in-person event was tailored to allow
virtual audiences to attend. A “Newcomers Training” led by
the Associate Director of TechLink, Mr. Austin Leach, was held
on day one, along with program updates from DAFT3 Leaders
and T2 program affiliates. Tech Transfer updates, Intellectual
Property and Agreements information, and the “Why Data
Rights Matter” presentation rounded out the day’s events.
City of Albuquerque Economic Development Director Synthia
Jaramillo began day two by showcasing her city as “The Place
for Space.” Other events included DTTIS updates, Partnership
Intermediary discussions, and Intellectual Property training by
the University of Dayton. The New Mexico Tech Engagement
Team, hosts of the event, received the Third Quarter DAFT3
Award in front of a live audience of 79 people and 67 virtual
attendees.

The DAFT3PO held three quarterly meetings in 2021, two
of which were totally virtual. The First Quarter FY21 meeting
on February 2nd featured an overview of T3 activities by the
Program Director, insight into the metrics of the Air Force
Royalties program, and developments surrounding the
construction of the new Defense Tech Transfer Information
System (DTTIS). The final nominees for the FY20 AFT3 awards
were also announced, with Ms. Sabra Tomb (third quarter)
and the Hanscom AFB Innovation Team (fourth quarter)
being recognized as the winners. 68 technology transfer
professionals across the DoD attended the virtual meeting.

In addition to the quarterly meetings and annual workshop,
the AFT3 program office hosted two virtual “Ask Me
Anything” seminars. The AFMC Legal Office, TechLink, and
711 Human Performance wing led a discussion on Licensing
on March 25th, while the AFMC Legal Office teamed with
AFRL Aerospace Systems Directorate on April 22nd to lead
a discussion on Information Transfer Agreements. The events
garnered a combined 145 attendees.

The virtual Second Quarter FY21 meeting, held On June 2nd,
included discussions on royalty collections, DTTIS updates,
and future T3 events. First and Second Quarter FY2 DAFT3
awards results were announced and presented to the winners
Mr. Kevin Judd and Mr. Eric Rosenberg, respectively. There
were 75 attendees at the virtual meeting.

TECH SCOUTING

Technology Scouting is the process of matching internal
requirements (customer needs) with external technologies
for strategic purposes by utilizing Integrated Priority Lists,
Science and Technology Integrated Priority Lists, Joint Urgent
Operational Needs, and Joint Emerging Operational Needs
listings to search for solutions. Tech scouts have the ability
to open doors to new opportunities, gain access to expertise

in technologies related to the customer, and engage with
technology both inside and outside the fence. A Tech
Scout “socializes” the technology with the Federal Bureau
of Investigation, Department of Homeland Security, Major
Commands, Combat Commands, Department of Defense
agencies, federal laboratories, and other entities based on
customer needs.
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AIR FORCE METRICS
Under the Technology Transfer Commercialization Act of 2000 (P.L. 106-404), each Federal
agency that operates or directs one or more Federal laboratories, or that conducts activities under
35 USC § 207 and 209, must submit to the Office of Management and Budget, as part of its annual
budget submission, an annual performance report addressing the intramural technology transfer
activities of its Federal laboratories.
Federal laboratories, through their basic and mission-oriented research and development
investments, have historically been at the forefront of scientific discovery and technological
innovation. Technology transfer facilitates the practical application of Federal research directly
through the transfer of laboratory results and by providing non-federal entities opportunities
to partner with Federal laboratories on innovative research of mutual interest. Over the years,
new products, services, and the formation of new companies have occurred through technology
transfer initiatives.
Technology transfer activities are not spontaneous events. Inventions typically require years
of research effort before they are disclosed. A review of a patent application may take several
years before the patent is awarded. It may also take years to license a Federal patent or form the
collaborative commitment behind a CRADA. To get an understanding of how technology transfer
activities are performing over time, it is helpful to view the trends in key metrics. The following
Air Force Tech Transfer metrics are used to measure progress and evaluate the success of new
efforts to encourage technology transfer activities.

ACTIVE AIR FORCE AGREEMENTS
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AIR FORCE METRICS
INVENTION DISCLOSURES

FISCAL YEAR TRENDS
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AIR FORCE METRICS
PATENT APPLICATIONS

FISCAL YEAR TRENDS
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AIR FORCE METRICS
PATENTS ISSUED

FISCAL YEAR TRENDS
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AIR FORCE METRICS
COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENTS

EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENTS
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AIR FORCE METRICS
NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS

COMMERCIAL TEST AGREEMENTS
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AIR FORCE METRICS
PATENT LICENSE AGREEMENTS

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS
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AIR FORCE METRICS
MATERIAL TRANSFER AGREEMENTS

28

AIR FORCE METRICS
NEW COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENTS WITH SMALL BUSINESS

ESTIMATED COOPERATIVE RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS CONTRIBUTED VALUE
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CRADAs STUDY
In 2021, TechLink Center at Montana State University, in conjunction with the
Business Research Division (BRD) of the Leeds School of Business
at the University of Colorado Boulder, published the results
of a twenty-year study of the impact of Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements
(CRADA) on the United States economy. The
study was funded by TechLink and the Air Force
and is the most recent in a series of economic
impact studies conducted by TechLink and the BRD
on behalf of federal agencies.
The study quantifies the national economic impacts of CRADAs
established between the United States Air Force and non-federal
organizations such as private-sector industries and universities. In
addition to the economic impacts, the study highlights their contributions
to national security, successful technological outcomes of these partnerships,
and participants’ perceptions of the CRADA program.
The full study can be found at https://www.techlinkcenter.org/economic-impact-reports.
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ROYALTIES
As authorized by 15 USC §3710c, and in accordance with AFI 61-301, the Air Force has established a
uniform policy for the distribution of Patent License Agreement (PLA) royalties for all laboratories
and technical activities across the enterprise. Additional guidance from the Air Force Technology
Executive Officer in 2018 eliminated anomalies in uneven payments to ensure an even distribution
of PLA royalties. As a result, each Air Force inventor who assigns interest in their invention to
the Government receives the first $2,000 earned and 50 percent of the remainder of all royalties
received that year. The remaining funds are disbursed to the Air Force laboratory or technical
activity where the invention originated.
The DAFT3PO, as mandated by Congress, has a full-time project manager to track PLA royalties
across the enterprise to verify all payments are processed and subsequently disbursed through AFRL/
FM. In FY21, AFT3 processed $221,537.97 in PLA royalties, with $155,893.08 being distributed to
Air Force inventors across nine laboratories and technical activities.
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The DAFT3PO currently manages four Partnership Intermediaries (PIs). Two, TechLink and
MilTech, are sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense in conjunction with Montana State
University and are managed by Ms. Tricia Randall. Wright Brothers Institute (WBI), managed
by Mr. Terry Cunningham and Parallax Advanced Research (PAR), and Academic Partnership
Engagement Experiment (APEX), managed by Ms. Tricia Randall and Mr. Justin Earley, are
sponsored solely by the Air Force.
The program management team hosts regular meetings with contracting and fiscal managers
to ensure timely executions of activities and to discuss any issues or concerns which may arise.
In addition, program managers regularly meet with the PIs to assist in strategic planning and
establishing metrics and goals. Other functions performed by program managers include reviewing
monthly, quarterly and annual reports, approving invoices, monitoring spend plans and contract
ceilings, and conducting annual program reviews with the appropriate stakeholders for each PI.
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PARTNERSHIP INTERMEDIARIES

LOCATIONS

DoD PIA
The MilTech Partnership Intermediary, established in 2004
as a collaboration between Montana State University and the
Office of the Secretary of Defense Tech Transfer office, has
a mission to improve the transition of critical and innovative
technology to the US Warfighter, with an emphasis on
leveraging small, non-traditional vendors. Primary focus
areas include technology scouting, product design and
prototyping assistance, requirements generation, improved
investment planning, manufacturing expertise, and supply
chain identification and qualification.

the secured CUI-compliant side, launched in September,
allows MilTech to build credibility with our Government
partners by providing Operational information and
showcasing project examples.

MilTech has completed over 302 projects for over 185
customers from all DOD Services, OSD, Joint and Special
Programs. Over 38 Field User Evaluations or Human Factors
Exercises have been supported for all DOD Services,
ensuring that the end user’s needs are addressed in new
technology development. Over 280 non-traditional vendors
were qualified and actively engaged in these projects, 168 in
the last three years alone, and many of these have joined the
Defense Industrial Base on a more permanent basis.

• Virtual Industry Day (VID)
VID is an online platform developed by MilTech to collect,
organize, and report information on technologies and
vendors. The database improves the effectiveness of
market research and provides DoD agencies with a
searchable database of relevant technologies that can
be updated as technologies advance their readiness
level or as requirements shift. Since its inception, VID has
been used by a wide variety of DoD and DHS customers
to perform fast and effective market research. MilTech
continues to update the VID platform to provide a user
friendly experience where customers can sort, compare,
down-select, and search technologies, with results being
generated as printable quad charts and tech briefs.

In FY21, MilTech managed over 78 projects for DOD customers,
transitioned 5 technologies to active DOD use, significantly
advanced the TRL of 14 technologies in development and
addressed 12 technology research and horizon scanning
challenges.

• Technology Viability (TVA)
TVA is a quick and high-level evaluation of the market,
competitor analysis, intellectual property strategy,
manufacturing readiness, and technology readiness
levels of a specific technology. The results of a TVA
provide feedback in each assessment area including
recommendations on next steps to advance the
technology transition process. This tool is most effective
for helping customers determine if and where further
investments should be made.

MilTech maintains a significant STEM program with over 15
active MSU students involved in real, hands-on projects for
the Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps. Montana State
University is the only university-based Mentor active in the Air
Force Mentor/Protégé program, where MilTech manages four
Mentor companies to increase their capabilities in support of
critical Air Force operations.
This year, MilTech’s development team created several
websites and databases to connect customers to valuable
resources and opportunities.

The following are highlights of seven of the active FY21
MilTech projects.

• MilTech Website
The MilTech website was designed and developed with
the primary intention of providing a resource for our DoD
and DHS customers to better understand Partnership
Intermediaries and the specific areas of expertise MilTech
can provide. The public side, launched in August, contains
helpful information for our industry partners; whereas,

• Block Pattern with anthropometric data analytics
company, Alvanon
MilTech acts as the intermediary between SCIE and
Alvanon in the effort to create new standards in uniforms
and specialty occupational clothing design for Army
soldiers. Data from the Navy was used to generate male
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and female body classifications, including tall and petite
statures and a variety of body types from straight to curvy.
This effort will provide a tool the Army can use to optimize
the fit of garments for all soldiers and accommodate a
wider variety of body types aside from the general sizing
schemes of small, medium, and large.

• Technology Landscape Maps
TLMs show the landscape of a technology field, identifying
a wide range of research and technologies that can meet
specific needs. For each TLM, we built a team including
the JPC-6 Portfolio Managers and multiple industry
partners with expertise in market research.

• Hoverfly drone support with The Marine Corps Rapid
Capabilities Office
MCRCO requested MilTech’s support in assessing
tethered drone prototypes with generators to extend
the range of an antenna on the Hoverfly drone, and in
designing an open payload architecture to accommodate
a variety of payloads such as cameras and antennas. We
worked directly with industry partners to find alternate
suppliers for the technology that meets the customer’s
requirements. Once integrated and validated, the
technology will be transitioned to the Marine Corps.

• TPS-75 Tactical Radar maintenance support
The TPS-75 is a portable 250-mile range tactical radar
used to aerial detect threats in various environments
and assist friendly aircraft in engagements with these
unknown or hostile aircraft. We were given a list of parts
to replace and worked closely with the TPS-75 Program
Office and Advanced Electronics Design in updating
specifications, troubleshooting the parts, and ultimately
providing the customer what they needed.
• Redesign of Ballistic Combat Shirt for tactical
operations comfort
The Ballistic Combat Shirt is used with the Modular
Scalable Vest plate carrier to provide frag protection
where the vest lacks coverage. The woven shirt provides
ballistic protection in the neck, chest, upper back, and
deltoid areas. MilTech assisted vendors in improving
this government-owned design to be more comfortable
to wear, more cost-efficient to maintain in the field, and
easier to don and doff. We are currently assisting with
design iterations to make the BCS more wearable while
still providing adequate coverage.

• Support project for Navy marine vessel fenders
MilTech’s support was request in working with industry
partners to develop a fender system for Navy marine
vessels that provides better protection, while being
easier to manage and requiring minimum stowage
space. Martin Defense Group was suggested by the
customer and selected as the vendor for the design.
As the PIA for this 12-month project, we were engaged
from requirements definition to final test and prototype
delivery.
• Modernizing missile system leak detector kits with Air
Force Nuclear Weapons Center
Last year, the Missile Sustainment Division at the Air
Force Nuclear Weapons Center asked MilTech to assist
with modernizing and combining two missile system leak
detector test kits that were originally built in the 1970s.
After discovering another test kit, the team discussed
combining all three, ultimately reducing overall storage
capacity, testing time, man hours, and operating costs.
We worked with industry to qualify the resulting test kit
at Barksdale Air Force Base in the fall and are currently
waiting for the final review to proceed.
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DoD PIA
The TechLink program was initiated on August 1, 1999 under a
Memorandum of Understanding (currently MOU No. FA865015-3-9350) between the Air Force and the TechLink Center
at Montana State University (MSU). The overriding objective
of the program is to increase DoD’s overall successes in
Technology Transfer (T2) and Transition (T3), with a particular
focus on marketing DoD patented inventions to US Industry
and facilitating license agreements between DoD Laboratories
and US companies.
Our work directly supports the National Defense Strategy.
TechLink is helping realize the impact generated and
expected from over $20B in DoD basic research investment
by connecting innovation to the National Security Industrial
Base / Innovation Ecosystem in a cost-effective manner,
ensuring an increased return on investment (ROI) to the DoD
and the US taxpayer. Specifically:
• We broker valuable DoD T2 agreements that
support the warfighter and U.S. economy;
•

We produce an unmatched nationwide
engagement model with Industry;

•

We bolster the entire enterprise by generating
more revenue than we cost.

Specifically, GOALS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR FY21
were the following:
•

GOAL 1: 35 Tier I Metric Agreements between
DoD Labs and the private sector. Tier I agreements
include patent, biological, and invention license
agreements.
9 ACCOMPLISHMENTS: TechLink facilitated a total
of 40 Tier I metric agreements. The breakdown
for Tier I agreements by DoD component was Air
Force, 11; Navy, 17; and Army, 11; NSA, 1.
9

All along the way, we help the Defense Laboratory System
maximize innovation by helping Labs recognize their potential;
streamline rapid, innovative approaches to take technologies
from development to fielding by helping to educate ORTAs
and Researchers on what to do with their inventions; and
connect traditional and non-traditional defense partners
by providing resources to explore transfer opportunities
Nationwide, constructing paths to markets before and after
the agreement, and ensuring optimal partnerships.

•

FY 2021 was a solid year for TechLink productivity, and one
in which we exceeded all our metric baselines. TechLink
facilitated a total of 91 metric-related agreements between
DoD and Industry. These included 40 Tier I agreements, 38
Tier II agreements, and 13 Tier III agreements. Component
breakdown: Air Force: 19; Army: 31; Navy: 39; NSA: 1; USUHS:1.
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Of significant note TechLink facilitated the first
license for the 67th Cyberspace Wing (16th Air
Force).

GOAL 2: 35 Tier II Metric Agreements between
DoD Labs and Industry or other partners. These
Tier II agreements include CRADAs, EPAs,
trademark license agreements if associated with
other license agreements, commercial evaluation
license agreements, joint ownership agreements,
test service and similar agreements if greater than
$5,000 in value, copyright license agreements,
MOUs or MOAs for cooperative work, and DoD SBIR
Phase II contracts.
9 ACCOMPLISHMENTS: TechLink facilitated a
total of 38 Tier II partnerships. These include
22 CRADAs, 8 commercial evaluation license
agreements, 3 license amendment agreements,
1 test services agreement, and 3 limited
government purpose license agreements and
1 educational partnership agreement. The
breakdown for Tier II agreements by DoD
component was Army: 14; Air Force: 7; Navy: 16;
USUHS: 1.

•

•

•

GOAL 3: 10 Tier III Metric Agreements. Tier III
agreements include limited purpose CRADAs,
material transfer agreements or material transfer
CRADAs, government purpose or research
license agreements, license amendments, and
test service and similar agreements if less than
$5,000 in value.
9 ACCOMPLISHMENTS: TechLink facilitated
a total of 13 Tier III agreements, including
9 limited purpose (LP) CRADAs; 1 license
amendment III and 1 information transfer
agreement. Many of the LP CRADAs are
expected to lead to license agreements. The
breakdown for Tier III agreements by DoD
component was Air Force: 1; Army: 6; and
Navy: 6.

Warfare Center, Philadelphia Division, which
is believed to be this lab’s first-ever license
agreement; 1 CRADA with the Air Force
711th Human Performance Wing at WPAFB,
OH—TechLink’s first-ever CRADA with this
lab; 1 CRADA with the Navy Medical Center
in San Diego, CA, TechLink’s first agreement
with this lab in nearly ten years; and 1 patent
license agreement with the Army Medical
Materiel Development Activity in Frederick,
MD, TechLink’s first license agreement with
this lab in over 5 years.
OTHER MAJOR TECHLINK ACCOMPLISHMENTS FY21:
The Partnership Journey: TechLink’s efforts to identify,
deliver, and enable qualified partners rose to new heights as
we focused on activities that:				
• Identify and connect with potential partners
through strategic marketing activities.

GOAL 4: As Many Co-Metrics with Other PIAs
as Possible.
9 ACCOMPLISHMENTS: TechLink achieved
a total of 2 co-metrics with other PIAs,
including a commercial evaluation license
with MilTech, a companion DoD national
partnership intermediary at Montana State
University, Bozeman; and a patent license
agreement with the Wright Brothers Institute,
a local partnership intermediary for AFRL
directorates at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base in Dayton, OH.

FY 2021 marketing stats:
• 710 social media posts (Twitter, LinkedIn,
Facebook)

GOAL 5: As many Technology Transfer
Agreements as Possible with “New” DoD
Labs - DoD labs with which TechLink has not
previously worked or with which it has not
facilitated agreements for over 5 years.
9 ACCOMPLISHMENTS: TechLink completed
a total of 11 technology transfer agreements
with “new” DoD labs. These included 3
patent license agreements and 1 CRADA
with the Air Force 688th Cyberspace Wing
in Lackland, TX—the first-ever TechLink
agreements involving this lab; 2 agreements
with the Air Force Sustainment Center at
Tinker AFB, OK, a patent license agreement
and a CRADA, which were also TechLink’s
first agreements involving this lab; 1 patent
license agreement with the Air Force
Institute of Technology at WPAFB, OH—this
lab’s first-ever license agreement; 1 patent
license agreement with the Naval Surface

•

1,996 social media engagements (retweets,
comments, shares)

•

315 technology summaries published

•

1006 new subscribers added to The Pulse
newsletter

•

48 Weekly Tech Roundups published

•

100 news stories published

•

23 public notices (notice of intent to grant,
notice of availability)

•

42 earned media citations (TechLink in the
news)

•

Analytics prove success:
» 803,455 unique site visits to the website
in FY 2021, a 25% increase over FY 2020;
»
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520 web inquiries by potential licensees.

•

Support and adapt to the varying needs of
potential partners (entrepreneurs vs startups vs
small businesses vs established business)

•

Qualify partners before connecting them to labs

•

Support entrepreneurial programs within the T2
ecosystem

(4) Improved lead capture and analytics tools
that enable TechLink to measure visitor behavior
and activity to deliver a better user experience,
retain visitors for longer periods, and improve
mechanisms to achieve increased licensing
metrics.

New and Improved Online Technology Marketplace:
(Dubbed the “Heartbeat of DoD Technology Transfer” credit:
Trish Randall!) Genesis: Our team gathered user feedback
over the past few years on the functionality of our website and
incorporated a number of new features intended to increase
engagement with our visitors, make the site easier to use and
navigate, improve the search capability, and importantly, to
greatly improve our ability to capture information about site
visitors -- enabling a new level of strategic marketing for the
DoD and ultimately driving an increase in licensing leading to
warfighter and economic impact. Our new site speaks directly
to the business community while retaining our identity and
information about services we provide directly to the labs.
•

We officially kicked-off the T2 Impact Model study on behalf
of the Defense Lab Office: This two-year project promises
to develop a DoD T2 Impact Model that will function as an
effective policymaking, management, and evaluation tool to
improve the DoD T2 system’s ability to contribute to the U.S.
defense mission. Specific objectives include the following:
• Objective 1: Define the desired outcomes
and impacts from the DoD T2 system that will
contribute most effectively to the U.S. defense
mission.

Important new features and information to the
website include:
(1) A further refined and improved user
experience that enables visitors to more easily
search for DoD lab technologies by key words,
apply filters, and save technologies of interest:
9

Highly accurate search technology –
technologies are searchable by keyword, IP
identified, inventor name, and laboratory;

9

Filter-based browsing to enable quick
identification of technologies within specific
categories as well as featured technologies
and those available for express licensing;

9
9

9

Ability for users to favorite technologies and
save to a user account

•

Objective 2: Identify T2 metrics that can be
used to assess if this system is achieving these
desired outcomes and impacts.

•

Objective 3: Develop a comprehensive DoD
T2 Impact Model that fully captures the inputs,
outputs, outcomes, and impacts required for an
improved DoD T2 system.

•

Objective 4: Use the T2 Impact Model to help
identify the key factors that facilitate or hinder
the achievement of high-value T2 outcomes and
impacts.

Dr Pham asked us for COVID success stories: We had three,
and we pushed available medical technology Nationwide:

Resources and FAQs to guide users through
the process of engaging with your labs via
TechLink;
A section devoted to the impacts of T2,
including success stories of licensees as well
as economic impact studies.

(2) Resources for businesses that include a
prominent “Our Role” page as well as sections
on “Grow your business with tech transfer,”
“How to work with TechLink to license DoD
technology,” and “Frequently asked questions;”
(3) An Impacts section that features success
stories that show the impacts of T2 on the U.S.
warfighter, the American public, and the national
economy; and
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•

PrepTech for a protective barrier from Army
Medical https://techlinkcenter.org/news/preptech-signs-license-agreement-for-us-armyscovid-19-barrier

•

“Navy lab develops long-range temp-scanning
tech, distributing as COVID-19 worries linger”
https://techlinkcenter.org/news/navy-labdevelops-long-range-temp-scanning-techdistributing-as-covid-19-worries-linger

•

“CH Technologies acquires micro-atomizer from
US Army in patent deal” https://techlinkcenter.
org/news/ch-technologies-acquires-microatomizer-from-us-army-in-patent-deal

Impact Study work:
•

9

June 2021 - Completed the first-ever AF-wide
CRADA impact study. Precedent setting!
In September 2021, TechLink completed a
comprehensive economic impact study of Air
Force CRADAs.
TechLink’s research team surveyed 886
companies and other organizations having
CRADAs with the USAF labs established
between 2000-2020.
ƈ Companies were asked to divulge the total
sales of new products and services and other
economic outcomes directly related to the
technologies that they developed under their
DoD CRADAs;
ƈ

The response rate was very high – 94% of the
companies and other non-DoD entities with DoD
CRADAs participated in the study.

9

IMPLAN economic impact assessment software
was used to estimate the economic impacts
related to the sales and other economic
outcomes from these CRADAs. Study results are
believed to significantly understate the actual
economic impacts because of non-responding
companies, the effects of inflation, and other
factors analyzed in the report. Major findings
from the study included the following:
ƈ $10.7 billion in total sales of new products
and services resulting from the CRADAs;
ƈ

$4.3 billion military sales;

ƈ

Over $31.3 billion in total economic impact
nationwide.

DoD SBIR/STTR Transition Study and follow-on
analysis: TechLink provided additional analysis
of DoD SBIR contracts to include results by
year of award and wrote over 100 SBIR success
stories, most of which are awaiting PAO approval,
and launched phase II of the DoD SBIR/STTR
Transition study as well as an updated Navy
SBIR/STTR impact study.

Publications on Outcomes and Impacts from DoD SBIR
Programs and the Defense Lab System:

They also were asked about related
economic outcomes, including sales to
the U.S. military, follow-on research and
development contracts, licensing revenue,
and sales by licensees and spin-out
companies.

9

•

•

DoD Licensing Impact Study and the TechLink
Licensing, CRADA, and SBIR/STTR impact
studies were both launched in September of
2021.
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•

Elizabeth A. Shanahan, Eric D. Raile, Helen
T. Naughton, Michael P. Wallner, and Kendall
A. Houghton. 2020. “Public Opinion about
Management Strategies for a Low-Profile Species
across Multiple Jurisdictions: Whitebark Pine in
the Northern Rockies.” People and Nature 2: 784796. (Published). https://besjournals.onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/pan3.10094

•

Gaster, R., Swearingen, W., Peterson, J., and
Wallner, M. 2019. “Estimating Outcomes and
Impacts from Innovation Programs: The Case
of Air Force and Navy SBIR/STTR Programs.”
Technology and Innovation, 21(1): 49-61.
(Published) https://academyofinventors.org/tijournal/

•

Will Swearingen, Robin Gaster, Michael Wallner,
Jeff Peterson, and Ray Friesenhahn. 2021. “Is
SBIR a Government Venture Fund?” Technology
and Innovation, 22(1). (Published). Will be
available at https://academyofinventors.org/tijournal/

•

Wallner, M., Peterson, J., Swearingen, W., Zook,
M., and Gaster, R. 2021. “Comparative Economic
Outcomes from SBIR Funding: “Underserved”
versus Higher-award States.” Issues in Science
and Technology 38: 1. (Published). Will be
available at https://issues.org/explore-by-issue/

•

Wallner, M., Swearingen, W., Peterson, J.,
Vallett, J., Zook, M., (N.D.). “The SBIR Program:
Measuring the economic outcomes of
government entrepreneurial efforts.” Innovation
and Development (Submitted)

•

Cusker, B., Leach, A., Swearingen, W. “DoD Labs:
A Key Contribution to the Defense Mission.” DAU
Magazine, March-April, 2021.

•

Swearingen, W., Wallner, M., Peterson, J. “DoD’s
Small Business Innovation Research: How
it Contributes to the Defense Mission.” DAU
Magazine, September-October 2021.

TSEAL: The TechLink Software Engineering and Analysis
Laboratory (TSEAL) provides a valuable, hands-on research
experience to MSU students and was fully funded by DoD
sponsors again this year. This unique activity engages MSU
computer science students and faculty in ensuring fielded
Department of Defense facility maintenance software
programs are functional, reliable, and secure. TSEAL enables
MSU undergrads and graduate students to gain practical,
real-world experience developing cutting-edge software
while covering a major part of their MSU education through
paid internships.

Award nominations:
FY21 Annual FLC Awards: TechLink wrote and facilitated
these FY21 Winners:
• CAMIC, USAMRMC
•

CAMIC, EITT Covid-19 Response Award,
USAMRMC

•

Large-area Thermally-matched Substrate for GaN
Devices, NRL

•

Rapid Response Licensing System, CRANE

•

Covid-19 Response Award, CRANE

•

IV Artesunate, USAMRMC

•

In the Covid Response category, the following
nomination from TechLink won distinction
(inclusion in the 2021 awards publication):
CCDC (DEVCOM) CBC under the T2 innovation
category.

Navy T2 program lead support: Assisted/assisting Kendra
with End of Year reporting, specialty writing assignments
and the Navy’s T2 handbook. In FY 2021, working closely
with the Navy Technology Transfer Program Office, TechLink
completed the first draft of a new Navy T2 Handbook. This
handbook is designed to give Navy T2 personnel, particularly
new ORTAs, the practical “how to” information they need
to do their jobs. It draws on the new T2 Handbook that
TechLink developed for the Air Force T3 Office in FY 2020;
however, it adapts this earlier effort to the Navy’s operational
T2 environment. Throughout the new Navy T2 Handbook,
emphasis is on how to initiate and execute T2 agreements
to enable productive T2-related activities and outcomes.
Handbook modules include: Introduction to T2; What Does
an ORTA Do; CRADAs; Patent License Agreements; Education
Partnership Agreements; and Partnership Intermediary
Agreements. The handbook includes model agreements,
checklists, and links to key T2 directives and legislative
acts. It is intended to be a living document, capable of being
rapidly updated in response to changes in the surrounding
legal, political, economic, and regulatory environments.
This handbook replaces an earlier Navy T2 Handbook that
focused primarily on CRADAs and that users found difficult
to use.

FY22 write-ups:
• Interagency Partnership award for DEVCOM CBC
/ Donna Cannella
•

T2 Professional of the Year for Mike D’Onofrio at
DEVCOM ARL

•

T2 Innovation of the Year for DEVCOM ARL /
Open Campus

•

T2 Excellence for NSWC Indian Head / Silent
Spring

•

Linsteadt Award for Michelle Miedzinski at Naval
Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division

•

Linsteadt Award for Jim Kearns

•

T2 Excellence of BATDOK

•

We also facilitated two regional award winners.
Pendar for DEVCOM CBC and PETS Technology
for ERDC.
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Academic Partnership Engagement Experiment
Who We Are
• Our team is comprised of serial entrepreneurs, retired
military members, scientists, academic researchers and
former United States Department of Defense executive
leaders. Our standard for excellence is built on the
diversity of our backgrounds that have afforded us deep
understanding of the importance of the APEX mission
that supports the United States Air Force Science &
Technology Strategy.

What We Do
• We cultivate innovation by expanding the American
research enterprise for the USAF. We do this by engaging
and collaborating with innovators across academia,
industry and the DoD who possess capabilities of
interest to the USAF; utilizing data analytics to identify
transformational operational defense solutions in
academia, industry and government sectors; providing
high-touch coaching for business startups and proposals;
and engaging with DoD programs to connect universities,
businesses and government entities in a way that moves
defense technology from discovery to reality.
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Basic Research Innovation Collaboration Center
Who We Are
• BRICC provides collaborative environments and data
analytic services that support AFOSR’s mission to
discover, shape, and champion basic research that
profoundly impacts the future Air Force.

What We Do
• The BRICC specializes in data-driven approaches to
quantitatively assess global S&T communities, research
and technology trends, and innovation capacity. Our data
analytics provide strategies and insights that empower
AFOSR’s collaborative discovery, technology transition
and technology transfer (T2), and S&E workforce
development efforts.
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Center for Technology, Research and Commercialization
Who We Are
• C-TRAC is a 501 (C)(3) non-profit organization that serves
our country and bolsters our economy by bringing
together government, education, and industry partners to
meet our warfighter’s needs at market speed – fulfilling
our vision of co-creating national capabilities.

What We Do
• C-TRAC hosts human-centric design thinking workshops
to aid our customers in properly defining and refining
their problems, then finding real, workable solutions.
Design thinking can save businesses and institutions vast
amounts of time and money which might otherwise be
wasted chasing down the wrong solution.
• We have facilitated design thinking workshops for
government, commercial, and academic clients. These
workshops typically last 1-3 days, depending on the
scope of the problem set and the number of participants.
C-TRAC can host these events at Catalyst Campus or
facilitate off-site.
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What We Do
• Catalyst Campus provides a neutral environment where
the Department of Defense and other agencies can
integrate organizations and technologies from multiple
companies as needs and threats emerge in a variety of
sectors to include aerospace, defense and homeland
security, space, cybersecurity, information technology
and other advanced technologies.

Who We Are
• Catalyst Campus for Technology & Innovation is a
collaborative ecosystem where industry, small business,
workforce training, entrepreneurs, startups and venture
capital intersect with the aerospace and defense industry
to create community, spark innovation and stimulate
business growth through public private partnerships.
• Our Vision is to be a Mission Focused Collaboration and
Innovation Ecosystem for Private Industry, Academia,
Government, and Allies by Serving as a Trusted Agnostic
Partner to Accelerate Solutions for the Execution of
the National Defense Strategy, Advancement of Civil
Programs, and Economic Development of Communities.

• We offer the Catalyst Accelerator Program, an immersive
learning environment, the Catalyst Dojo, Lab Space,
Office and Coworking Space, Virtual Offices, Event
Space, Software Factory Incubation, Digital Engineering
Environment, support to USAFA’s AFCyberworx,
and STTR Partnerships. We have multiple PIAs and
contract vehicles that provide maximum flexibility for our
customers.

• We are currently located in Colorado Springs, CO, Ogden,
UT, and College Park, MD. We are expanding nationwide
with the goal of 6-10 total locations by 2026.
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Who We Are
• The Cyber Innovation Center (CIC), located in Bossier
City, Louisiana, is the anchor of the 3,000 acre National
Cyber Research Park and serves as the catalyst for the
development and expansion of a knowledge-based
workforce throughout the region.

What We Do
• As a 501c3 not-for-profit corporation, the CIC fosters
collaboration among its partners and accelerates
technology, research, and development. One of its
primary missions is to develop a sustainable knowledgebased workforce that can support the growing needs of
government, industry, and academia.

Who We Are
• We are the innovation hub for Air Force Global Strike
Command. We solve the nation’s most challenging
problems through innovation & collaboration. With
collaboration space in the heart of the Ark-La-Tex and
proximity to Barksdale Air Force Base, the STRIKEWERX
Innovation Hub connects people and resources across
government, industry and academia to solve Air Force
Global Strike Command’s most challenging problems.

What We Do
• STRIKEWERX provides industry, academia and the
warfighter access to opportunities where all three
entities can combine resources to solve the critical
needs of Air Force Global Strike Command. We use a
variety of methods to solve challenges faced by Air
Force Global Strike Command. Our unique approach to
solutions provides fast, non-traditional pathways to scout
the best solutions from industry, academia and Airmen
intrepreneurs in order to deliver solutions to the warfighter.
Our events, workshops, meetups and industry challenges
promote collaboration with businesses of all sizes and
academia. We provide a new opportunity for industry and
government to engage with the goal of providing unique
solutions delivered in a streamlined process.
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Who We Are
• The Doolittle Institute, an AFRL Innovation Institute,
supports the Air Force Research Labs Munitions
Directorate by working to license and commercialize
AFRL/RW technologies in the private sector, enable rapid
technology delivery to the warfighter, identify and foster
new R&D partnerships and develop AFRL’s current and
future workforce. The Doolittle Institute is a member of
the Defensewerx Family.

What We Do
• The Doolittle Institute, an AFRL Innovation Institute,
supports the Air Force Research Labs Munitions
Directorate by working to license and commercialize
AFRL/RW technologies in the private sector through
technology transfer, enable rapid technology delivery
to the warfighter via technology transition, identify and
foster new R&D partnerships through innovation and
collaboration, and develop AFRL’s current and future
workforce.
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Who We Are
• Explora is an innovative experiential learning center
in Albuquerque, New Mexico with a mission to create
opportunities for inspirational discovery and the joy
of lifelong learning through interactive experiences in
science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). We
address our mission by providing exhibit activities and
project-based learning programs that illuminate basic
concepts in STEM for people of all ages statewide.
Explora’s work is organized around a Cradle through
Career STEAM Learning Strategic Focus, which was codeveloped with the community to engage, educate, and
employ students in STEM.

What We Do
• Together with our network of over 90 partners, we
provide direct assistance in the form of STEM education
and engagement via outreach statewide and through
visits to our 50,000-square-foot science center and
children’s museum in Albuquerque, NM.
• X Studio at Explora is an innovative STEM education
and workforce development center, providing access to
high-quality STEM experiences and professional-grade
design and fabrication equipment and tools. We focus
on improving educational and career opportunities for
middle school, high school, and early college students,
with an intentional focus on improving access and
opportunity for low-income and teens of color. Programs
immerse students in real-world work-based learning
programs, as well as introduce students to pathway
opportunities to New Mexico’s STEM workforce, with an
emphasis on developing workforce skills that reflect the
needs of STEM employers.
• Explora has an established teacher professional
development program, reaching over 600 teachers each
year. These workshops are not done in isolation: our
professional development strategy includes providing
teachers with kits of materials and opportunities to
collaborate and network with each other, as well as with
STEM professionals.
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What We Do
• The GI achieves technology transfer by facilitating
cooperative research and development agreements
(CRADAs) with private industry and other federally funded
laboratories, commercial test agreements (CTAs) with
customers requesting assistance in product validation/
verification, and educational partnership agreements
(EPAs) with universities.

Who We Are
• The Griffiss Institute (GI) was established in 2002, by the
State of New York, as an independent 501(c)(3) entity
governed by a Board of Directors. The primary role of the
GI is to advocate and facilitate the co-operation of private
industry, academia, and the Air Force Research Laboratory
Information Directorate (AFRL/RI), in developing solutions
to critical cyber security problems. Another prime role
is to build upon technologies under development at the
AFRL/RI to further strengthen our nation’s security.

• Professional development through training programs
for laboratory personnel in software development and
program management certification.

• By partnering AFRL with private industry and academia,
the GI is able to facilitate and grow the technology base
of the Upstate New York region. The GI is focused on
providing an environment conducive to the growth
of technology and ideas, by creating a collaborative
research environment accessible to AFRL, business, and
academia. The goal is to foster research leading to new
solutions in information sciences and spinning out new
business opportunities, locally and nationally.

• The GI is focused on a multitude of community outreach
activities from involvement in the annual Air Force
Association competition, CyberPatriot, and robotics, to the
year-long DimensionU competition with middle and high
school students. The Information Directorate received
the prestigious 2014 Federal Laboratory Consortium for
Technology Transfer National STEM Award based upon
the teaming of the GI and AFRL/RI workforce.
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Who We Are
• MGMWERX was created under a Partnership Intermediary
Agreement between DEFENSEWERX and the Air Force
Research Laboratory to align with the education initiatives
of Air University.

What We Do
• MGMWERX is constantly assessing the landscape in
the areas of defense, innovation, and adult education.
Our awareness of the latest technologies allows us to
scout the most promising technologists for concepts,
prototypes, or commercially available technologies that
can be leveraged as solutions for the warfighter.

• We augment Air University programs to enhance
production of high-quality, innovative research and
ideas that span issues of importance to the Air Force.
This can includes: doctrine, strategies, capability needs,
operational concepts, training, education, and science
and technology.

• Using research and development agreements, contracts,
competitions, public-private partnerships, and other
tools, MGMWERX can address Air Force innovation
challenges while helping grow the circle of entrepreneurs
and investors interested in working the strategic and
technical challenges associated with maintaining U.S.
national security.

• With a central downtown Montgomery location,
MGMWERX provides Air University with a direct
connection to diverse ideas and innovations that exist
outside of the military. As part of the DEFENSEWERX
ecosystem, MGMWERX has access to nationwide
resources and brings these external connections to Air
University creating the routine collision of ideas and
fostering an engine for innovation of huge proportions.
Through MGMWERX, Air University students are exposed
to a broad cross-section of industry, academia, as well
as non-traditional commercial partners, to be better
prepared to deal with an uncertain future.
• At the MGMWERX facility, people and organizations
experience innovation and collaboration in unique ways
through experimentation with emerging tools, processes,
and methods to get innovation to the warfighter faster.
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Who We Are
The New Mexico Trade Alliance is an Economic Development
Organization in Albuquerque, New Mexico. In addition to
serving as the State of New Mexico’s official international trade
partner providing export assistance programs to the state’s
small businesses, the Trade Alliance is proud to manage
AFRL’s New Mexico economic and workforce development
initiatives.

•

•

What We Do
The Trade Alliance, operating under the brand “Q Station,”
setup and operates a space and directed energy convening
hub and incubator in Albuquerque’s historic Nob Hill
neighborhood. In addition to working to accelerate the
space and directed energy ecosystems in New Mexico,
Q Station incubates 6 space technology companies in its
facility. Using the Q Station facility as a convening location,
the Trade Alliance also works on behalf of AFRL to increase
and strengthen relationships with key stakeholders in New
Mexico, such as other space related organizations and
industry, institutes of higher education, and local and state
governments. The Trade Alliance is also proud to promote
careers in STEM by organizing New Mexico’s STEM Signing
Day, STEMYs Award Ceremony, Super STEM Saturday, and a
citywide STEM Scavenger Hunt. AFRL, through support from
the Trade Alliance, is making a difference in New Mexico!
The following is a sample of great press from the last year
highlighting the success of the Trade Alliance’s PIA initiatives:

•

•

•
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The Trade Alliance is awarded a $750,000 EDA SPRINT
Grant to support the development and programming for
a new space and directed energy technology incubator
in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
https://eda.gov/oie/
sprint/2021/new-mexico-trade-alliance.htm
The Trade Alliance opens Q Station, a first of its kind
incubator and convening location for New Mexico’s space
and directed energy technology industries. https://www.
abqjournal.com/2383119/hub-for-space-directed-energylands-in-nob-hill.html?fbclid=IwAR0w2sT6VoypKhTSQFf
UtkofYBlBSZFhptpCRJ7-J3KIMgKreB6C-n53ksI
Q Station welcomes its first Soft Landing Cohort. Six space
technology companies are working out of Q Station for a
year with access to an a la carte list of resources ranging
from marketing and PR to capital raising strategies in
partnership with Q Station partners. https://www.qstation.
tech/cohort
The Trade Alliance, along with other PIA partners
NewSpace New Mexico and Central New Mexico
Community College, and SpacePort America (New Mexico
State Government) successfully advanced to the final
round of the EDA’s Build Back Better Grant Challenge.
If awarded, vertical rocket launch infrastructure at the
SpacePort and a new space center in Albuquerque are
on the horizon. https://www.abqjournal.com/2455159/
nm-vying-for-200m-for-space-tech-industries.html
The Trade Alliance and Q Station are recognized as an
important catalyst bringing AFRL’s New Mexico based
PIAs together, effectively organizing and driving forward
New Mexico’s space industry. https://www.abqjournal.
com/2455513/addressing-a-niche-opportunity-excollaborative-ecosystem-helps-to-g.html
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What We Do
NYSTEC strives to make a positive impact on economic
growth by working as a catalyst for technological innovation
and facilitating connections among entrepreneurs, academic
organizations, and government agencies. Specifically, our
Innovation and Entrepreneurship practice offers technology
transfer and transition services for the Air Force (AF) SBIR/STTR
Program Office by way of Program Outreach and Community
Building through the development of an expanded outreach
model of private-public partnerships and collaboration based
on community-building best practices and experiences
to facilitate connections among entrepreneurs, academic
organizations, and government agencies.

Who We Are
• NYSTEC is an independent, nonprofit technology
consulting company serving as a trusted advisor to the
government and to public- and private-sector companies.
We were incorporated in 1996 to act as a state equivalent
of a federal systems engineering and technical
assistance (SETA) advisor, providing objective, expert
technical advice to state entities for their ongoing and
future technology initiatives as well as to help leverage
technologies and expertise from the Rome-based Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) for the benefit of
government entities statewide.
• NYSTEC is a local partner with Innovare Advancement
Center whose vision includes emergence as a global
catalyst to converge world-class talent with cutting-edge
facilities and focused technology challenges to accelerate
the development of game-changing capabilities that
protect and empower our countries.

We:
• Foster innovation ecosystems and develop targeted
programming as well as pair experienced mentor firms
with small business protégés, ensuring maximum
practicable opportunity for small businesses of the
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) industrial base to
participate in DoD procurement.

• NYSTEC’s mission is to deliver extraordinary value
through independent technology advisory services by
understanding and responding effectively to the needs
of our clients to enable their success.

• Develop and create a programmatic marketing plan,
including branding, messaging, website, social
media, and video promotions with the AF SBIR/STTR
and AFRL/RI program offices.
• Create a feeder/funnel system for the AF SBIR/STTR
and small business programs.
• Utilize IgniteU NY-branded workshop series model
and small business programming, including early-
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What We Do
• We deliver independent, objective, and scientifically
rigorous research, development, and technical services
to support projects around the world. With renowned
experts, state-of-the-art facilities, and proven approaches,
we apply our capabilities across key practice areas
that intersect with the needs of our clients—including
government agencies, academia, foundations, global
NGOs, and commercial companies. We are committed
to the highest standards of scientific integrity, impartiality,
and objectivity.

Who We Are
• RTI International is an independent, nonprofit research
institute dedicated to improving the human condition.
Our vision is to address the world’s most critical problems
with science-based solutions in pursuit of a better future.
Clients rely on us to answer questions that demand
an objective and multidisciplinary approach—one that
integrates expertise across the social and laboratory
sciences, engineering, and international development.
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Who We Are
• Founded in 2002, Wright Brothers Institute has been
setting the bar with a proven track record in innovation.
From early problem exploration, to final warfighter
application; we have been the Air Force Research Lab’s
first stop for 16 years. The Wright Brothers Institute (WBI)
is a cutting-edge center for innovation and technology
commercialization. WBI provides breakthrough solutions
to US Air Force’s most complex initiatives by leveraging
resident experts, unique facilities, disruptive innovation
processes and extensive networks.

What We Do
• Wright Brothers Institute uses a wide variety of approaches
to provide our customers with a solid foundation that
results in better decision making.
• Wright Brothers Institute provides the services and
facilities that convert collaboration into results. We
connect the Air Force to strategic partners and provide
the programming that drives research, products and
solutions to the nation’s warfighters.
• Wright Brothers Institute connects inventors and
resources to bring technology back to the Air Force, fasttrack research and better enable the warfighter.
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Offices of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) are the essential focal point for
collaborations between federal labs and the outside world. They promote their lab’s technologies,
expertise, capabilities, and facilities in order to attract non-federal partners for R&D and T2
partnerships. The ORTA function is multifaceted, requiring these offices to serve as information
brokers, liaisons to industry and academia, deal makers, and contract administrators.
The following reports were submitted by Air Force ORTAs to detail their successes, best practices,
strategies and metrics.
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ORTA MAP
OHIO

WRIGHT-PATT AFB

CALIFORNIA

EDWARDS AFB
AFTC/ENS
412 TENG/CL

LOS ANGELES AFB
SMC
SMC/ECX

TRAVIS AFB

60 MDG/SGSE

COLORADO
USAFA

USAFA/DFRO

FLORIDA

EGLIN AFB

96 TW/XPT
AFRL/RW
AFSOC/1SOW

GEORGIA

MARYLAND

AFRL/RC
AFRL/RQ
AFRL/RX
AFRL/RY
711TH/USAFSAM
AFLCMC/RO
AFLCMC/XZ
AFLCMC/WAC
AFLCMC/WINA
AFLCMC/EN-EZ
AFIT
NASIC

SPARK X CELL

OKLAHOMA

JB ANDREWS

WARNER-ROBINS AFB
AFSC

ILLINOIS

MISSISSIPPI

TINKER AFB
AFSC

AMC/375 AMW

81 MDTX/SGQR

TEXAS

LOUISIANA

NEVADA
NELLIS AFB

AETC/ATETA
AFMSA
25TH AF
59TH MDW/STA
67TH CW/XPP
688TH CW/XPGX

KEESLER AFB

SCOTT AFB

BARKSDALE AFB
AFGSC/ST

99 MDG/GME

MASSACHUSETTS

NEW MEXICO
KIRTLAND AFB

HANSCOM AFB

AFRL/RD
AFRL/RV

AFLCMC/HN-HB
AFLCMC/HNIX
AFNWC/NC
66TH ABW

HILL AFB
AFSC

AFRL/RI

WASHINGTON DC

NORTH DAKOTA

GRAND FORKS AFB
319 RW

AFCEC/CXAE

UTAH

NEW YORK
ROME

TYNDALL AFB

RANDOLPH/LACKLAND AFB

Denotes locations where the AFT3 Program Office at Wright-Patterson AFB serves as the ORTA
Denotes locations where the T3 office at Tinker AFB serves as the ORTA

AFOSR

AFOSR/RT

PENTAGON
SAF/CIO A6
SAF/IE
AF/A9

The Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) is the essential focal point for collaborations between federal
laboratories and the outside world. ORTAs promote their lab’s technologies, expertise, capabilities, and facilities in order to attract
non-federal partners for research and development (R&D) and T2 partnerships. Their responsibility is multifaceted, which requires
its specialists to serve as information brokers, liaisons to industry and academia, deal makers, and contract administrators.
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Executive Summary
67th Cyberspace Wing significantly expanded its Technology Transfer and Transition
(T3) Program during Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21). 67 CW signed three patent license
agreements (PLAs), the first PLAs in 16th Air Force history, and signed follow-on
cooperative research and development agreements (CRADAs) with each licensees to
assist with commercialization. 67 CW expanded its T3 Program to include defensive and
offensive cyber operations units. The wing’s T3 Program became ‘operationalized’ by
proactively engaging with squadrons to learn about their requirements and finding
potential T3 solutions when applicable: (1) 67 CW entered into two critical infrastructure
CRADAs and began participating in a third critical infrastructure CRADA belonging to
688th Cyberspace Wing (688 CW), 67 CW’s sister wing; (2) 67 CW entered into the first
classified CRADA in Air Force history in order to explore the realm of the possible for
offensive cyber operations; and (3) 67 CW created an open source software licensing
policy and publicly released the Malware Control Platform (MCP) via open source
software licensing.
Laboratory Overview
The 67th Cyberspace Wing (67 CW), headquartered at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland,
Texas, is aligned under 16th Air Force, Air Combat Command. The wing presents
combat cyberspace capabilities to the Service, United States Cyber Command, and the
Joint Force. In this capacity, 67 CW acts as the Air Forces Cyber execution arm for
conducting global cyberspace operations. Additionally, the wing provides organic
operations training, cyber capability development, operational testing, and range
capabilities to drive readiness across the Cyber Mission Force.
67 CW contains four groups: 318th Cyberspace Operations Group (318 COG), 567th
Cyberspace Operations Group (567 COG), 67th Cyberspace Operations Group (67
COG), and 867th Cyberspace Operations Group (867 COG). In 2018, 318 COG was
designated as a federal laboratory, and in 2020 the laboratory designation was moved to
67 CW in order to encompass all the groups.
ORTA Technology Transfer Strategy
ORTA strategy was to embed 67 CW’s Chief of Cyber Intellectual Property Law (67
CW/JA) with operators and developers in order to learn their requirements. After
learning about the problem sets facing 67 CW’s squadrons, ORTA accordingly sought
CRADAs with potential partners and included 67 CW’s operators and developers in the
negotiations. 67 CW/JA led all negotiations.
Going into FYY21, 318 COG’s 346th Test Squadron (346 TS) and 90th Cyberspace
Operations Squadron (90 COS) already had extensive involvement with CRADAs.
ORTA recognized that there was untapped potential for 567 COG, 67 COG, and 867
COG involvement in CRADAs. The plurality of new CRADAs and modifications and
amendments to existing CRADAs in FY21 focused on the needs of 567 COG’s defensive
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cyber operators who engage in intelligence-driven threat hunts on the Department of
Defense Information Network (DODIN). In addition, one CRADA was formed to focus
on a certain problem set facing 67 COG’s offensive cyber operators.
67 CW/JA also sought to create wing T3 policies that would help the mission and
improve retention for the wing’s software developers.
67 CW/JA prioritized finding potential licensees for 67 CW’s Whiddler and Integrated
Remote Interrogation System (IRIS) patents. 67 CW viewed the royalties that could be
distributed to inventors and other personnel who helped increase the technical value of
the licensed technology as a way to boost morale and improve software developer
retention.
Near Term Goals
1. Commercialize 67 CW’s Whiddler and Integrated Remote Interrogation System
(IRIS) technologies. Both are defensive cyber technologies. Whiddler is software that
predicts the likelihood of whether a computer file is malicious. Whiddler determines this
by inspecting several aspects of a file called “observables.” IRIS is a mix of hardware
and software. IRIS consists of an enhanced Ethernet network interface card (EENIC) that
allows defensive cyber operators to have enhanced visibility with respect to adversarial
activity on the host and network within an enclave that may lack enterprise-wide
protection, and the presence of the EENIC is difficult for the adversary to detect.
2. Establish CRADAs (or leverage and/or modify existing CRADAs) that could provide
cyber protection teams (CPTs) with opportunities to collaboratively develop new cyber
tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) and capabilities with respect to the defense of
cyber-physical system, industrial control system (ICS), cloud, and space critical
infrastructure.
3. Demonstrate relevance of T3 program to offensive cyber operators through CRADAs
and drafting Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) focus areas.
4. Streamline T3 Agreement approval process, particularly with respect to 346 TS’s
DODIN Approved Product List (APL) CRADAs. 346 TS is one of 4 testing entities
across DoD that can assist companies with cybersecurity and interoperability testing for
potential admission to the DODIN APL. When a company’s product is added to the
DODIN APL, units from across the DoD can purchase the software or hardware. 67 CW
enters into CRADAs with the companies, who reimburse 67 CW for the testing costs.
5. Establish a 67 CW open source software (OSS) licensing policy, the first in 16th Air
Force history.
6. Coordinate with Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) on two inventions created in
part by 67 CW personnel within the scope of one of 67 CW’s CRADAs.
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Long Term Objectives
Firmly establish T3 as a potential solution to problems facing all parts of the 67th
Cyberspace Wing, including support units, defensive cyber operators, and offensive
cyber operators.
Create an environment at 90th Cyberspace Operations Squadron (90 COS) where
software developers regularly bring their creations to ORTA to examine for potential
patent and software licensing, and in turn ORTA successfully transfers, when
appropriate, those inventions and software.
Leverage T3 mechanisms such as partnership intermediary agreements (PIAs), SBIRs,
and OTAs to help units better accomplish their missions.
FY21 Activities
67 CW entered into three nonexclusive patent license agreements (PLAs), which are
expected to earn 67 CW over $145,000 per year in royalties. Upfront, 67 CW received
$9,500 from the 3 companies. 67 CW entered into CRADAs with each licensee to allow
67 CW and 688 CW personnel to assist with the integration of the technologies into the
products of the licensees. 67 CW licensed Whiddler to Ignyte Assurance Platform
(Ignyte) and Deep Theta LLC (Deep Theta) and IRIS to Sandoval Technology Solutions,
LLC (SandTech). All three licensees are small businesses. For the three PLAs, the
partnership intermediary TechLink assisted the licensees with drafting their patent license
applications and business commercialization plans. 67 CW also worked to secure
publicity in the form of three online articles for the PLAs, with the hopes of spreading
awareness about licensing opportunities with 67 CW.
67 CW leveraged 688 CW’s CRADA with Southwest Research Institute (SWRI). Under
the CRADA, SWRI hosted a virtual workshop with 67 CW and 688 CW personnel, and
the workshop was an opportunity for public and private operators to discuss and develop
improved industrial control system (ICS) penetration testing tactics, techniques, and
procedures (TTPs). The workshop was video recorded and is now available to personnel
from 67 CW and 688 CW for on-demand viewing. Furthermore, 67 CW transferred ICS
data to SWRI in order to help SWRI transition an intrusion defense system, originally
designed for the Bradley tank, to ICS systems. 67 CW and 688 CW personnel made
multiple visits to SWRI’s San Antonio campus.
67 CW participated in 688 CW’s CRADA with CPS Energy, the local power company in
San Antonio. 346 TS personnel hosted a workshop with CPS Energy personnel to
discuss the Carver Model and develop improved strategies for identifying critical cyber
vulnerabilities.
67 CW entered into critical infrastructure CRADAs with Doyon Utilities and San
Antonio Water System (SAWS). Under each CRADA, 67 CW personnel and the
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partner’s personnel will conduct blue-red team exercises and penetration testing,
participate workshops, and share cyber threat information in order to develop improved
ICS cyber TTPs. Incidentally, by helping these two utilities harden their defenses, 67
CW is helping to mitigate potential risk to nearby military bases. 67 CW personnel will
be participating in an exercise regarding water ICS systems with Doyon Utilities in
November 2021 and will host a workshop with SAWS on creating new water ICS TTPs.
67 CW entered into a CRADA-Nondisclosure Agreement (CRADA-NDA) with Valero
with the hope of establishing a critical infrastructure CRADA. Discussions on a full
CRADA are ongoing.
67 CW entered into three new APL CRADAs with Vesta Solutions, SecureLogix, and
Exacom. The Vesta Solutions and SecureLogix CRADAs involve cash reimbursement
by the partners, whereas the CRADA with Exacom is 67 CW's first APL CRADA in
which 67 CW will retain the company’s equipment used in the testing in lieu of cash
reimbursement, in accordance with the Defense Information Systems Agency’s (DISA’s)
DODIN APL Process Guide.
67 CW entered into one CRADA associated with 67 COG and offensive cyber
operations. The CRADA is the first fully classified CRADA in U.S. Air Force history.
The goal of the CRADA is to explore the realm of the possible.
67 CW released the Malware Research Control Platform (MCP) and a modified version
of Caldera via open source software (OSS) licenses. MCP and a modified version of
Caldera were software developed by personnel of the 90th Cyberspace Operations
Squadron (90 COS). Some portions of MCP and the modified version of Caldera code
were made available to general public on GitLab.
67 CW developed the first OSS licensing policy in 16th Air Force history. This involved
close coordination between 67 CW/JA and 90 COS in order to balance various equities
and to take into account the perspectives of software developers.
Under the CRADA between 67 CW and University of Texas San Antonio (UTSA), an
invention was created and UTSA filed a provisional patent application.
Successes and Transitions
67 CW successfully transferred Whiddler to Ignyte and Deep Theta and IRIS to
SandTech.
The workshop between SWRI, 67 CW, and 688 CW was successful at tradecraft transfer
and creating new ICS penetration testing TTPs.
67 CW successfully released its MCP via OSS licensing.
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Lessons Learned
It will take more coordination between ORTA and the units in order to more effectively
leverage SBIR opportunities. ORTA believes that the future for 67 CW and SBIR is for
67 CW to proactively draft and release SBIR focus areas.
67 CW needs to develop more CRADAs with research institutions in order to facilitate
more collaboration between 90 COS personnel and the academic community.
Awards
Eric Rosenberg, Air Force Excellence in Technology Transfer (January-March 2021)
Eric Rosenberg, Outstanding Technology Transfer Professional of the Year, Federal
Laboratory Consortium, Mid-Continent Region (2021)
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Performance Measures

New Inventions Disclosed
Patent Applications Filed
Patents Issued
Total Active Patents
Licenses, Total Active
Newly Executed
Other Income
Average Time
Minimum Time
Maximum Time
Licenses Terminated for Cause
Total Active Income Bearing
Active Non-Income Bearing
Income Bearing Exclusive Licenses
Partially Exclusive
Non-Exclusive
Total Income, All Active Licenses
Income from Patent/Invention Licenses
Earned Royalty Income, All Active Licenses
Earned Royalty Income, Distributed to Inventors
Traditional, Total Active
Traditional, Newly Executed
Newly Executed to Small Businesses
CRADA Revenue
Estimated CRADA Contributed Value
All PIA Questions
All Software Questions
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1
1
0
5
3
3
0
19 months
4 months
29 months
0
3
0
0
0
3
$9,500
$9,500
$0
$0
22
12
6
$47,196.09
$52,360,116.45
0
0
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer and Transition Report
688th Cyberspace Wing
1.0. Executive Summary
This annual report provides an overview of the 688th Cyberspace Wing’s (688 CW) technology transfer
and Transition (T3) activity and provide examples of how we support to the Department of the Air
Force (DAF)’s T metrics.
Our T successes include establishing a new Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
(CRADA) with Ultra Electronics Advanced Tactical Systems Incorporated and CRADA Non-Disclosure
Agreement (NDA) with Walmart. Within the Cyber security community, companies are resistance to
discussing their intellectual property, even when discussing a potential CRADA. To ensure a
collaborative environment and exchange of ideas, we enter into CRADA NDAs with some companies
to see if a more extensive CRADA is possible. Also, the Offices of Research and Technology
Applications (ORTA) managed 1 agreements and processed 3 modifications and 1 amendment. The
ORTA administered agreements between Battelle Memorial Institute; Booz Allen Hamilton; CA
Services Limited Liability Company (LLC); City Public Service (CPS) Energy, Georgia Southern
University (GSOU); International Business Machines Corporation (IBM Corp); Leidos; Noblis
Incorporated (Inc.); Northrop Grumman System Corp (NGSC); Southwest Research Institute (SwRI);
United Services Automobile Association (USAA); and World Wide Technology LLC. Furthermore,
688 CW terminated GSOU EPA and USAA CRADA as requested by Collaborators.
Throughout the pandemic and the Wing Optimization and Transformation initiative implementation,
the Technical leadership team and Collaborators continued discussions, redefined lines of effort
and supported other military organizations leveraging our CRADAs. We initiated steps to
“operationalize” our CRADAs by working with the Cyber Proving Ground supported by the Air
Force Life Cycle Management Center (AFLCMC).
Finally, the 688 CW modified the T3 Program Strategy and Objectives to align with the Wing’s new
Mission, Innovation Lines of Effort and its Operational Objectives.

signed by
HEWITT.JAMES Digitally
HEWITT.JAMES.V.1170899225
.V.1170899225 Date: 2021.12.16 16:40:38 -06'00'
JAMES V. HEWITT, Colonel, USAF
Commander
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2.0. Organization/Laboratory Overview
2.1. Mission Statement:
Win!

America’s First Cyberspace Wing…Securely Connecting the Air Force to Fly, Fight and
2.2. Laboratory Description:

The 688 CW, headquartered at Joint Base San Antonio Lackland, Texas, is aligned under the
Sixteenth Air Force (16 AF, Air Forces Cyber), Air Combat Command. The wing is the DAF’s premier
cyberspace warfighting organization dedicated to delivering actionable intelligence and tactics,
techniques, and procedures, deployable warfighter communications, engineering and installation
capabilities, defensive cyberspace operations (DCO), and network security operations across the DAF
Information Network.
2.3. Geographic Location:
The 688 CW is comprised of over 3,300 professional Airmen operating 5 weapon systems
across four groups with 26 units at 15 locations. The 688 CW conducts persistent global network
operations and DCO while maintaining ready combat communications and engineering and installation
forces that can deploy on moment’s notice in support of DAF, Joint Force Commander and Combatant
Commander requirements.
688th Cyberspace Wing (JBSA Lackland, TX)
688th Operations Support Squadron (JBSA Lackland, TX)
5th Combat Communications Group (Robins AFB, GA)
5th Combat Communications Support Squadron (Robins AFB, GA)
51st Combat Communications Squadron (Robins AFB, GA)
52nd Combat Communications Squadron (Robins AFB, GA)
26th Cyberspace Operations Group (JBSA Lackland, TX)
26th Network Operations Squadron (Maxwell-Gunter Annex, AL)
33rd Network Warfare Squadron (JBSA Lackland, TX)
68th Network Warfare Squadron (JBSA Lackland, TX)
68th Network Warfare Squadron Operating Location-A (Fort Bragg, NC)
68th Network Warfare Squadron Operating Location-C (Hurlburt Field, FL)
68th Network Warfare Squadron Operating Location-D (Fort Meade, MD)
38th Cyberspace Engineering Installation Group (Tinker AFB, OK)
38th Engineering Squadron (Tinker AFB, OK)
38th Operations Support Squadron (Tinker AFB, OK)
85th Engineering Installation Squadron (Keesler AFB, MS)
690th Cyberspace Operations Group (JBSA Lackland, TX)
83rd Network Operations Squadron (JB Langley-Eustis, VA)
561st Network Operations Squadron (Peterson AFB, CO)
690th Cyberspace Operations Squadron (JB Pearl Harbor-Hickam, HI)
690th Intelligence Support Squadron (JBSA Lackland, TX)
690th Cyberspace Control Squadron (JBSA Lackland, TX) previously known as
690th Network Support Squadron (JBSA Lackland, TX)
2
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691st Cyberspace Operations Squadron (Ramstein AB, GE)
83rd Network Operations Squadron (JB Langley-Eustis, VA)
561st Network Operations Squadron (Peterson AFB, CO)

2.4. Technology Focus Areas
The primary technology focus areas for the 688 CW are network operations, cybersecurity
operations, expeditionary communications, network/communications engineering and maintenance, user
experience, machine learning, artificial intelligence, automation, data management and protection, big
data analytics and platforms, Zero Trust, cloud, intrusion discovery and forensics, malware, threat
analysis, insider threat, network recovery, and cyber weapon systems crew training, mission assurance,
multi-domain cyber operations. Additionally, the 688 CW mission involves employment of forces
independently or in synchronization with DAF and Joint cyber units to provide Commanders the ability
to defend critical capabilities from attacks originating in the cyber domain.
The 688 CW will synchronize in secondary technology focus areas with the following
organizations listed below:
- Cyberspace situational awareness (616th Operations Center (616 OC) and
67th Cyberspace Wing (67 CW))
- Cyberspace operations command and control (616 OC)
- Network operations and defense (67 CW)
- Cyberspace systems acquisition (Air Force Life Cycle Management Center Cryptologic
and Cyber Systems Division (AFLCMC/HNC))
2.5. Year of Commission
On 10 January 2008, Major General Curtis M. Bedke, Air Force Research Laboratory
Commander (AFRL/CC), delegated the Authority for Review and Approval of CRADAs to the AF
Information Operations Center (AFIOC) Commander. On 2 July 2014, Major General Thomas J.
Masiello, AFRL/CC, delegated the Authority to Review and Approval Authority for Education
Partnership Agreements and Patent License Agreements and CRADAs to the 688 CW Commander
(previously designated as AFIOC).
3.0. Strategy/Plan of the ORTA
The agreements sponsored by the ORTA with industry and academia are intended to provide
a foundation of new technologies in research and development (R&D) in the functional areas previously
referenced that can potentially solve technical problems and address capability gaps of the 688 CW and
its forces. With that in mind and given limited resources to support agreements, we will target new
collaborations to address high priority capability gaps. Existing agreements are continually re-evaluated
and refocused to address the Wing’s needs. The ORTA will terminate an agreement when a
Collaborator’s efforts no longer address areas of interest with Reviewing Official’s approval.
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The recent industry enhancements for evolving agreements has been in the areas of large
network operations and defense and lessons learned to address network/communications engineering,
intrusion discovery and forensics, malware and threat analysis techniques, network recovery, modeling
and simulation, Industrial Control System, embedded systems, hardware reverse engineering, and
avionics vulnerability assessment methodologies. The ORTA has also supported the use of agreements
to accomplish interoperability testing of new cyber technologies.
3.1. How ORTA fits into Lab Organization and Mission
The ORTA, headquartered at JBSA Lackland, Texas, manages the activity’s T3 program.
The ORTA is comprised of individuals with expertise in scientific and technical information, legal,
security and contracting. The ORTA oversees agreements between the 688 CW and industry/academia
and identifies new technologies that help fulfill warfighter requirements. The 688 CW Technology
Evolution work center (688 CW/A55T) manages the ORTA, on behalf of the Commander, providing
guidance and assisting with agreements to include defining the technical tasks and rights to intellectual
property developed under the agreements.
3.2. How T3 Tools are a part of the lab strategic planning
The T3 tools enable the 688 CW to address our strategic planning objectives and strategies
at all phases. For example, our Technical Advisors, Engineers and Subject Matter Experts throughout
the wing initiate contact with industry, identify possible collaboration opportunities and utilize the
appropriate mechanism to achieve our objectives. Also, we evaluate the collaboration efforts semiannually to ensure its effectiveness and remain focused on our objectives. We will terminate the
collaboration and reallocate our resources if there is no progress.
3.3. Near Term Goals and Strategy (3 Years)
3.3.1. Integrate all DAF cyber units into the collaboration process.
3.3.2. Leverage emerging and mature technologies & capabilities to meet requirements
tasked to 688 CW by 16 AF and AFCYBER.
local.

3.3.3. Continue to integrate commercial partners into collaborations both local and non3.3.4. Market collaboration opportunities via conferences and visits.
3.3.5. Focus Collaborator on integrated air, space & cyberspace operational needs.
3.4. Long Term Objectives (5 Years)

3.4.1. Extend collaboration technical areas to cover the full spectrum of 16 AF needs within
the 688 CW mission set.
3.4.2. Influence community R&D to better address DAF cyberspace superiority activities.
3.4.3. Explore advanced cyber related concepts for risk reduction and viability.
4
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3.4.4. Expand activities to include cyber resiliency of air, space and cyberspace systems.
4.0. Year in Review
4.1. Success Stories.
4.1.1. CPS Energy CRADA. The 567th Cyberspace Operations Group Cyber Protection
Teams (CPTs) and the 346th Test Squadron (346 TS) Penetration Testers leveraged this CRADA. This
allowed 346 TS to share knowledge with CPS Energy personnel about how to better identify the
organization’s high risk assets and how to better protect itself. These efforts also help to enable Industrial
Control Systems/Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (ICS/SCADA) vulnerability discovery and
inform countermeasure employment strategies to mitigate risks to AF installations.
4.1.2. SwRI CRADA. The SwRI produced a virtual ICS penetration testing workshop
attended by 17 participants from 67 CW and 688 CW, and the workshop’s video recording is now
available to all 67 CW and 688 CW personnel on demand via SharePoint to facilitate improved expertise
and tactics, techniques and procedures development.
4.1.3. Walmart CRADA NDA. The 688 CW made an initial visit to Walmart in early 2020
to crosstalk and learn about the Walmart’s global network operations and network security operations.
We gained valuable insights into their cyber governance and best practices but realized the more
technical discussions at the implementation level required a NDA between 688 CW and Walmart. On
13 October 2020, we signed and executed the NDA, and subsequently have held crosstalk meetings on
23 March 2021, 6 August 2021, and 4 October 2021. These engagements continue to inform and
influence Network Operations Center-Security Operations Center (NOC-SOC) integration approach and
strategies for the 688 CW.
4.2. Marketing and Outreach Activities.
Marketing and outreach activities ceased for most of the fiscal year due to pandemic-related
limitations.
4.3. Lessons Learned
4.3.1. The 688 CW reviewed all agreements to spin up our new Wing Commander and
discussed if there is value in continuing our collaboration with industry partner. Also, 688 CW
conducted semi-annual reviews of CRADA efforts to show the effectiveness of each CRADA by
describing the focus areas, benefits and success stories for each established CRADA and identified all
CRADAs in work. This semi-annual review provided an avenue to highlight active and non-active
CRADAs to shape and vector future collaborations.
4.3.2. We executed the inauguration of the concept/strategy of the “operationalization” of
CRADAs to engage more closely with operational mission capabilities (e.g., People, Process, and
Technology) to facilitate engagement and leverage Industry lessons learned. Our new approach resulted
in the below on-going activities:
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4.3.2.1. CPS Energy CRADA. Exercised 3rd party engagement process to
incorporate other Government/Military entities within the execution of the CPS Energy CRADA. The
collaboration of 33rd Network Warfare Squadron, 346th Test Squadron, and 834th Cyberspace
Operations Squadron with industry partner, CPS Energy, was observed in the convergence of
common/linked strategies to mitigate ICS/SCADA risks and threats.
4.3.2.2. IBM CRADA. Leveraged IBM’s NOC-SOC platform to include their
QRadar User Behavior Analysis and Watson Advisor products in the post analysis verification of
malicious activity. This enables continuous improvement and tweaking of current defenses to pinpoint
undiscovered threats in the quest to improving 18:49.
4.3.2.3. Leidos CRADA. The 688 CW engaged on Big Data Platform and Analytics
while the 67th Cyberspace Wing leveraged this CRADA seeking offensive cyberspace capability
offerings and exploring R&D opportunities. Both efforts seek to employ and improve efficiencies in
vulnerability discovery.
4.3.2.4. Noblis CRADA. The 688 CW continues the R&D of enhanced data analytic
algorithms and technology via the sharing of packet capture data for the identification of anomalous
behavior using Noblis’ data analytics tools. The effort validated and adjusted DAF DCO defenses for
future continuous process of enhanced situational awareness.
4.3.2.5. NGSC CRADA. The 688 CW identified several technologies that support
cyber defense platform for weapons systems, multi-domain, multi-directional transfer, cross domain
solution and web-based applications platform and mission application suite. Promising engagement
opportunities in next year.
4.3.2.6. SwRI CRADA. The convergence of autonomous vehicle self-driving threat
recognition algorithms that currently leverage artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
algorithms to focus those same technologies maneuvering Cyber operations around threats/obstacles via
detection and corrective measures within the Cyber terrain.
4.3.2.7. Walmart CRADA NDA. With the CRADA NDA in-place, we held more
technical exchanges on their network security architecture, risks, alerts, incident detection and response,
and security operations playbook development and execution. We also continued our discussions on
network operations and security operations integration.
4.4. Barriers/problems faced, how they were overcome, things you would do differently in
the future.
4.4.1. NGSC CRADA is in transition. The 688 CW is exploring viable solutions that map
direct to requirements and evolving strategies to deploy solutions at the speed of Cyber as opposed to
those irrelevant/legacy processes that do not permit the desired/timely response.
4.4.2. Walmart CRADA NDA. COVID health precautions continued to limit our
engagements and prevented another in-person visit to Walmart. Additionally, many key members from
the original visit to Walmart were no longer associated with the CRADA NDA after the 688 CW
leadership team turned over during the summer of 2021 and Walmart changed out their engagement lead.
Therefore, we regrouped and revisited the CRADA NDA purpose and goals in March 2021 in order to
6
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synchronize and regain momentum with the new set of members. Going forward, 688 CW will work
even harder on our processes to help ensure continuity of effort, especially during leadership turn-over.
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Performance Measures
Federal Invention Disclosure and Patenting
New Inventions Disclosed
Patent Applications Filed
Patent Issued
Total Active Patents
Federal Licenses
Licenses, Total Active
Newly Executed
Other Incomes
Average Time
Minimum Time
Maximum Time
Licenses Terminate for Cause
Income Bearing and Non-Income Bearing Licenses
Total Active Income Bearing
Active Non-Income Bearing
Breakdown of Total Active Income Bearing Licenses
Income Bearing Exclusive Licenses
Partially Exclusive
Non-Exclusive
Federal Income from Licensing
Total Income, All Active Licenses
Income From Patent/Invention Licenses
Earned Royalty Income, All Active Licenses
Earned Royalty Income, Distributed to Inventors
Federal Collaborative R&D Relationships
Traditional, Total Active
Traditional, Newly Executed
Newly Executed to Small Business
CRADA Revenue
Limited Purpose (Other relationships)
Total Active
Newly Executed
PIAs
Active PIAs (10 USC 2368) or (15 USC 3715)
New PIAs (10 USC 2368) or (15 USC 3715)
Funded PIAs (10 USC 2368) or (15 USC 3715)
Software
Active License
New License
Royalty Bearing License
Authorities Used
Received Royalty From License

FY21
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
13
1
0
N/A
1
1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
1
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59TH MEDICAL WING
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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FY 2021 Performance Summary
The 59th Medical Wing’s Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) supports
the Department of Defense’s (DoD’s) largest outpatient ambulatory surgical center that has an
annual operating budget of $271 million, a staff of 6,653 personnel, serving more than 55,000
patients in over 25 outpatient clinics and clinical services. Among other missions, a major focus
of the 59 MDW is to conduct state of the art medical research and development for the
advancement of military readiness and optimization of the health of the warfighter, with over 210
research projects conducted by over 200 government researchers at over 70 sites in San Antonio
and at enterprise locations worldwide. The research supports topic areas include Military
Operational Medicine, Military Infectious Diseases, Clinical and Rehabilitative Medicine,
Combat Casualty Care, Clinical Competency, Medical Readiness Training, and several more.
The 59 MDW ORTA is a small team of five professionals committed to providing military
researchers the best support possible for establishing collaborative partnerships with businesses,
academia, and other organizations in order to address military medical needs/requirements with
the best solutions possible, while leveraging diverse resources and promoting bilateral transfer of
technology between federal, state, private, public, and non-profit organizations. In the FY 2021,
this small team accomplished an amazing amount of work: executing 14 Cooperative Research
and Development Agreements (CRADAs) agreements valued at $10.6M. Similarly, to promote
and support collaboration, they began the compilation of the first-ever monthly report of
government medical research and development funding opportunities and begun sharing it with
the San Antonio Economic Development Council (SAEDC) for distribution to countless local
small businesses, universities, non-profit organizations, and other various groups. Finally, looking
to improve the processes they manage and the quality of support they provide, they conducted a
quality improvement review in the spring of 2021which became the team’s first-ever strategic plan
that will guide them with enhancing their operations for the next several years.
The 59 MDW ORTA mission, vision, and objective statement help guide the team to focus on
providing the best support to their customers:
• Mission: Support medical research by facilitating collaboration and supporting the transfer
and transition of medical technologies and knowledge to commercial and fielded capabilities
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• Vision: Enabling warfighters with optimized medical knowledge, technologies, and
capabilities required to execute and accomplish the operational missions, save lives, and
optimize health of service members
• Objective: Support the Department of Defense’ (DoD’s) National Defense Strategy (NDS)
three Lines of Effort (LOE) to advance readiness, expand partnerships, and reform the way we
do business to improve performance
Collaborative Agreements: Currently the 59 MDW ORTA maintains approximately 70 active
agreements with 20 small businesses, 21 universities, and several non-profit organizations in their
managed agreements portfolio to enable mission-essential research, development, and technology
transfer. The team is currently developing an additional 25 draft agreements to support pending
future medical research and development initiative.
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR)
Program: The team learned of a new, highly flexible and commercially driven AF SBIR/STTR
program in late 2019 that they began utilizing, resulting in the selection of six projects that awarded
small businesses and universities with $5.5M to develop DoD-required and commercially
available medical products. They also supported the submission of eight additional projects that
may result in award of $6M to other small businesses and universities. These projects are
conducted in collaboration with 59 MDW researchers to ensure DoD needs and requirements are
being addressed and support end-users.
Patenting/Licensing Support: The team also supported the management of the intellectual
property (IP) generated by ongoing medical research by facilitating dozens of patent reviews,
conducting monthly research protocol reviews, providing consultation to clinical researchers. In
the past year they coordinated two licensing inquiries with Air Force (AF) legal staff, two pending
patents, and one licensing agreement. They also were proactive by providing training on the
importance of identifying and securing potential IP to 25 individuals in 2021, resulting in the
doubling of patent inquiries in 12 months, and improved the awareness of protecting IP
before publishing. Licensing of patents enable development and fielding of requirements-aligned,
enhanced medical capabilities for the operational mission, improving care and capabilities to the
warfighter and military beneficiaries at no cost to the government.
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Outreach:
- Participated in "What is Military Medicine in San Antonio" panel discussion at local conference
in May 2021, attended by over 110 participants
- Established the AF's three medical EPAs with local universities to promote Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics outreach and stimulate opportunities for collaborative medical
research.
Patenting/Licensing Support: when a multi-service team of AF and Army Ear, Nose, and Throat
(ENT) physicians invented a concept for potentially infected COVID patients to wear a negative
pressure mask that allowed for oronasal access, the 59 MDW ORTA provided immediate
assistance. The invention is based on a modified Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP)
treatment that uses positive air pressure to keep airways open to treat obstructive sleep apnea. The
new device is designed to protect caregivers during patient transport, either ground or air, and
during internal hospital transport, while allowing for intubation or nasal tube insertion at any time
it may be required. The ORTA team enabled the development and submission of an invention
disclosure package to the AF legal authority in record time to secure the Intellectual Property (IP),
fully develop the patent, submit it to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in less than 3 months,
negotiate a license agreement with a commercial business, and license that patent application in
under a record 12 months. The ORTA team is currently supporting the submission of the device
to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to enable the device to be used as soon as possible.
Process & Self-Improvement: To continue to provide the best customer support possible, the team
sought out and attended virtually, technology transition training and meetings such as the Federal
Laboratory Consortium (FLC) for Technology Transfer meetings, DoD Technology Transfer (T2)
workshops, biomedical and biotechnology research specific conferences, and other Technology
Transfer and Transition meetings, resulting from COVID-19 pandemic required work from home
restrictions. They applied the knowledge gained to their processes, templates, and outreachtraining program to market their available services and educate Air Force medical Principle
Investigators (PIs) on the importance of protecting IP and how to maximize the effects of their
research for technology transfer and transition. The team also participated in the 59 MDW ST
marketing working group in which a strategy was identified to script and develop tutorial videos
of various ORTA process to better enable and support the end-users. The 59 MDW ORTA team
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held a process improvement event in early 2021 to examine internal processes, address issues,
optimize operations, and provide better and more-responsive research support with their primary
functions such as development of CRADAs, MTAs, patent submissions, and establishing licensing
agreements for developing needed medical products from DoD developed patents. They also
queried their primary customers for ideas, issues, and suggestions about how to improve support
operations. Their input along with previously identified issues and areas of concern were discussed
and captured in a report that identified 10 significant quality improvement efforts that are being
addressed in priority order. The resulting report formed the basis for the 59 MDW ORTA’s firstever Strategic Plan of Operations for fiscal years 2021 through 2023.
Award and Recognition: By prioritizing partnerships and a customer service driven mentality, the
59 MDW ORTA team was awarded the 2021 FLC Mid-Continent Partnership Award in September
at the Far West and Mid-Continent Regional Meeting. This was the second occurrence in 2 years
that the 59 MDW ORTA team was recognized in this manner in 2019 for making a significant
impact in the field of Technology Transfer in such a short period of time as the team has yet to
celebrate its fifth birthday. A strong demonstration of increasing collaborative momentum was
highlighted as the majority of the agreements in the 59 MDW ORTA portfolio were executed in
just the past 2 years.
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THE DEFENSE HEALTH AGENCY REQUEST FOR THE DOD ANNUAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DATA CALL
59TH WING SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY
OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS (ORTA)
NOVEMBER 1, 2021

FY 2021 Performance Measures
Table 1: Invention Disclosures and Patenting
FY-4
1

Invention Disclosures Received

2

Total Patent Applications Filed:

3
4

U.S.
Foreign

5

Total PCT Applications Filed

6

Total Patents Issued:

7

U.S.

8

Foreign

FY-3

FY-2

FY-1

FY 2021

1
1

4
3
3

5
2 (prov)
3

2 (prov)

1
1

1
1

FY-1

FY 2021

Table 2: Licenses
FY-4

FY-3

FY-2

1

1

1

1

1

1

13

New Invention Licenses
Granted to Small Businesses
Income Bearing Licenses,
Total Active:
New Income Bearing Licenses

14

Exclusive, Total Active

15

Partially Exclusive, Total Active

1

1

1

16

Non-Exclusive, Total Active

17

Other Licenses, Total Active

18

New Other Licenses

19

New Other Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses

9

Invention Licenses, Total Active

10

New Invention Licenses

11
12

20

Elapsed Amount of Time for
Granting Invention Licenses
Average (months)

21

Minimum (months)

22

Maximum (months)

23

Licenses Terminated for Cause

1

1

1
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Table 3: Income from Licensing**
FY-4

FY-3

FY-2

Total Earned Royalty Income
(ERI)

$4,250

$9,050

$36,500

27

ERI from Top 1% of Licenses

28

ERI from Top 5% of Licenses

$4,250

$9,050

$36,500

29

ERI from Top 20% Licenses

30

Minimum ERI

31

Maximum ERI

32

Median ERI

$4,250

$9,050

$36,500

74%

61%

53%

26%

39%

47%

FY-4

FY-3

9
5

24

Invention License Income

25

Other License Income

26

FY-1

FY 2021

FY-2

FY-1

FY 2021

4
4
1

14
10
3

46
23
18

45
14
6

11

13

39

48

Disposition of ERI
33
34

Percentage Distributed to
Inventors
Percentage Distributed to
Lab/Agency

Table 4: Collaborative Agreements
35

Total Active CRADAs

36

New CRADAs

37

New CRADAS Involving Small
Businesses
Other Collaborative
Agreements

38
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer Report
AETC’s Transformational Education and Training
Applications (ATETA)

Executive Summary
FY21 annual report highlights progress, status, and challenges of Air Education and Training
Command’s Transformational Education and Training Applications (ATETA) and provides
the organizational strategic plan, metrics, and ongoing efforts taken in support of the third
year of laboratory.
ATETA as a defense laboratory, reviews and approves Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements (CRADAs), Education Partnership Agreements (EPAs),
Commercial Test Agreements (CTAs), Patent License Agreements (PLAs), Information
Transfer Agreements (ITAs) and Section 801 authority agreements with non-federal partners
to extend AETC’s abilities to identify and pursue innovative opportunities. In FY21, under
the leadership of the first Laboratory Director, Colonel William H. Mamourieh, the portfolio
value grew to $345M. The defense laboratory continues to grow and gain recognition as a
strategically aligned asset in the HQ AETC/A9, Analysis and Innovation Directorate providing its
agreement capacity as a tool for innovation. During this period, outreach efforts have resulted in
progress on ongoing efforts objectives and the formation of one CRADA and one EPA with
additional efforts in negotiation. In the summer of 21 the Laboratory appointed its second
Director, Colonel Thomas F. Wegner.
ATETA’s technology transfer (T2) Office of Research and Technology Applications
(ORTA) consists of the Laboratory Director and a permanent party government civilian. The
team is empowered to develop and promote T2 partnerships and collaborations in-line with
AETC Strategic Action Plan priorities.
ATETA performs research, studies, analysis, and demonstrations through T2 agreements to
facilitate the AETC mission to recruit, train, and educate exceptional airmen. Additionally,
the ATETA enables integration and implementation of creative and disruptive technology
found in the National Security Innovation Base (NSIB) through creation of mutually
beneficial relationships. The laboratory links technology, mission, and marketplace by
providing a means to infuse ideas, concepts, and learning science lessons from across the
NSIB into AETC’s multiple mission sets. These connections continue to enable innovation
and are instrumental in informing US citizens of the opportunities and capabilities that exist
within the USAF further linking the service to the citizenry.
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The lab focuses on initiating and establishing relationships through technology transfer
agreements to solve technology gaps and take advantage of cutting-edge advancements
supporting AETC Strategic Action Priorities (Figure 1). ATETA enhances communication
and provides an administrative bridge between industry including small business, nontraditional companies, newly developed innovation companies, academia, and HQ AETC
stakeholders.

ATETA vision links technology with the mission and market helping the USAF by:
- Bridging warfighter capability needs
- Assess Commercial-Off the Shelf technologies
- Leverage nation’s investment in scientific and technology capabilities
- Develop future workforce
- Collaborate to advance research
- Gain insight into market, needs and trends
FY 2021 Activities
In ATETA’s third year, the team further refined its operational program of developing
relationships with community and partners. The lab focused on messaging capabilities,
relationship management, standardizing processes, and metrics. The team continues to
monitor and measure performance aligned with meeting the AETC Commander’s priorities.
Successes under these technology transfer agreements this last year framed the commands
knowledge of industry capabilities and shaped future of force development requirements
across the command. These standardized processes allowed ATETA to rapidly place T2
agreements across the command and demonstrate return on investment from the limited
resources (Figure 2).
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Successes
Messaging effort this year solidified ATETA presence as a premiere avenue to support
command innovation. The team circulated a brochure to provide awareness and serves as a
quick reference of processes, principles and benefits. Additionally, training opportunities
such as presentations at AETC Innovation Summit, Strategic Action Priorities briefings
informed innovators, innovation cells, and leadership across the command of T2 and
potential enhance their current innovation efforts.
ATETA pursued opportunities, where applicable, to meet AETC’s mission and Strategic
Action Priorities based on the operational approach. ATETA’s lines of efforts include:
- Policy – identifying impediments & administrative improvements in T2 policy &
practices
- Training – building & developing an intrapreneurial/extrapreneurial focus in the
workforce
- Tools – providing acquisition subject matter expertise across the full spectrum of T2s
- Partnerships – effectively leveraging services, government agencies, industry, labs &
academia
- Innovation – improving and building an ecosystem & continue innovation discovery
events
- Metrics – monitoring the overall program effectiveness & understanding R&D
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Success Stories
The following successes experienced in FY21 are a result of FY20 Agreements:
The Digital Badging BETA Test CRADA aligned HQ AETC with an industry partner, Credly
demonstrated Micro credentialing, a process of verifying skill mastery, knowledge and
competencies in an Air Force relative environment. The effort demonstrated and launching
learning and development professional badges in an Air Force relevant environment. Micro
credentialing are a possible mechanism for demonstrating industry specific skills and the target
of stackable and leveled model has promise to enhance the Air Force’s capability to respond to
emerging missions. This technology transfer agreement spurred further collaboration
opportunities what are further exploring this capability and shaping Air Force requirements.
Research continues with Cyber-Related Technology CRADA with University of Central Florida
continues to provide opportunity to collaborate on joint projects improving training of evolving
cyberspace threats and vulnerabilities. The collaboration is supporting innovative curriculum
development and inserting the latest training information, approaches and tools into Air Force
cyberspace technical training
Partnership under a cyber training focused EPA with University of Texas at San Antonio Center
for Infrastructure, Assurance and Security demonstrated the value of shared knowledge when
transitioning to new version of the dual purpose CompTIA Security+ software. The partners
shared lesson learned, training techniques and delivery methods under this agreement achieving
a 47% increase in first time pass rates over the previous version update. Five different AFSC
will receive the benefit of this new course as part of their technical training. This agreement will
continue to leverage shared knowledge to impart innovative approaches to other cyber training
courses.
AETC partnered with small business Enduvo to research student-centered immersive learning
experiences in a Technical Training Transformation (T3) program. The T3 program objective is
to create an adaptive, immersive, student-centered learning experience that translates to a handson operational environment. T3 utilizes virtual and augmented reality to deliver immersive
student-centered learning environments. The VR and AR experience alone have been proven to
provide reinforce repetitive actions. Artificial intelligence applied to the AR and VR
environment provides the ability to apply mental models and root cause analysis to tasks based
on mental models of exemplar technicians. relationship will demonstrate Enduvo’s AR/VR
content authoring and distribution platform in a relative military environment. Providing an
opportunity for this capability to create learning experiences that are impactful, meaningful, and
transformative focused on transforming internal and external training from Information Age
training to Experience Age training targeting speed and cost-effectiveness.
Near Term Goals
In a ‘big to small” approach ATETA will continue to focus on opportunities to enable AETC’s
priorities which are aligned underneath the Department of Defense and Department of the Air
Force priorities.
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ATETA’s efforts focus on AETC’s command wide vision and desired outcomes that directly tie
to the National Security Strategy and National Defense Strategy. These efforts further support
and drive AETC’s developing the Airmen we need initiatives.
The AETC SAP identifies four Command priorities to ensure unity of purpose and establish a
common understanding of the command’s direction and alignment with DAF and OSD priorities:
•
•
•
•

Advance Force Development
Enhance Lethality and Readiness
Transform the Way We Learn
Cultivate an Environment of Excellence

The defense laboratory continues to focus on engagements internally within AETC and
externally with industry and academia to support and find opportunities to transition NSIB
technologies into AETC through T2 agreements. Additionally, ATETA supports moving
technologies developed in its laboratories or technical activities to the commercial market.
Lastly, the team continues concentrating efforts on advancing force development, enhancing
lethality and readiness, transforming the way we learn and cultivating an environment of
excellence.
Long Term Goals
Employ technology transfer partnerships and collaboration as a force multiplier. Continue to
transform how AETC partners with NSIB and expand strategic relationships to achieve longterm strategic objectives. Additionally, continue revolutionizing the force development
paradigm that meet the needs of a more challenging and dynamic national security environment.
Next, identify and employ opportunities presented by innovation proactively and collaboratively
so AETC stays abreast of the opportunities. Our desired end state will achieve:
1. An integrated network of recruiters, trainers, educators and stakeholders that are focused on
revolutionizing force development so our Airmen remain the world’s most dominant
warfighters.
2. A command full of learning experts who collaborate with operational units and individual
Airmen to maximize their institutional and lifelong learning needs.
3. An agile and flexible force development construct that exists to monitor and adjust Airmen’s
knowledge and skills to fulfill current and future USAF requirements.
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Performance Measures
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

Invention Disclosures Received
Total Patent Applications Filed
Total Patents Issued
CRADAs
Total Active CRADAs
New CRADAs
Active CRADAs Involving Small
Businesses

0
2
1
FY-21
8
1
1

0
0
0
FY-20
5
3
0

0
2
0
FY-19
2
4
1

Estimated CRADA Contributed Value

$89M

$67M

$175M

OTHER T2 Metrics
Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)
New EPAs

FY-21
8

FY-20
8

FY-19
3

1

5

3

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions
Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/Universities

7

7

2

9

8

3
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer and Transition (T3)
Report
Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC)
1.0

Executive Summary

AFCEC approved one Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) and one
Patent License Agreement (PLA) in FY21. Also two new Educational Partnership Agreements
were established with colleges/universities.

2.0

Laboratory Overview

2.1 AFCEC was established under Program Action Directive (PAD) 12-03 dated 26 October
2012. As part of AFCEC the PAD established an "Airbase Technologies Division”
(AFCEC/CXA) “responsible for the entire range of Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
(RDT&E) and sourcing acquisition solutions under the AFCEC Readiness Directorate."
2.2 AFCEC RDT&E activities and facilities are located at Tyndall AFB, FL under the Readiness
Directorate (AFCEC/CX). They include a blast effects test range; ballistics laboratory; largescale robotic vehicles test ranges; firefighting facilities; energy testing facilities; airfield surfaces
testing capabilities and soils/pavements laboratories; materials research; passive chemical and
biological defense research laboratories. The in-house fire, robotic, blast, energy, pavement and
materials laboratories, ranges, and prototype capabilities provide the development and
demonstration platforms necessary to develop and validate, and field actual solutions.
2.3. Major technologies areas are:
2.3.1 Airbase Technologies: RDT&E capabilities for cross-cutting applications & processes for
all CE functional areas. (1) Civil Engineering Materials & Processes: Research and develop
materials and processes for Civil Engineering applications, including pavement and airfield
damage repair, force protection, and environmental stewardship. (2) Additive Manufacturing of
CE Structures: RDT&E of additive manufacturing materials and processes to enhance Air Force
Civil Engineering capabilities & aid in Unified Facility Code development.
2.3.2 Airbase Damage Repair/Recovery: Research, develop, test, and certify equipment,
materials, and tactics, techniques and procedures for the rapid assessment and repair of airfield
damage; identification & mitigation of UXOs; and expedient repairs for fuel and utility systems.
(1) Rapid Damage Assessment: Develop, Test, and Evaluate COTS and custom build systems to
detect and classify damage and UXO after an attack for generation of MAOS candidates to
mitigate and repair. (2) Rapid Explosive Hazard Mitigation: Research, development, test, and
evaluate new robotic systems and appliques that will enable explosive ordnance disposal teams
1
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT C: Distribution authorized to U.S. Government agencies and their contractors;
Administrative or Operational Use; 12 Oct 2021. Other requests for this document shall be referred to AFCEC/CXA,
139 Barnes Dr. Suite 2, Tyndall AFB, FL 32403-5323
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to handle mass ordnance removal with little to no exposure to threats. (3) Rapid Damage Repair:
Research & develop materials, equipment, processes and procedures to provide a minimum
airfield operating surfaces and extend the life of airfield surfaces.
2.3.3. Airbase Protection: Research, develop and transition technologies for hardening and
protecting airfield infrastructure from munitions attack, UXO and aircraft, equipment &
infrastructure fires. (1) Airfield Protection: RDT&E that addresses ballistic protection, explosive
effects, forced entry protection, and mitigation of damage due to explosive and environmental
threats in order to improve the survivability of fixed and expeditionary airbase assets. (2) Fire
and Emergency Services: RDT&E of materials, systems, technologies and processes to enhance
Air Force firefighter emergency response.
2.3.4. Energy & Utilities: RDT&E for the full spectrum of expeditionary basing, installation
energy and utilities technology needs across the USAF enterprise.

3.0 ORTA Technology Transfer Strategy
AFCEC helps develop and help commercialize new leading-edge technology by partnering with
other Department of Defense (DoD) and university laboratories and with private-sector
companies for research and development (R&D), technology licensing, and transfer. These T2
partnerships solve Air Force warfighter problems, create business opportunities, and stimulate
economic development while helping AFCEC to achieve its technology transfer and transition
missions. By understanding the technology needs of Air Force warfighters and the strengths of
academia, industry and federal laboratories, and by teaming with T2 professionals, the AFCEC
develops productive partnerships for the licensing, transfer, development, and commercialization
of technology.

4.0 Near Term Goals
Establish Educational Partnership Agreements (EPA), assist Scientists and Engineers (S&Es) in
establishing new transfer mechanisms such as Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements (CRADAs), encourage S&Es to file patents and invention disclosures; and
encourage supervisors to submit nominations for Technology Transfer Star Awards.

5.0 Long Term Objectives
Expand AFCEC agreement partnerships to new agencies and industry partners. The PLA and
CRADA with necoTECH LLC met the goal this year, as this is a new partnership.

6.0 FY21 Activities
6.1. During 2021 EPAs with the Bay County public school system continued with AFCEC
providing judges/proctors/graders to the annual Invention Convention, which was held virtually
2
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this year. Other science fairs and STEM activities were canceled due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The EPAs with Gulf Coast State College and University of Idaho also continued. The agreement
with U of Idaho allowed for an S&E to provide mentorship to a group senior engineering design
project. A new Equipment Transfer EPA with Lee University was accomplished, allowing for
the transfer of a surplus gas chromatograph mass spectrometer to be given to the University for
the Chemistry Department students to use.
6.2 One patent license agreement (PLA) and one CRADA were established with a new AFCEC
partner. The PLA grants the licensee necoTech, LLC non-exclusive rights to manufacture, sell,
and use a patented invention (Cementitious Material, e.g., K-Fill/Concrete), subjected to certain
terms. The patent license agreement also defines the amount of royalties the licensee owes the
licensor. The CRADA with necoTech, LLC focus on joint development of an application in
expeditionary repair. Potentially this CRADA will lead to advancements in alternative means for
expeditionary airfield pavement repairs.
6.3 One patent was awarded in FY21 titled “Controlled Microwave Assisted Synthesis of
Functionalized Silica Nanoparticles”, U.S. Patent number: 10,919,777, three patent applications
are under review at the USPTO, and two disclosures of invention were filed. One disclosure
titled “Modifiable Hardened Pozzolanic Material” represents significant advancements to the
previously patented and licensed Cementitious Materials patent and the second, titled “Vapor
Pressure Reduction Additives for Class B Fire Extinguishing Agents” builds on the requirement
of the DoD Fire community to move to fluorine free firefighting foams by 2024.

3
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Performance Measures
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Invention Disclosures Received
Total Patent Applications Filed
U.S.
Foreign
Total PCT Applications Filed
Total Patents Issued
U.S.
Foreign
LICENSES

FY-21

2
1

FY-21

9 Invention Licenses, Total Active
10
New Invention Licenses
11
New Invention Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
12
Income Bearing Licenses, Total
Active
13
New Income Bearing Licenses

2
1
1

14
Exclusive, Total Active
15
Partially-Exclusive, Total Active
16
Non-Exclusive, Total Active
17 Other Licenses, Total Active
18
New Other Licenses
19
New Other Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
20 Elapsed Amount of Time for Granting
Invention Licenses
21 Average (months)
22 Minimum (months)
23 Maximum (months)
24 Licenses Terminated for Cause

1

FY-20

FY-19

3

1
2
2

1
1

2
2

FY-20

FY-19
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

3
3

31

4
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CRADAs
25 Total Active CRADAs
26
New CRADAs
27 Active CRADAs Involving Small
Businesses

FY-21
8
1
2

FY-20
7
1
1

FY-19
10
2
1

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

4
2

4
2

2

2

28 CRADAs with Foreign Entities
29 CRADA Income
30 Estimated CRADA Contributed Value
31 Total Active Material Transfer
Agreements (MTAs)
32
New MTAs
33 Total Non-Disclosure Agreements

35

OTHER T2 Metrics
Total Active Commercial Test
Agreements (CTAs)
New CTAs

36

CTA Income

34

37 Total Active Information Transfer
Agreements (ITAs)
38
New ITAs
39
40
41

Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)
New EPAs

42

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions
Total Active EPAs with Grade Schools

43

Total Active EPAs with High Schools

1

2

44

Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/Universities
Total Software Licenses Executed

3

2

45

5
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7.0 Successes and Transitions
The transition success of the Water and Fuel Expedient Repair System (WaFERS) program and
the new PLA/ CRADA with necoTECH are highlighted this year. See appendix A for details.

8.0 Lessons Learned
Transitioning viable technology to the field is not an easy or fast process. It may take years
between the initial concept/discovery before having a production ready product.

9.0 Awards
No T2 Star Award recipients were nominated in FY21
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Appendix A: Success Stories
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WATER AND FUEL EXPEDIENT REPAIR SYSTEM (WAFERS)
Mission
Provide engineering capability to rapidly repair damaged liquid-transport and storage
infrastructure following attack, natural disaster, or catastrophic failure. This capability ensures
critical fuel and water is flowing and available for firefighting and airbase operations.
Vision
Deliver the right capability, in the right size and postured appropriately, for the Water and Fuel
System Maintenance (WFSM) warfighter to enable expedient repair or recovery of mission
essential water and fuel distribution systems and associated infrastructure.
Goals & Objectives
• Repair infrastructure sufficiently to resume flying operations within timelines specified
by Joint Force Commanders.
• Modernize and recapitalize the existing Petroleum, Oil, Lubricants Rapid Utility Repair
Kit (POL RURK). POL RURK is a validated and fielded capability that is obsolete and
cannot be maintained or sustained because parts/vendors are no longer available and
many POL RURK kits have been disassembled.
• (Re-engineering and recapitalization of an existing validated and fielded capability in the
form of WaFERS is permissible per JCIDS and AFI 10-601).
Capabilities
• WaFERS is a modular and scalable set of capability based Unit Type Codes (UTCs)
designed to e nable expedient or semi-permanent repair of mission essential water and
fuel distribution and storage systems that support airbase resiliency and combat sortie
generation.
• The scope of WaFERS requirements during infrastructure recovery will vary
proportionally to the intensity of the damage.
Successes
• Completed Operational Utility Assessment (OUA) to down select best technologies for
use in repair and recovery operations of water and fuel infrastructure.
• Demonstrated that WaFERS can be used as an adjunct capability with the Fuels
Operational Readiness Capability Equipment (FORCE) using WaFERS pumps and filter
UTCs to get critical fuel to an aircraft.
• Conducted operational tests to recover fuel from an operational cut and cover tank by
extracting fuel from a depth of 35 feet using WaFERS pumps and filters pushing fuel
over 3 miles at a rate of 600 GPM to a second tank. Also, pushed fuel from lowest
elevation on base to the highest storage elevation at a distance of 2.5 miles, at a rate of
1200 GPM.
• Bypassed an operational pump house using WaFERS pumps, filters, and an array of
pipes, fittings, and valves feeding fuel into an operational hydrant system. Achieved flow
rate of 1350 GPM at 170 psi using WaFERS pumps and filters into a dead headed
hydrant loop where trucks accepted fuel as surrogate aircraft.

Appendix A is Distribution A: Approved for public release. Distributed unlimited. AFCEC-20211119, 19 October 2021
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CEMENTITIOUS MATERIAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
AFCEC and necoTECH intend to jointly develop an application in expeditionary repair during
the CRADA. necoTECH is a non-exclusive licensee on the background technology – U.S.
Patent No. 10,800,703 titled “Cementitious Material” filed October 26, 2018, issued October 13,
2020. The key aspects of invention covered by this U.S. Patent are 1) the use of locally sourced
aggregates to dramatically reduce the logistic burden and 2) rapid, tailorable set time and ease of
use.
These capabilities dovetail with the needs of the Air Force initiative - Rapid and Austere
Environments (RAE). RAE is one of the six core areas of the US Air Force Rapid Sustainment
Office. RAE equips Air Force teams to be as fast and mobile as possible - providing mobile,
modular, and rapidly assembled maintenance/repair capabilities to accommodate emerging
technologies in austere locations. These capabilities directly support AF mission of increasing
readiness and reducing sustainment costs.
AFCEC recently applied this inventive material as a flowable fill for rapid runway damage
repair. In this application with sourcing the aggregates locally, AF was able to reduce its logistic
burden by >75%.
NecoTECH licensed an inductive asphalt patch technology from the Army Corp. The company
specializes in recycling of materials. NecoTECH requested a non-exclusive license application
for the AFCEC rapid cementitious material invention as it is an excellent complement to the
Army technology.
Benefits to the Air Force:
Long-term cost savings from the application of the results of this RDT&E are expected to be
significant.
1) With this Agreement, necoTECH will fill commercial gaps that will improve technology
robustness in designated areas of interest to AFCEC.
2) The successful commercialization of background technologies listed above is consistent
with the October 28, 2011 Presidential Memorandum – Accelerating Technology
Transfer and Commercialization of Federal Research in Support of High-Growth
Business.
3) Successful technology transfer of background technologies listed above to the private
sector will likely hasten their transition back to AFCEC in the form of commerciallyavailable Cementitious Material products.

Appendix A is Distribution A: Approved for public release. Distributed unlimited. AFCEC-202111120, 19 October 2021
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer and Transition (T3) Report
Air Force Research Laboratory
711th Human Performance Wing
Executive Summary
This annual report highlights the Air Force Research Laboratory, 711th Human Performance Wing
(711 HPW) Technology Transfer and Transition (T3) activity for 2021. This includes facilitating
efforts to advance human performance, deliver technology to the warfighter, and commercialize
711 HPW technology when appropriate. This report also summarizes strategic plans going forward
and provides the T3 agreement metrics required by the Air Force T3 program office.
The 711 HPW T3 function resides within the Office of Research and Technology Applications
(ORTA) in the Plans and Programs Directorate of the 711 HPW (711 HPW/XP).
ORTA Staff
Mr. John Schutte
Ms. Jaclyn Williams (onboard 8 November 2021)
Jim Kearns, Ph.D. (retired 31 August 2021)

Laboratory Overview
The 711 HPW leads the development, integration, and delivery of Airman-centric research,
education, and consultation enabling the Air Force to achieve responsive and effective global
vigilance, global reach, and global power now and in the future. Established under the Air Force
Research Laboratory, the 711 HPW includes the Airman Systems Directorate (RH) and the United
States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM).
The 711 HPW’s multidisciplinary workforce includes more than 70 occupational specialties across
science, technology, and aerospace medicine. Leveraging a convergent sciences approach and
supported by state-of the-art research facilities and classrooms, the 711 HPW provides the Air Force
with unparalleled expertise to maximize Airman availability, enhance Airman performance, and
ensure human resource efficiency now and in the future.
The 711 HPW also functions as a joint Department of Defense (DoD) Center of Excellence for
human performance sustainment and readiness, optimization, and enhancement through partnerships
with the Naval Medical Research Unit-Dayton and nearby universities, industry, and medical
institutions.
VISION

MISSION

STRATEGIC GOALS

To be experts in Airman/Guardian
performance and recognized
Department of Defense leaders in
human performance.

To assure the dominant
advantage in air, space, and
cyberspace by advancing human
performance.

Maximize Airman Availability
Enhance Airman Performance
Optimize Resource
Efficiency

The 711 HPW accomplishes its mission through its two distinct but complementary mission units—
the Airman Systems Directorate and the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine—along with
integrated mission support enablers located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
Airman Systems Directorate. The 711 HPW Airman Systems Directorate (RH) provides science
and leading-edge technology to define Airman capabilities, vulnerabilities, and effectiveness; train
warfighters; integrate operators and weapon systems; protect Air Force personnel; and sustain
1
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aerospace operations. The Directorate is the heart of Airman-centered science and technology for the
Air Force, focusing on five Core Technical Competencies: Training, Adaptive Warfighter Interfaces,
Bioeffects, Bioengineering, and Aerospace and Operational Medicine.
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine. The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM) is
the premier institute for education and worldwide operational consultation in Aerospace and
Operational Medicine. USAFSAM has been a leader in the field of aerospace medicine and human
performance from the beginnings of aviation through the onset of the space age and into the present,
and is the oldest continually operating institution of its kind. It is also host to the largest aeromedical
library in the world.
Point of Contact. During FY21 the 711 HPW T3 office move from Bldg. 441 to Bldg. 840. The
current address is:
711th Human Performance Wing
Technology Transfer and Transition (T3)
Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA)
2510 Fifth Street, Bldg. 840, Room 413.29
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 45433

ORTA Technology Transfer Strategy
The 711 HPW T3 Office is a component of 711 HPW’s Plans and Programs (XP) office. Prior to
COVID-19 restrictions resulting in nearly 100 percent telework, all of the T3 support was housed
within a single 711 HPW site at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Regardless of the teleworking
situation, the 711 HPW T3 specialists retain easy access to additional resources such as graphics
design, communications, legal, and other functions that are vital to T3 success.
Ongoing Objectives and Strategy
Promote 711 HPW technologies, resources and partnership opportunities. Collaborative
relationships with other agencies and organizations continue to be the key to successfully leveraging
resources to accomplish 711 HPW research. In pursuit of these strategic partnerships, this office
depends upon an array of T3 mechanisms to assist researchers in aligning projects with relevant
opportunities using the appropriate agreements.
Provide T3 Awareness, Training, Guidance, and Consultation. The T3 Office will continue to
provide tailored T3 training, guidance, and consultation to various components of the 711 HPW, as
needed. For example, depending on the specific software and circumstances, in FY21 the ORTA has
accomplished the transfer of software packages using a variety of T3 mechanisms: Information
Transfer Agreements (ITAs), Software License Agreements (SLAs), and for patented software, Patent
License Agreements (PLAs).
Protect Wing Intellectual Property. Whenever possible, 711 HPW T3 will take timely and
appropriate actions leading to optimal, franchisable, proprietary positions for Air Force technology.
For example, the 711 HPW’s online IP Tracking Tool continues to be the standard for preparing and
submitting 711 HPW Invention Disclosures to AFMCLO/JAZ for consideration.
Communicate Successful Wing Tech T3 Activities. When opportunities arise, the 711 HPW T3
office will broadly communicate the merits and success of 711 HPW technology development
activities. The 711 HPW T3 office accomplishes this objective with strong support from 711 HPW
Corporate Communications, AFRL/SB, and our Partnership Intermediaries – Wright Brothers
Institute (WBI) and TechLink.

2
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Retain Legal Services. In addition to AFMCLO/JAZ patent attorney support and the IP Attorney
Office Hours program (currently via telework), the 711 HPW/JA traditionally has provided legal
reviews of various agreements and alliances, as well as other legal consultations, in addition to his
primary duties as legal counsel the 711 HPW Commander. The current JA, Lt Col Saleem Razvi, who
joined the 711 HPW on 12 January 2021, has been very supportive in this capacity throughout FY21.

Near-Term Goals
The T3 presence on the AFRL SharePoint website continues to expand and is a proven valuable
communications asset for the T3 Office. We anticipate leveraging this tool even more as the T3
personnel situation improves during the coming months. The goal is to improve the ease and speed of
fact-finding as it relates to T3 agreements, domestic alliances, various affiliation agreements, T3
processes, and intellectual property. With a proper level of T3 personnel availability, the T3 office
can accomplish this goal.
A major goal is to transition all T3 agreements, tracking functions, and operational information to a
new relational database for AF-wide T3 Agreements. The Air Force T3 office is spearheading this
multi-year effort, which reportedly advanced to the prototype stage during FY21. The new database
will allow the 711 HPW T3 Office to greatly improve its record-keeping and T3 metrics tracking and
reporting functions, and provide the means for consistent, current, up-to-date, and accurate
information across all T3 records including spreadsheets, existing databases, and archives.

Long-Term Objectives
The 711 HPW T3 office envisions that the ORTA T3 activities will always exist as a self-supported
program through leveraging collaborative resources into the 711 HPW’s overall investment strategy.
The goal is for T3 “funds-in” to cover a portion of the costs of the 711 HPW’s T3 office and
endeavors. In general, the T3 office can accomplish this by identifying collaborative opportunities
within the Air Force and commercial industry/academia that can be satisfied through common
research and development of technologies, ultimately allowing for improved products at a reduced
cost and/or in a compressed schedule. Future considerations are to explore ways to increase cost
sharing collaborations earlier in the R&D process to relieve the burden on Air Force project funds and
address commercial and military needs in parallel.
The 711 HPW T3 Office continues to explore the possibility of returning domestic alliances activities
to the 711 HPW/RH mission-unit level while retaining consultation/oversight duties. This transition
was accomplished for USAFSAM, as Mr. Schutte worked during FY18-FY20 with a USAFSAM
study/transition team and Mr. Mark Treat (USAFSAM/CCX) officially accepted responsibility for
USAFSAM alliances in March of 2021.
At the end of FY21 there were approximately 112 T3 Agreements/Alliances listed in the 711 HPW’s
work-in-progress (WIP) pipeline in various stages of development, review, and final processing. This
represents a 35% increase over the prior year despite efforts to reduce the year-end backlog of
agreements. This number likely reflects the lack of resources in the T3 Office especially during the
final months of the year.
Human Resources
By the end of FY21, the number of T3 Specialists in the 711 HPW ORTA had decreased from 2.5
FTEs (Mr. Schutte fulltime, Dr. Kearns fulltime, and Ms. Mollie Curry halftime) to 1 FTE as Ms.
Curry accepted another position and Dr. Kearns began a well-deserved retirement on 31 August 2021.
A minimum of 3 FTEs is required for the office to function in a timely and efficient manner, to
provide a high level of daily customer service to 711 HPW researchers, and to support the myriad of
requests for T3 data and updates from 711 HPW leadership, DoD offices, AFRL offices, 711 HPW
3
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offices, and outside agencies. Lack of adequate personnel also results in the inability to provide
routine T3 training to leadership and researchers across the 711 HPW on T3 requirements, benefits,
processes and procedures; however, training is delivered on an individual basis whenever the
opportunity arises.

FY21 Activities
The following noteworthy activities occurred during FY21:
•

The 711 HPW entered into one-year limited-purpose CRADAs as Non-Disclosure Agreements
(NDAs) with Probiotical S.p.A., Inc., of Novara, Italy, effective 17 August 2021, and with Lonza
Consumer Health, Inc. of California effective 31 March 2021. These agreements will allow the
companies and 711 HPW/RHB to exchange sensitive information relative to performanceenhancing probiotics and simulated in vitro gut-microbiome models, in contemplation of further
collaborative research and development activities. These NDAs are just two of a series of
agreements the 711 HPW T3 office is executing under a Defense Health Program (DHP) Military
Operational Medicine Research Program (JPC-5) Probiotics Gut-Muscle collaborative project
involving 711 HPW/RHB, US Army Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM), the US
Army Combat Capabilities Development Command Soldier Center (CCDC-SC), the University
of Massachusetts-Lowell, and several commercial probiotics companies.

•

On 31 August 2021, Dr. Jim Kearns, formerly 711 HPW/XP, tipped his cap and leisurely strolled
out the Bldg. 840 front door headed for a well-deserved retirement. On his way out, Jim stopped
briefly to accept the prestigious Department of Defense 2021 George F. Linsteadt Award for
Excellence in Technology Transfer (see more under Awards in this report).

•

On 25 March 2021, Mr. Schutte represented the 711 HPW as a panelist for the Air Force Tech
Transfer Ask Me Anything event to discuss licensing of
AF-developed technologies. Other panelists included
Mr. Charles “Chuck” Figer, Division Chief, Intellectual
Property Law Division, AFMC legal office; and Austin
Leach, Ph.D., Associate Director of TechLink. The AFsponsored Zoom event was one of a series of Ask Me
Anything panels held to highlight various T3 topics
across the DoD.

•

In August of 2021, Mr. Schutte and the 711 HPW T3 Program were featured in an online
ExtraORTAnary News & Views feature story (https://www.aft3.af.mil/ ), sponsored by the Air
Force T3 Program Office and AFRL’s Small Business Directorate. The story showcases the 711
HPW T3 program to help familiarize the reader with the activities and functions of the 711 HPW
and ORTAs, and to detail how organizations may benefit from collaborating with the Air Force.

•

Throughout FY21, the 711 HPW executed or was developing an unprecedented number of nondomestic agreements. These agreements with foreign entities require a more complex approval
process including concurrence from the WPAFB Foreign Disclosure Office, the United States
Trade Representative Office, SAF/IA staff and SAF/GC legal counsel prior to beginning the
standard negotiation process. The amount of time required to execute a non-domestic agreement
typically ranges from 6 to 12 months. These agreements include:
o Martin Baker Aircraft, UK (CRADA)
o National University of Singapore, Singapore (Data Sharing Agreement)
o Radboud University, Netherlands (CRADA)
o Molbio Diagnostics, India (CRADA, executed)
o Probiotical Sp.A., Italy (NDA and MTA, both executed)
4
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o
o

Lallemand Health Solutions, Inc., Canada (NDA, MTA)
Alveolix AG, Switzerland (NDA)

•

Mr. Schutte accepted appointment to a third year as non-scientist member of the WPAFB
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) in FY21. John initially accepted this
appointment effective 25 July 2019. He also completed an extensive animal care and use training
regimen that is required annually for this position.

•

Information Transfer Agreements (ITAs) were executed with a host of software users covering a
variety of 711 HPW software packages. The software protected by those ITAs include the
following: Batdok™ /Batdok™ Plug-In, Fusion, Hindsight™, LNCS/PETS (Live Virtual and
Constructive Network Control Suite and Performance Evaluation and Tracking System), METIS,
and Vigilant Spirit™.

•

In COVID-19 related activity, the 711 HPW:
o Executed a non-domestic Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with
Molbio, Inc. of India to determine whether Molbio’s commercial-off-the-shelf equipment can
be modified to detect COVID-19 and to monitor vector-borne and public health-risk
pathogens.
o

Continued working under a CRADA with Gingko Bioworks, Inc. of Boston to develop a
novel DNA sequencing technique called FREEDOM-Seq (Fast Reliable Extremely
Extensible Domestic Optimized Method for Sequencing) for high-capacity SARSCOV2
testing in support of DoD force readiness objectives. FREEDOM-Seq will:
(1) Be validated against current FDA-approved reference testing standards for SARS-COV2,
(2) Demonstrate a scalable SARS-COV2 testing solution to actively monitor the force with a
target capacity of processing up to 1 million samples per day,
(3) Consist of an automated system for tracking, analysis, and report generation of human
biofluid samples SARS-COV2 status, and
(4) Demonstrate the capability to support rapid decision-making for return-to-work policies
within the context of a pandemic.

•

o

Is collaborating under a CRADA with Worlds Enterprises, Inc. of Texas to combine deep
learning, thermal cameras, and mass spectrometry to create a portable, non-invasive detection
solution that, if successful, will give results in less than one minute for COVID-19.

o

Received a quantity of Oral Wash Kits under a Material Transfer Agreement with Clinical
Lab Consulting of Dublin, Ohio. The 711 HPW uses the salivary collection kits in its to
collect samples for testing for SARS-CoV-2 as part of the WPAFB phased “get personnel
back to work” program.

o

Continued working with National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and
National Institutes of Health (NIH) under an MOA to find the number of persons with
detectable antibodies to SARS-COV2 from a sampling of the WPAFB population who have
no known exposure or clinical illness.

The 711 HPW, via two CRADAs and six Data Sharing Agreements, continues to spearhead a
collaboration with six universities and two private companies under a DARPA grant to conduct
the Intelligent Forecasting Through Explanatory Reasoning and Contextual Learning
(INFERENCE) program. The main objective of INFERENCE is to establish and validate an
intelligent forecasting system for individualized performance optimization within a diverse
population of active-duty airmen and university undergraduates who completed a comprehensive

5
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testbed of multi-modal interventions – including high-intensity interval fitness training,
nutritional intervention, cognitive skill training, and/or mindfulness meditation.

Success Stories
AFRL partnership seeks to “engineer” improved human performance.

By Air Force Research Laboratory 711th Human Performance Wing, / Published February 24, 2021

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, Ohio (AFRL) – For athletes, achieving peak performance takes more
than skill and practice. Other important but less obvious factors — including nutrition, sleep, mental state,
resilience, and more — are critical in maximizing potential. The Air Force Research Laboratory has teamed
with small business partners to understand this total picture of human resilience and performance.
Together with Engineering Sports Performance LLC and RippleWorx Inc., AFRL will explore and improve human
performance capabilities to benefit military personnel as well as civilian first responders.
“Many people own devices such as wearable fitness monitors to track their exercise and health,” said Dr. Mark
Derriso, chief engineer at AFRL’s 711th Human Performance Wing. “But counting steps or even engaging in a
rigorous physical training regimen only accounts for part of the performance picture. Through this
collaboration, we’ll merge engineering principles with traditional training philosophies to engage the whole
human machine for optimal resilience and performance.”
Fully story at https://www.afrl.af.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=90&ModuleId=28506&Article=2513

This 3D-printed nose smells great for precision nanotoxicity research
By Troy Carter, TechLink Staff Writer / Published January 28, 2021

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, Ohio (AFRL) – By replicating a human nose with additive
manufacturing, the Air Force can place sensors within, enabling precise environmental monitoring of air
quality and the related effects on 11/11/21, 3:36 PM This 3D-printed nose smells great for precision
nanotoxicity research - TechLink | TechLink
Dr. Saber Hussain of the 711th Human Performance Wing is a senior toxicologist and leader in studying the
environmental health implications of respiratory physiology, e.g., hazardous environmental conditions like
hypoxia, exposure to airborne nanoparticles, and volatile organic compounds.
“Here we have married electronic and biological elements in a proposal to develop a robotic biohybrid upper
respiratory model. In doing so, we strive to raise the achievement bar for bioengineering technologies a bit
higher by pushing the development of more life-like robotic devices that doubly supply advanced mechanical
function and biological architecture that are native to humans,” the Air Force patent application states.
Full story at https://techlinkcenter.org/news/this-3d-printed-nose-smells-great-for-precision-nanotoxicity-research

Air Force medics partner with University of Nebraska to sharpen biocontainment care skills
By Shireen Bedi, Air Force Surgeon General Public Affairs Published Aug 27, 2021

FALLS CHURCH, Va. — Lt. Gen. Robert I. Miller, U.S. Air Force Surgeon General, visited the Center for
Sustainment of Trauma and Readiness Skills Omaha program on August 18, receiving updates on the
program’s Principles of Biocontainment Care course and the Air Force’s partnership with Nebraska Medicine
and the University of Nebraska.
“This is my second visit to UNMC, but to see how far this facility has come is quite impressive,” said Miller.
“The biocontainment training and the partnership between UNMC and the Air Force is critical to our mission,
so we appreciate this relationship and look forward to continuing to develop it. It’s not only important to the
Air Force, it’s important to our country.”
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This year, Air Force infectious disease physicians and infection preventionists have begun rotating through the
Center for Sustainment of Trauma and Readiness Skills Omaha program, building critical skills for highly
hazardous, communicable disease response.
The C-STARS Omaha program, a partnership developed by the U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine
with Nebraska Medicine and the University of Nebraska Medical Center, began officially rotating Air Force
infectious disease physicians and infection preventionists in its Principles of Biocontainment Care course in
March, after delays related to COVID-19. Since then, 10 Airmen have gone through the program, with the next
group set to start in September.
Fully story at https://afresearchlab.com/news/air-force-medics-partner-with-university-of-nebraska-tosharpen-biocontainment-care-skills/

Newly acquired AFRL test aircraft to aid personnel recovery research
by Holly Jordan, Air Force Research Laboratory

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, Ohio – A small aircraft that is poised to make a big impact on military
personnel recovery made a brief stop in the Dayton, Ohio, area on its way to St. Mary’s County, Maryland,
where it will be used to test the Air Force Research Laboratory-developed Low Altitude Sensing Helmet
system.
On Dec. 21, 2020, the CubCrafters XCub aircraft was ferried from Yakima, Washington, to the Lewis A. Jackson
Regional Airport near Dayton, Ohio, on its journey to the AFRL 711th Human Performance Wing’s contracted
research flight test organization facility. The aircraft was recently purchased by AFRL to advance the initial
“Lysander” flying experiment, which will demonstrate the Low Altitude Sensing Helmet system, known as
LASH.
LASH, a portable kit developed within the AFRL 711th Human Performance Wing’s Airman Systems
Directorate, contains specialized equipment including a flight helmet, a thermal camera, night vision goggles,
and various other components. The kit can quickly and easily be installed onto nearly any general aviation
aircraft to equip pilots for low-level, low-speed, nighttime flight, something that is essential for personnel
recovery and other “featherweight airlift” special missions, according to Dr. Darrel G. Hopper, 711th Human
Performance Wing project lead.
Fully story at https://gosage.com/tag/air-force-research-laboratory/

Lessons Learned
In FY21 the 711 HPW T3 office continued teleworking in accordance with Air Force and WPAFB
policy, a mode of operation that began in early FY20 after COVID-19 darkened the 711 HPW T3
offices as personnel vacated. The 711 HPW T3 office responded to this situation with vigor and
flexibility to continue its mission, unhindered by what many considered an obstacle or inconvenience.
The 711 HPW T3 staff instituted teleworking procedures and actually improved the office’s
efficiency and effectiveness throughout FY21. In response to the COVID19 situation, the T3 office
refined an all-electronic method for routing T3 staff packages that resulted in quicker and easier
document approvals.
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Awards
Dr. James “Jim” Kearns, recently retired former ORTA, received the Department of Defense 2021
George F. Linsteadt Award for Excellence in Technology Transfer, which recognizes the outstanding
achievements of technology transfer professionals, managers, researchers,
principal investigators, patent attorneys, and others who perform duties
that enable and advance DoD technology transfer.
Jim worked in the 711 HPW T3 office for more than 20 years, mentoring
many T3 specialists and establishing the high standard that exists today for
T3 activity in the 711 HPW. Among his many contributions, Dr. Kearns
was key to the execution of nine commercial licenses since 2018 for The
Battlefield Assisted Trauma Distributed Observation Kit (BATDOK™)
platform. A software tool kit developed by 711 HPW scientists,
James “Jim” Kearns, Ph.D.
BATDOK enables medics in the field to monitor vital signs of patients
and capture the complete picture of patient care, from the point of injury, through evacuation and onto
the next level of care.
Jim also worked with AFMCLO/JAZ patent attorneys to develop new agreement types when the
situation demanded it. Among those are the Information Transfer Agreement and Invention License
Agreement, both of which are in regular use today.
“Jim knows how to assess and balance risks, he knows where and how to spend time,” said Joan WuSingel, a senior technology manager at TechLink, the DOD’s national partnership intermediary for
tech transfer. “He takes care of his scientists and works well with counsel, support staff, and
management. His deals come together because he builds a cohesive team. It has been a real pleasure
working with Jim and learning from him how to live life with grace.”
Jim daily demonstrated a “work hard, play hard” philosophy. Jim’s legacy is one of hard work, high
standards, strong support, great storytelling … and a pretty decent golf swing.
The 711 HPW is a better organization thanks to Jim’s many contributions.

Performance Measures
Please see accompanying spreadsheet for FY21 711 HPW performance measures.
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer Report
AFRL/ Directed Energy and Space Vehicles
Executive Summary
ORTA Overview:

The United States Air Force Research Laboratory’s Directed Energy and Space Vehicles (AFRL
RD & RV) Directorates located at Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB), Albuquerque, New Mexico
jointly fund and operate the AFRL New Mexico (AFRL-NM) Technology Engagement Office
(TEO). The TEO includes the operation of the Office of Research and Technology Applications
(ORTA) to improve both technology transfer and science, technology, engineering, and math
(STEM) outreach. Specifically, the TEO is chartered to enhance the laboratory’s core mission
capabilities through strategic partnerships developed to provide support and innovation to the
warfighter.
The TEO is supported by a Partnership Intermediary Agreement (PIA) with the New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology (NM Tech). Through this agreement, NM Tech supports the
management of tech transfer agreements, technology commercialization, intellectual property, and
marketing efforts for AFRL RD & RV.
In FY21, the TEO implemented new techniques for connecting scientists and engineers with
industry and academic partners including improved marketing and outreach to companies and
improved in-reach to let AFRL-NM staff know about the benefits of technology transfer. The
office strengthened relationships between the laboratory, state and local governments, academia,
and industry, through initiatives like the Q-Station, Innovate New Mexico Technology Showcase,
Hyperspace Challenge, SpaceWERX, Catalyst Accelerator Cohort Challenge, and the 4th Annual
AFRL Innovation Awards.
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Definitions:
Education Partnership Agreements (EPAs): Provides lab personnel the ability to teach or
assist in developing courses. Involves students and faculty in lab research. EPAs enable the
loaning and donating of surplus equipment. EPAs also include STEM outreach and partnerships
with K-12 institutions. Strategic EPAs are task-oriented, signed at the Division level and cover
research, loaning of equipment, and course development.
Cooperative Research & Development Agreements (CRADAs): An agreement that allows
AFRL to accept, retain, and use funds, personnel, services and property from a partner. AFRL
can provide personnel, services, and use of property. CRADA may not involve funds out to
Partner. Lab can loan GFE. FAR and DFARS do not apply. Low cost - CRADAs allow shared
resources between Government and private industry.
Cooperative Research & Development Agreements - Non Disclosure (CRADA-NDAs): A
limited agreement that enables preliminary discussion to occur between AFRL and partner prior
to initiation of a CRADA.
Cooperative Research & Development Agreements - Limited Purpose (CRADA-LP): A
limited version of the broader CRADA agreement that allows interest in collaborative research
activities relating to certain activities between AFRL and partners prior to initiation of a
CRADA.
Commercial Test Agreements (CTAs): May make available to any person or entity, at an
appropriate fee, the services of any government lab, center, range, or other testing
facility. Perform tests that are confidential and may not be disclosed outside the Federal
Government without the consent of the persons for whom the tests were performed
Information Transfer Agreements (ITAs): Software/Data/Know-how user’s have the right to
use, modify, reproduce, and enhance Software/Data/Know-how under this agreement. The
ITA is used to further develop technology/software/data and to further evaluate development,
testing, and application.
Material Transfer Agreements (MTAs): An MTA is a limited purpose CRADA. May use
material and material information only for test and evaluation activities.
Joint Ownership Agreements (JOAs): JOAs include exclusive and non-exclusive options to
negotiate if IP is co-owned by another party (such as a university or other federal agency), to
enable the Air Force or university/federal agency to take the lead on licensing IP.
Patent License Agreements (PLAs): Licensed IP brings revenue back to the creating
organization and is shared with the inventors. PLAs include exclusive and non-exclusive options
for negotiation.
Non-Disclosure Agreements (NDAs): Non-Disclosure Agreements allow the AFRL inventor
the ability to share important invention information with the partnering organization in order to
help determine if the partnering organization would like to license the specific technology.
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FY2021 Activities/Successes:
-

AFRL/RD&RV disclosed thirty (30) new invention disclosures.

-

The TEO executed two (2) new exclusive Patent License Agreements.
1. Palladium Labs - executed August 25, 2021 (Dynamic Content Distribution Software and
Methods Thereof)
2. mPower, Inc. - executed September 28, 2021 (Pseudomorphic glass for Space Solar
Cells)
- The TEO negotiated in executing fifty-seven (57) tech transfer agreements. This includes
thirteen (13) CRADAs including four (4) CRADA mods; four (4) CRADA-NDAs; twenty
(20) EPAs including three (3) EPA mods and Strategic, K-12, Donations and Loans; one (1)
MTA; two (2) JOAs; two (2) PLAs; one (1) CTA; and seven (7) NDAs. Of the 57 agreements,
three (3) are with foreign companies or universities (2 CRADAs and 1 ITA).
-

Pioneering CRADAs with start-ups and Venture Capitalists (VC) in support of
SpaceWERX
O Orbit Fab signs technology sharing agreement (CRADA) with AFRL/RVS. Orbit Fab will
share technical details of its in-space refueling port and the AFRL will review the company's
refueling tech, advise, and make available its facilities for testing and qualification.
O VC firm Embedded Ventures signs a CRADA with the AFR/RV and United States Space
Force (USSF) to collaboratively investigate the potential benefits of leveraging VC
investment practices to accelerate the pace of change and innovation.

-

Other CRADAs and EPA successes
O General Atomics entered into a CRADA with AFRL/RD and RV to exchange information
and data for work of mutual interest twofold: 1) the laboratory testing and, as required, visits,
between the AFRL and General Atomics. The primary goal of AFRL is to move innovative
science and technology (S&T) from the laboratory to integrated Directed Energy (DE)
prototypes and fielded capability to mitigate emerging threats, and 2) the AFRL Space
Vehicles Directorate (AFRL/RV) will later develop and demonstrate innovative S&T to meet
emerging needs of the United States Space Force (USSF) and the Intelligence Community
(IC) to create a significantly more resilient space architecture as an integral element of a
robust multi-domain battle management command and control (BMC2) system.
O AFRL/RV signs three (3) CRADA-NDAs with Colorado School of Mines, Dr. James
O’Brien, and the University of California-Irvine for collaborative research activities relating
to the Seedlings for Disruptive Capabilities Program (SDCP) research and development
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effort entitled “Atmosphere Independent Bipropellant Consuming Additively Manufactured
Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) for Assured On-Orbit Space Power” in contemplation of
further collaborative research and development activities, desire the exchange of sensitive
information, secure in the understanding that the receiving party will treat the sensitive
information disclosed to it by the other party in an appropriate and prudent manner and not
improperly disclose or misuse such information.
O AFRL/RD donated through an EPA an ultrashort pulse laser material to the University of
New Mexico (UNM) to provide an innovative learning experience for UNM graduate
students taking the Experimental Optics Techniques course. The overall goal for this
donation is to educate and excite the next generation of Directed Energy researchers.
Through this EPA with one of New Mexico’s top research institutions, AFRL hopes to
provide practical experience in a technical field that is often primarily focused on conceptual
research. AFRL is always looking for state-of-the-art technology and top-tier scientists &
engineers to join their team. This experiment will help students understand an advanced
optics concept in an academic environment. This experiment will also provide a unique
learning experience and offer desirable work experience as they enter the job market.
- The TEO hosted the 4th Annual AFRL Innovation Awards. The event celebrated AFRL
scientists, engineers and support staff who have done outstanding work in tech transfer and
patent development. Six (6) special awards were given and all of the year’s inventors and
patent awardees were recognized. The event was hosted at the Q Station collaboration center
but allowed attendees to join via Zoom for a hybrid event.
2021 Innovation Award Recognitions:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dr. Imelda Atencio (AFRL/RDL)
Mr. J. Dana Teague (AFRL/RDLA)
Mr. James Winter (AFRL/RVEP)
Security Branch (AFRL/RDOS)
Quantum, Sensing & Timing Group (AFRL/RVBY)
Integrated Structural Systems Tech Team (AFRL/RVSV)
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- The TEO conducted technology marketing campaigns designed to identify potential
partners for technology commercialization. For each AFRL RD/RV patented technology,
the TEO reached out to various companies (30-70 per campaign) that work in a similar area
of research or product sales. We facilitated conversations with interested parties who
responded to the email campaigns, in the hopes of entering into a Patent License Agreement,
CRADA, or other type of partnership.
·

Marketing Metrics:
o 15 targeted marketing campaigns
· 518 unique companies contacted, 83 responses
· 16% response rate
o 31 new company interactions (tech presentations, inventor calls, etc.)
§ Many of these are in follow-up stage for potential agreements

Near and Long Term Initiatives:
· Continue to work with AFNWC/JA and AFMCLO/JAZ to develop processes for
efficiently protecting RD/RV IP
· Continue to improve T3 training and tracking system
· Continue to support SpaceWERX and Space Force Innovation initiatives.
· Continue to expand AFRL-NM store-front initiatives
· Continue Small Business outreach through challenges and expand the innovation network
through outreach events like Kirtland Spark Cell, Enterprise Challenge, and Hyperspace
Challenge
· Continue to develop T3 training and management programs that are compliant with RD/RV
Directorate needs
· Maintain collaboration facilities that are compliant with TEO and Directorate needs
· Conduct training programs designed to increase participation by S&Es in T3 mechanisms
including CRADAs, EPAs, ITAs, PLAs, CTAs and Patent Disclosures and Application
process
· Continue to provide technical assistance to S&Es on Invention Disclosures and Patent
Application process
· Develop and implement processes for evaluating, marketing, and distributing new
technologies developed with the lab to achieve their commercial potential
· Expand marketing and outreach efforts to include advertising available positions at
Kirtland Air Force Base
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Performance Measures

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

1

Invention Disclosures Received

30

34

23

2

Total Patent Applications Filed

6

14

15

3

U.S.

6

14

15

4

Foreign

0

0

0

5

Total PCT Applications Filed

0

0

0

6

Total Patents Issued

5

8

9

7

U.S.

5

8

9

8

Foreign

0

0

0
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LICENSES

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

9

Invention Licenses, Total Active

7

5

5

10

New Invention Licenses

2

0

0

2

0

0

3

3

3

11

12

New Invention
Licenses Granted
to Small
Businesses

Income Bearing
Licenses, Total Active

13

New Income
Bearing Licenses

0

0

0

14

Exclusive, Total
Active

5

3

3

15

PartiallyExclusive, Total
Active

0

0

0

16

Non-Exclusive,
Total Active

2

2

2

7

5

5

17

Other Licenses, Total Active
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LICENSES

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

9
18

Invention
Licenses,
Total Active
New
Other Licenses

7
0

5
0

5
0

10
19

New Other
Invention
Licenses
New
Licenses
Granted to Small
Businesses

2
0

0
0

0
0

2

0

0

2

0

0

3
0

3
0

3
0

11
20

New Invention
Licenses Granted
to Agreements,
Small
Joint Ownership
Businesses
Total Active - New

12
21

Bearing
ElapsedIncome
Amount
of Time for
Licenses,
Active
Granting InventionTotal
Licenses

13
22

New Income
Average (months)
Bearing Licenses

0
$19,550

0
$10,000

0
$17,000

23
14

Minimum (months)
Exclusive, Total
Active

$5,000
5

$5,000
3

$5,000
3

24

Maximum (months)

$58,649

$15,000

$35,785

15

PartiallyExclusive, Total
Licenses Terminated for Cause
Active

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

7

5

5

25

16

17

Non-Exclusive,
Total Active

Other Licenses, Total Active
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CRADAs

26

Total Active CRADAs

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

*57

*50

*42

13/4*

12/3*

7/4*

*includes mods

27

New CRADAs *mods

28

Active CRADAs Involving Small
Businesses

21

12

9

29

CRADAs with Foreign Entities

2

2

1

30

CRADA Income

$237,150

$93,000

$331,000

31

Estimated CRADA Contributed
Value

$25,000,000

$10,785,500

$28,693,497

32

Total Active CRADA-LPs

2

3

3

33

Total Active CRADA-NDAs,
New

4

0

0

34

Total Active Material Transfer
Agreements (MTAs)

2

2

1

0

1

0

7

5

3

35

36

New MTAs

Total Non-Disclosure
Agreements
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FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

OTHER T2 Metrics

37

38

Total Active Commercial Test
Agreements (CTAs)

New CTAs

39

CTA Income

40

Total Active Information Transfer
Agreements (ITAs)

41

42

43

44

New ITAs

Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)

New EPAs *mods

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions
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FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

8

7

6

1

1

1

$395,558

$214,000

$598,000

9

8

0

1

8

0

59

45

41

20/*3

10

11

0

0

0
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OTHER T2 Metrics

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

37
46

Total
Test Schools
Total Active
Active Commercial
EPAs with Grade
Agreements (CTAs)

8
28

7
54

6
54

47
38

Total Active EPAs with High Schools
New CTAs

28
1

17
1

17
1

48
39

Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/University
CTA
Income

30
$395,558

19
$214,000

15
$598,000

49
40

Software
Licenses Transfer
Executed
Total Active
Information
Agreements (ITAs)

0
9

0
8

0

1

8

0

59

45

41

20/*3

10

11

0

0

0

NOTE: GRADE SCHOOL COUNT INCLUDES: Pre-K through Middle School

41

New ITAs

NOTE: NEW EPAs COUNT INCLUDES K-12, Strategic EPAs, Standard EPAs, Task Amendments, Equipment Donations, and Modifications.

42

43

44

Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)

New EPAs *mods

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer Report
Air Force Research Lab/Information Directorate
Executive Summary
The mission of AFRL/RI (RI) is to explore, prototype, and demonstrate high-impact, game-changing
technologies that enable the Air Force and Nation to maintain its superior technical advantage. The RI vision is
to lead the Air Force and Nation in Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence (C4I) and
Cyber science technology research and development. Technology Transfer (T2) continues to play an important
role in this mission as we explore new ways of advancing RI’s technologies through cooperative research,
partnership agreements and commercialization.
ORTA Technology Transfer Strategy
The Air Force 2030 S&T Strategy states, “Technological advantage depends on a healthy and secure nation
security innovation base of partners. RI’s Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) believes’ that
the AFRL T2 mission will help achieve technological advantage by: deepening and expanding the Air Force’s
scientific and technical expertise, connecting industry, individuals, universities, and government research
centers with experts inside the Air Force Scientific and Technical (S&T) enterprise, optimizing taxpayer dollars
through dual use and application of S&T, and regularly enabling outreach activities to help build expertise and
streamline idea solicitation.
AFRL/RI has been utilizing the T2 mission to be a force multiplier by helping achieve the above objectives by
executing 17 new Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs), 23 Educational Partnership
Agreements (EPAs), 6 Invention Disclosures, and issued 5 Patents. Although these numbers are impressive, the
AFRL/RI ORTA continues to strive for improvement.
A large part of the AFRL/RI T2 strategy is a comprehensive program called HUSTLE(Helping Upstate Science and
Technology Leaders Entrepreneurs). The Goals of HUSTLE are to research, explore, prototype and test how we
might engage teams + technologies emerging from our significant network of Air Force + University R&D to
populate our ecosystem with ventures that have high potential to advance the AFRL mission with
complementary talent + technology. The approach to making HUSTLE successful is to align and leverage
programs, networks, partners, and incubation resources beyond the PIA to synchronize and synergize with our
T2 mission, cultivating external customer focus and attracting tech startups with potential to collaborate with
AFRL/RI’s strategic technology initiatives at the Innovare Advancement Center. The HUSTLE initiative will allow
AFRL/RI to double down on both Spin-out and Spin-in technologies.
As part of our PIA, the Information Institute, whose goal is to provide outreach and partnerships with Academia
to help with addressing Air Force hard problems, has grown in participation to 82 institutions in 30 states.
Through the Information Institute, RI successfully provided grants for 42 professors along with 11 of their
students to assist our Scientists and Engineers in performing innovative research to meet our mission and
challenges this past summer.
The ORTA continues to work on conveying the message of the importance of the T2 mission to the
Directorate’s Scientists and Engineers (S&Es) including executive coaching for Information Directorate
leadership.
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FY21 Activities
Elevate 2021: The Air Force Women in Science and Engineering (AFWiSE) organization aims to foster the
leadership development of women and other underrepresented groups within AFRL. To further this mission
with the human capital of the Air Force, AFWiSE hosted its annual Elevate Workshop on May 18-20, 2021 to
continue the charge to further diversity, equity, and inclusion innovation and leadership within AFRL. The
event included keynote addresses, panel discussions and interactive training workshops, all designed to
educate and inform audiences on women’s leadership and diversity topics.
3rd Annual International Quantum Information Science Workshop (QIS 3): QIS 3 was a collaborative virtual
quantum networking event offering participants thought-provoking presentations, live panel discussions, and
engaging technical dialogue. The event was an opportunity for those in the field of quantum science and
technology to interact and share perspectives with an already established network of leading scientists,
engineers, researchers, and entrepreneurs.
Other event highlights include:
Daily panel discussions that showcase the variety of research pathways available for engaging with government
entities in an open innovation ecosystem.
Updated highlights from the winners of last year’s Million Dollar International Quantum-U Tech Accelerator
initiative.
Presentations about quantum information science and partnership opportunities from Air Force Research
Laboratory (AFRL), Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR), Army Research Office (ARO), Army Research
Laboratory (ARL), Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and Office of Naval Research (ONR).
Innovate Aspire Summit: The first ever ‘Innovare Aspire Series’ was designed to establish transformational
public/private R&D partnerships in the USAF and USSF strategic priority areas with academia and industry. The
Aspire Series promoted a culture of understanding by synthesizing diverse and complex concepts associated
with T2 in order to gain advocacy from other Gov’t organizations and non-traditional businesses. Organized and
motivated 14 diverse teams to tackle specific technical challenges and deliver high-impact, performance-ready
capabilities that enhance American competitiveness through diversified commercialization pathways.
The Innovare Aspire Series is an annual campaign to converge diverse capabilities in United States Air Force and
United States Space Force strategic priority areas such as artificial intelligence and machine learning, cyber,
nanoelectronics, neuromorphic computing, quantum, and UAS. The objective of Aspire is to organize and
motivate diverse teams to tackle specific technical challenges; and deliver high-impact, performance-ready
capabilities that enhance American competitiveness through diversified commercialization pathways.
The final hybrid event paired Air Force Scientists and Engineers with 14 teams made up of over 100 attendees
from nine states, across academia and industry to workshop the development of CRADAs for joint research and
development in the challenge areas. Two additional CRADAs have been in development as a result of the event.
Trusted AI Challenge Series and Pitch Day: The Trusted AI Challenge Series was a 3 event series starting with a
set of thought-provoking talks and interactive panels covering industry, research, and Government perspectives
into critical path requirements for building reliable, robust Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous systems that
can be widely adopted.
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The second event released scientific and technical challenge problems for an open call for proposals to
academic, small business, and international R&D communities. Inspired by the vision shared by the
distinguished speakers of the Event 1, informed by the technology needs of the partner organizations and
drawing upon their expertise as leading researchers and engineers, the members of the Trusted AI Challenge
Committee developed four challenge problems that are critical for the widespread acceptance and adoption of
AI systems. The challenges are open to US based academia and small businesses, and the Air Force Research
Lab international community
The third event was an Artificial Intelligence based SBIR/STTR pitch day conducted in conjunction AFWERX
which resulted in awarding over $18 million to small businesses with game-changing AI technologies.
Hack-A-Sat 2: A big success for the AFRL/RI ORTA came in the form of a follow on effort to Hack-A-Sat 1 called
Hack-A-Sat 2.
As our lives become increasingly dependent on technologies that lie deep in space, it is imperative that we do
what it takes to secure our universe. The United States Air Force and United States Space Force jointly present
Hack-A-Sat 2, a prize competition designed to inspire the world’s top cybersecurity talent to develop the skills
necessary to help reduce vulnerabilities and build more secure space systems.
After a successful Hack-A-Sat 1 in 2020, Hack-A-Sat 2 began with an open, public qualification round on June
26, 2021. The 30-hour virtual competition attracted over 1,000 teams made up of nearly 3,000 competitors
from more than 75 countries. The qualification round consisted of 24 total challenges across 5 challenge
categories that focused on a variety of different skill sets, including satellite operations, reverse engineering
and RF communications. The top 10 scoring teams (8 finalists, 2 alternates) will be invited to the Final Event
which is a virtual event will take place on December 11-12, 2021.
The Hack-A-Sat 2 Final event is attack/defend style CTF featuring a ground station, communications subsystem
and physical hardware called a flatsat. Each team will have their own system to operate and defend, while
attacking opposing teams’ systems. Teams must identify and patch any vulnerabilities to protect their flatsats
from attack. At the same time, they must perform a set of missions and discover and exploit vulnerabilities in
other teams’ systems. Teams gain points by successfully exploiting another team’s vulnerability and by keeping
their own system performing normally. Teams lose points when they are attacked, they fail to complete a
mission, or their system is not functioning normally.
The 8 finalist teams consist of some of the world’s best security researchers and experts in both cyber and
space domains, including vulnerability research, astrophysics, satellite operations and reverse engineering.
Prizes are as follows:
1st place:

$50K

2nd place:

$30K

3rd place:

$20K

The Hack-A-Sat 2 12-month endeavor allowed the AFRL/ORTA to collaborate with multiple private and public
organizations and to shine a light on the ability to use a Partnership Intermediary to achieve non-traditional
goals and objectives. Hack-A-Sat 2 will be a resounding success and its overall intent and motive will be
published in multiple media outlets and video platforms.
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Innovare Advancement Center: Another big success was the execution of the first year of the Innovare
Advancement Center (IAC). The IAC’s vision is to emerge as a global catalyst to converge world-class talent
with cutting-edge facilities and focused technology challenges to accelerate the development of game-changing
capabilities that protect and empower our country via Technology Transfer means. The overall IAC mission is
to build a magnetic ecosystem in which the world’s leading scientific and entrepreneurial talent tackle the
country’s greatest challenges to national security and economic competitiveness. The Griffiss Institute
(AFRL/RI’s PIA partner) will be leading the charge in continuing to build relationships and fostering the
reality and success of the IAC.
FY21 has been an exciting year with many great accomplishments and much more to come. *Infographics
attached in email.
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer Report
Aerospace Systems Directorate
Executive Summary
This annual report, prepared by the Aerospace Systems Directorate of the Air Force Research Laboratory
(AFRL/RQ) captures Technology Transfer and Transition highlights of FY21.
FY21 was no exception to the amazing trend of partnerships and commercialization efforts for
RQ. The efforts related to technology transfer remain strong and continue to garner support as a critical
tool to support the broad mission space of RQ. In addition, RQ remains committed to furthering the
protection of intellectual property and supporting efforts to engage with the commercial sector for
transfer and transition activities. Once again, AFRL/RQ broke the “century” mark in new T3 agreements
for the sixth year in a row, with 137 new partnership agreements initiated, negotiated, and executed
during the year.
In FY21, RQ established 115 Information Transfer Agreements (ITAs), eight (8) Educational
Partnership Agreements (EPAs), twelve (9) Cooperative Research and Development Agreements
(CRADAs), two (2) Material Transfer Agreements (MTAs), two (2) Non-disclosure Agreements (NDAs),
and one (1) Patent License Agreement (PLA). In total, the RQ ORTA now maintains 486 open technology
transfer agreements.
AFRL/RQ also generated fifteen (15) new invention disclosures, and filed twenty-seven (27) new
patent applications. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office issued Seventeen (17) new patents to RQ
inventors in FY21.
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Laboratory Overview









Laboratory Mission Statement – Boldly pioneering transformative space and air capabilities to
make the fight unfair.
Description of Organization/Laboratory - The Aerospace Systems Directorate (AFRL/RQ) brings
together world-class facilities including a fuels research facility, structural testing labs,
compressor research facility, rocket testing facilities, supersonic and subsonic wind tunnels,
flight simulation lab, and many other cutting-edge research capabilities.
Geographic Location - The Directorate is headquartered at the Wright Research Site, WrightPatterson Air Force Base, Ohio, and supplemented by additional personnel and research
facilities located at Edwards Research Site, Edwards Air Force Base, California, and Arnold Air
Force Base, Tullahoma, Tennessee.
Technology Focus Areas - Among the technologies in development in the Aerospace Systems
Directorate are Aviation Technology, Non-Propulsive Power Production and energy conversion,
Engines, propulsion, novel fuels, scramjet engines, unmanned vehicles, hypersonic vehicles,
collision avoidance, and aircraft energy optimization.
Year of Commission – 2012 (Reorganization and merger of AFRL Air Vehicles and Propulsion
Directorates)

ORTA Technology Transfer Strategy




How the ORTA fits into Lab Organization and Mission - AFRL/RQ has established an Office of
Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) to coordinate and promote technology transfer.
Aerospace Systems Directorate scientists and engineers should consider technology transfer as
an individual responsibility and their performance evaluations include technology transfer as a
factor.
How T2 Tools are a part of the lab strategic planning - The Air Force Research Laboratory’s
Aerospace Systems Directorate (AFRL/RQ) takes an active role in establishing collaborations and
engages with outside partners. We use Cooperative Research and Development Agreements
(CRADAs), Commercial Testing Agreements (CTAs), Information Transfer Agreements (ITAs), and
Educational Partnership Agreements (EPAs) as formal mechanisms to create these win-win
partnerships. In addition, the ORTA is part of a newly formed Strategy Division and located in
the Strategy Planning & Engagement Branch.

Near Term Goals


Objective – Develop and execute a consistent plan to train S&E staff on Technology Transfer
mechanisms and intellectual property
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Strategy – Better define resource constraints and balance effective use of ORTA time and
leveraging of Partnership Intermediaries (PIAs) to establish and execute the appropriate training
content and delivery medium



Objective – Provide responsive T2 support and increase collaborative relationships and
intellectual property support
Strategy – Continue to engage and support mission programs while working to create novel
processes or tools that may enable new partnerships or ease of technology transfer utilization



Long Term Objectives



Objective – Continue to improve accessibility and awareness of Technology Transfer
Strategy – Expand visual/digital presence of ORTA, share and develop expertise, and respond
effectively and consistently in support of T2 matters and as needed within RQ



Objective – Continue to evolve the strategic capabilities of RQ by utilizing technology transfer in
strategic planning
Strategy – Maintain and grow engagement within RQ Strategy Division by monitoring
developments in T2 community and proactively providing SME inputs to further develop
strategic guidance



FY21 Activities

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
Invention Disclosures
Received
Total Patent Applications Filed
U.S.
Foreign
Total PCT Applications Filed
Total Patents Issued
U.S.
Foreign
Total Active Patents*

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

FY-18

15

19

17

18

27
27
0
0
17
17
0
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21
21
0
0
19
19
0

32
32
0
0
10
10
0

25
25
0
0
6
6
0

LICENSES

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

FY-18

13

13

14

14

1

1

0

2

Invention Licenses, Total
Active
New Invention
Licenses
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9

Total Active Patents*
LICENSES

10

Invention Licenses, Total
Active
11
New Invention
Licenses
12
New Invention
Licenses
Granted to
Small
Businesses
13
Income Bearing
Licenses, Total Active
14
New Income
Bearing
Licenses
15
Exclusive, Total
Active
16
PartiallyExclusive, Total
Active
17
Non-Exclusive,
Total Active
18 Other Licenses, Total Active
19
New Other Licenses
20
New Other Licenses
Granted to Small
Businesses
21 Total Income, All Active
Licenses*
22 Income from Patent/Invention
Licenses*
23 Income Distributed to
Inventors*
24 Elapsed Amount of Time for
Granting Invention Licenses
25 Average Time for Execution
(months)
26 Licenses Terminated for Cause

27
28
29

CRADAs
Total Active CRADAs
New CRADAs
New CRADAs to
Small Businesses*

30

CRADA Income

31

Estimated CRADA
Contributed Value

128
FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

FY-18

13

13

14

14

1

1

0

2

1

1

0

1

8

6

3

3

1

1

0

2

5

5

5

5

1

1

1

1

7

5

4

4

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
1
0

3 mo.

2 mo.

3 mo.

2 mo.

Est. 3
months
3 mo.

Est. 3
months
3 mo.

0

0

0

0

FY-21
48
9
5

FY-20
48
12

FY-19
44
16

FY-18
30
16

$147,762

$409,006

$982k
agreement
avg.

$658k
agreement
avg.

$340,750
$80,750
$137,380

$7,713,363 $6,576,368
$3,329k
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26

Licenses Terminated for Cause

27
28
29

CRADAs
Total Active CRADAs
New CRADAs
New CRADAs to
Small Businesses*

30

CRADA Income

31

Estimated CRADA
Contributed Value

32

Total Active Material Transfer
Agreements (MTAs)
New MTAs

33
34

0

0

0

0

FY-21
48
9
5

FY-20
48
12

FY-19
44
16

FY-18
30
16

$147,762

$409,006

7

$1,524k
agreement
avg.
10

$982k
agreement
avg.
9

$658k
agreement
avg.
6

2

1

4

5

3

3

2

0

FY-21
4

FY-20
4

FY-19
4

FY-18
3

0

1

1

1

$766,912

$6,605

$134,052

0

486

371

353

251

115

107

102

94

Total Active Education
Partnership Agreements
(EPAs)
New EPAs

70

68

73

77

8

8

13

23

Total Active EPAs with
HBCUs and Minority Serving
Institutions
Total Active EPAs with Grade
Schools
Total Active EPAs with High
Schools
Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/Universities
Total Software Licenses
Executed
Software License
Income*

2

0

2

2

1

8

9

10

2

7

8

9

60

59

62

66

0

0

0

1

Total Non-Disclosure
Agreements

36

OTHER T2 Metrics
Total Active Commercial Test
Agreements (CTAs)
New CTAs

37

CTA Income

38

Total Active Information
Transfer Agreements (ITAs)
New ITAs

35

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

$7,713,363 $6,576,368
$3,329k

$260,000

*new metric

Successes and Transitions
In FY21, RQ worked diligently to support many different technology transfer efforts. While
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*new metric

Successes and Transitions
In FY21, RQ worked diligently to support many different technology transfer efforts. While
there are many positive activities that occurred, it is worth noting that others are more significant
because of their high-visibility or unique circumstances. They are highlighted here:






The ORTA and AFSIM software program team continued to utilize technology transfer
agreements (ITAs) to spread the modelling & simulation capability of AFSIM to the
broader DoD community. In addition to the nearly 100 ITAs used to distribute AFSIM,
the ORTA also supported AFSIM distribution to federal partners using MOUs. The AFSIM
program team and ORTA also begin the initial steps to create a more security conscious
ITA that would work better to protect a critical AFRL asset while aligning with
commercial standards.
The ORTA began collecting past due royalty income. Some of which had not been
received since FY15. In order to be successful, the ORTA utilized a process to audit
Patent License Agreements and worked with AFRL/SB and AFMCLO/JAZ to utilize the
appropriate legal authority to ensure collections occurred. This resulted in the receipt
$340,750, nearly $200,000 of this income went directly to the labs as supplemental
mission support dollars. The remaining funds were distributed to the inventors IAW
policy.
RQ licensing efforts began to show support to commercial sectors considered to be
growing rapidly and assumed to be of great future significance. First, RQ executed a
patent license related to several UAV technologies that the Air Force is no longer
pursuing. This supports the importance of patenting our technologies and being open
to technology transition regardless of current mission priorities. In addition, RQ began
negotiations to license lithium battery technologies. While not yet executed, the lithium
battery space is notoriously competitive and licensing AF technology in this space would
be nothing short of exceptional.

Lessons Learned
Compared to other ORTAs and the AF in general, it appears that RQ is under-resourced to
support T2 activities. While success continues, it is possible that further constraints or any shift in
available PIA support could greatly influence RQs ability to support the T2 mission adequately. As AF T2
resources grow, it is obvious that an increased importance on technology transfer and support activities
will also grow with it. Based on this, it is important that RQ continues to monitor Technology Transfer
efforts and remains agile and prepared to shift resources towards T2 activities in order to avoid
potential mission disruptions.

Awards
RQ continued to support an incentive program to reward all government inventors with Notable
Achievement Awards of $300 for the submission of new invention disclosures.
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1.0 Executive Summary
The Mission of the United States Air Force is to Fly, Fight, and Win our nation’s wars…from
Contingency Operations and Irregular Warfare to Major Combat Operations. The men and
women of the Munitions Directorate lead an AFRL wide weapons Science and Technology
(S&T) enterprise to deliver the best solutions to our Air Force’s toughest challenges, both current
and future. The Munitions Directorate must communicate extensively with operational
commands to understand the future warfighter environment and deliver capabilities needed for
victory in any future conflict.
The Munitions Directorate must provide the technological breakthroughs for air delivered
armament, create affordable war winning effects, deliverable with exceptional precision and
speed, against ground, sea or air targets in all weather conditions, day or night, in permissive or
contested environments. Tomorrow’s weapons need not only to be survivable in high threat
environments but linked to Command and Control (C2) and Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (ISR) for robust targeting and synergistic effects. An enterprise approach
provides the best opportunity for the Munitions Directorate to succeed at this challenge.
Accordingly, the Munitions Directorate collaborates with our service labs, defense and national
labs and agencies, international partners, industry and academia to leverage every S&T dollar we
invest. Partnering with industry ensures we shape the relevant technologies to enable the next
generation of fighter, bomber, and Remote Piloted Aircraft (RPA) and optimize the capability
potential of our newest Combat Air Force (CAF) aircraft. We must lead this enterprise to ensure
innovative, game-changing and affordable capability solutions are fielded in a timely manner.
This business report communicates the impact of the Munitions Directorate Technology Transfer
(T2) program and how the Laboratory leverages T2 to meet the needs of the warfighter. RW
continues to pursue high-quality substantial agreements and relationships that align directly with
the Air Force mission. The Munitions Directorate Technology Transfer program ensures our T2
engagement aligns with our corporate investment strategy and strategic alliances. The Office of
Research and Technology Transfer (ORTA) objective is to strategically utilize T2 processes and
mechanisms to build partnerships between the Laboratory, state and local governments,
academia, private industry and other federal agencies. This report reflects the accomplishments
and activities of the past fiscal year and a roadmap for future initiatives.
2.0 Laboratory Overview
2.1 Laboratory Mission Statement
Lead the discovery, development, integration, and transition of affordable
weapons technology, enabling the warfighter to win across all domains.
2.2 Laboratory Description
The Air Force Research Laboratory Munitions Directorate (AFRL/RW), located
on Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, develops conventional munitions technologies
to provide the Air Force with a strong technology base upon which future air-
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delivered munitions can be developed to neutralize potential threats to the United
States.
The rich history of the Air Force Research Laboratory Munitions Directorate
(AFRL/RW) can be traced to air armament efforts initiated at Eglin Field during
the early stages of World War II. Following the war, the development of jet
aircraft outpaced the development of conventional air armament. Sparked by the
heightening Vietnam conflict, research and development activities for non-nuclear
armament were accelerated. On 1 March 1966, the predecessor to the Munitions
Directorate, the Air Force Armament Laboratory, was created to provide a
community of scientists, engineers, and infrastructure to advance conventional
weapons technology.
From the unit's inception, the research and development efforts have focused on
the warfighters’ needs. Applying leading edge technology provides the user with
the state-of-the-art weaponry and makes a dramatic impact on the outcome of any
given strike mission. During the Vietnam conflict, the infamous Thanh Hoa
Bridge near Hanoi was a sterling example of the Munitions Directorate's leadingedge technology being applied with state-of-the-art weaponry provided a quality
armament that worked significantly better than anyone had ever seen. The Thanh
Hoa Bridge remained intact after 800 sorties were flown against it. Ten aircraft
were lost trying to destroy the bridge. Thanks to armament technology, what 800
sorties couldn't do was accomplished with only four sorties with aircraft carrying
laser guided bombs. Technology endeavors since Vietnam manifested into a
variety of non-nuclear air armament, some of which were employed during
effective "surgical" strike operations in Libya and Desert Storm. Examples of
these technologies included the GBU-28 "Bunker Buster" which contributed to
bringing Iraq to its knees when deployed early in 1991. This weapon was
developed and deployed in a record 28 days. Adversaries could no longer hide in
hardened buried bunkers.
The Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM)-GBU-31/32/38 is a guidance tail kit
that, when paired with existing unguided bombs, turns them into accurate "smart
munitions.” Developed by RW in the 1990's, this effective weapon system uses
signals from Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites combined with an inertial
navigation system to accurately guide itself to the target. This new weapon
clearly showed great potential and eventually led to the production of the first
affordable precision guided weapon, JDAM, in 1997. By 2005, a large
assortment of weapons utilized the GPS-INS navigation technologies developed
by directorate engineers, who continue updating these technologies. These
weapons represent a significant increase in capability, especially in Iraq and
Afghanistan during both Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring
Freedom.
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The Munition Directorate’s key transition and introduction of the Small Diameter
Bomb (SDB) in its first combat employment in October 2006 has quickly became
a mainstay for combat operations in both Iraq and Afghanistan campaigns. The
directorate also transitioned a SDB variant, known as the Focused Lethality
Munition (FLM), for the reduction of collateral damage. The FLM arose from an
urgent combat requirement and the first 50 were delivered to the Air Force in
March 2008.
Helicopter Brownout still costs the U.S. military in countless lives and aircraft in
ongoing conflicts, especially in Iraq and Afghanistan. A joint-service team led by
members of the Munitions and Sensors Directorates completed a successful flight
test demonstration (Dec 2009) of the three-dimensional landing zone (3D-LZ)
brownout technology. The team integrated a laser detection and ranging
(LADAR) high-resolution imaging sensor with the Brown-Out Symbology Set
aircraft state symbology onto a US Army EH-60 Black Hawk helicopter. The
combination of these systems provided an integrated degraded visual environment
landing solution, as well as aircraft guidance and obstacle avoidance information.
Pilots from the US Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps achieved an
unprecedented 70-80% landing rate in full brownout conditions. AFRL will
extend imaging LADAR technology to include cable warning and obstacle
avoidance for a full mission capability. AFRL, AFDD, and NAVAIR are
exploring collaborative strategies to rapidly transition this breakthrough
technology.
Faced with a dwindling ammunition inventory and forced to consume expensive
and precious High Explosive Incendiary (HEI) wartime ammunition for 40mm
Bofors cannon training used on the AC-130 gunships, the Air Force Special
Operations Command (AFSOC) turned to Armor Piercing (AP) rounds left over
from WWII production inventories to meet stringent training requirements.
Unfortunately, the AP round leaves little or no impact signature when fired
making spot-on target impact assessment and aim corrections virtually
impossible. Needing an affordable, efficient training round with an observable
impact assessment capability, AFSOC turned to AFRL’s Munition Directorate for
the solution. The Fuzes Branch quickly answered the warfighter’s need by
teaming with the 780th Test Squadron, HQ AFSOC, and USAF Non-Nuclear
Munitions Safety Board, to develop and test a functional spotting charge round by
modifying the existing WWII AP round. This modification provides AFSOC
with immediate accuracy assessment capability at a reduced cost and saves the
use of precious wartime assets. With an estimated 350,000 AP rounds in
inventory available for modification, a potential savings of $100 million could be
realized.
The Munitions Directorate always rises to the warfighter challenge, transitioning
novel innovative solutions like: the BLU-129 munition, which advanced from
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prototype-to-combat in 9 months, allowed close air support of targets that
previously could not be engaged, and saved countless lives of warfighters and
civilians. The “Gunship in a Box”, an affordable palletized weapon system,
allowed multiple types of cargo aircraft to be rapidly equipped with gunship
capability in the field. Distributed Embedded Fuze Design (DEFS), enabled
accurate, survivable, void-sensing compatibility with legacy and future
penetrators to reach previously unattainable Hard and Deeply Buried Targets.
The Massive Ordnance Penetrator (MOP) was created to go after those very
hardened and deeply buried targets utilizing enabling technology like DEFS.
RW’s Dialable Effects Munition program delivers both Air Combat Command
and Air Force Special Operations Command a cockpit-programmable weapon for
low collateral damage targets in various scenarios and target sets.
Today, the AFRL Munitions Directorate continues to make technological
breakthroughs for future air armament. The Directorate’s emphasis is on the
weapon’s capability to operate with complete autonomy and with high accuracy
when delivered against ground targets in all weather conditions, day or night,
using long- or short-range delivery tactics. Air-to-air missiles benefit from this
technology with increased single-shot kills and larger no-escape zones. In
addition, advances in hard target penetrating warheads are supplying mission
flexibility by providing a conventional armament capability to defeat hardened
targets traditionally reserved for nuclear weapons. In summary, paramount to
every AFRL/RW technology decision is the answer to the question, "What does it
do for the user?"
2.3 Geographic Location
AFRL Munitions Directorate is located on Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.
2.4 Technology Focus Areas
The laboratory conducts research in the following Defense Science and
Technology subject areas:
01 – Aviation Technology
07 – Chemistry
09 – Electrotechnology and Fluidics
10 – Power Production and Energy Conservation (Nonpropulsive)
11 – Materials
12 – Mathematical and Computer Sciences
14 – Test Equipment, Research Facilities and Reprography
15 – Military Sciences
16 – Guided Missile Technology
17 – Navigation, Detection and Countermeasures
19 – Ordnance
20 – Physics
25 – Communications
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2.5 Year of Commission
On 1 March 1966, the predecessor to the Munitions Directorate, the Air Force
Armament Laboratory, was created to provide a community of scientists,
engineers, and infrastructure to advance conventional weapons technology.
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3.0 ORTA Technology Transfer Strategy
3.1 How the ORTA fits into the Lab Organization and Mission
The ORTA is located within the Strategic Planning Branch, Strategic Planning &
Integration Division (RWPB), with a dotted line reporting to the Chief Scientist.
The ORTA serves as the focal point for T2 activities and identifies potentially
successful T2 opportunities. The Munitions Directorate T2 program assures that
the Air Force science and engineering activities promote the transfer and/or
exchange of technology with state and local governments, academia, and industry
to create jobs, improve productivity, and increase competitiveness while
supporting the Air Force mission. The Munitions Directorate T2 program offers
partners an outstanding opportunity to leverage Munitions Directorate technology
and expertise to achieve solutions and realize significant cost savings while
enhancing economic competitiveness.
3.2 How T2 Tools are a part of the lab strategic mission
Partnering with the Munitions Directorate can be readily accomplished through a
variety of agreements. These partnerships can be in the form of collaborative
research, testing of innovations or products, providing excess equipment to
schools, or licensing Munitions Directorate technologies.
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3.3 Near Term Goals and Strategy
The ORTA will continue to increase the number of invention disclosures and
grow the overall quantity as well as quality of the RW intellectual property
portfolio. We will work with AFRL HQ to implement new T2 database and
transfer all current data/information into the system. The new database will allow
us to more easily enter/track & market the RW intellectual property portfolio
while reducing the chance for making mistakes. The office will ensure
appropriate legal and patent attorney resources are available to support the future
growth of the IP portfolio. We will expand our relationships with the Doolittle
Institute, TechLink, and the Federal Labs Consortium to ensure all RW IP has
detailed marketing materials and plans. The ORTA office will increase awareness
and use of Innovation Discovery Events, Entrepreneurial Opportunity Program
and the IP Awards and Incentive Program. The ORTA will coordinate with the
Doolittle Institute innovation staff to help expand the usage of Technology Sprint
& Innovation Discovery events that can help promote technology development
and new invention disclosures.
3.5 Long Term Objectives and Strategy
In addition to continuing to grow the RW intellectual property portfolio, the
ORTA will seek to capitalize upon expanded marketing, outreach, and local PIA
expertise to increase the number of CRADA and License agreements, grow the
amount of royalty income from patent licenses, support increased technology
transition to directly support the Warfighter, and bring new military as well as
civilian products to market. Through our local PIA, the Doolittle Institute, create
an entrepreneurial, innovation ecosystem to support a full range of
commercialization and joint research activities, including new company formation
based upon RW developed technology. The ORTA will work the National
Security Innovation Network (NSIN) to participate in their Defense Innovation
Accelerator (DIA) to identify RW technologies that would be good candidates for
entering the DIA program and having a team of entrepreneurs build a business
plan for potential commercialization.
4.0 FY21 Activities
4.1 Annual Activities
The ORTA office did their best to extend and continue their recent dramatic
growth despite the challenges of working in a remote environment due to
COVID-19 restrictions. The limitations of COVID-19 did have an effect on our
overall invention disclosure numbers, reducing them from 15 the previous year to
11 this year. However, we were able to maintain a very strong amount of patent
activity based upon our previous years’ work, and even had a record amount (13)
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new patents issued in FY21. The ORTA office continues to educate RW S&E
and engage with them to ensure that we are properly protecting intellectual
property. The ORTA office continues to move forward with commercialization
efforts and now has 2 active royalty bearing agreements, some of the first such
agreements in over 20 years. This year saw a slight decrease in CRADA
agreements and a slight decrease in EPA agreements, however we expect that
with the resumption of increased post-COVID19 operations that we will see an
increase in CRADA and EPA activity next year. We additionally recently
completed our first international CRADA with an Indian company and we are
working on another one with an Australian university. The ORTA office also
worked with the new RW Commander to update and clarify our Intellectual
Property Incentive and Awards program, which has now paid out over $60k in
incentive awards since its original inception in 2017.
4.2 Doolittle Institute (PIA) Technology Transfer
The ORTA office has continued to coordinate with the Doolittle Institute (DI), to
help fill a long vacant Technology Transfer manager position. The position was
vacant for over 12 months & it was difficult to find a qualified and quality
candidate during the COVID-19 disruptions. Late in the year the position was
filled with an internal DI employee however, after a couple months the individual
left the organization for another position, so it is once again vacant. ORTA office
will continue to work with DI and advocate for a qualified full-time Technology
Transfer manager at DI.
4.3 Success Stories
4.3.1 Smellocopter UAV Technology – Joint with Univ. of Washington
The Munitions Directorate has continued to coordinate with the University
of Washington (UW) on jointly owned technology related to palm sized
UAV that utilizes a moth antennae to find the source of an airborne agent.
The UAV is a bio-hybrid device that is capable of autonomously
navigating to the source of an agent in the air. Eventually this technology
would be capable of being deployed in hazardous situation to sense all
sorts of dangerous chemicals without the use of expensive handheld
sensing devices requiring emergency personnel to go into harmful
environments. ORTA office continues to work with UW on a potential
inventor start-up based on this technology and has other
research/technology related to other sensing methodology.
4.3.2 UAH Assignment for GPS Denied Navigation - Jointly Owned
ORTA office continues to work with the University of Alabama
Huntsville (UAH) on a portfolio of jointly owned intellectual property
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related to navigation and communications in a GPS denied environment.
The technology has signification potential impact in weapons navigation
as well as the commercial navigation and communications markets.
ORTA office in is coordination with UAH technology transfer office to
complete a potential inventor start-up related to this jointly owned
technology and potential future joint research opportunities.
4.4 Marketing Outreach
The ORTA briefed and participated in the local economic development
community as well as numerous local/regional organizations including
participation in local Industry Days. The ORTA continually creates awareness
about how to partner and collaborate with AFRL through a variety of tools and
platforms. After collaboration with the Doolittle Institute, RW expanded our
marketing efforts to include focused email marketing campaigns and social media
outreach. ORTA office successfully coordinated with the University of
Washington to market a joint invention related to our autonomous UAV microvehicle capable of navigating to the source of an airborne agent. We received
numerous national level publications including an article in Wired Magazine and
a photo highlight in the Annual Federal Labs Consortium Planner. Several new
one page technology summaries were completed and we will continue to
collaborate with the Doolittle Institute to market those technology and eventually
have a technology marketing website where all of the available technologies are
listed. We will reach a much larger group of commercial entities and expand our
efforts to collaborate with a diverse group of partners outside of the Munitions
Directorate.
4.5 Lessons Learned
Resources applied in the right way, on the right things can achieve real results.
The previous 3 years saw a tremendous amount of growth in new personnel
working in Technology Transfer both in the Munitions Directorate and our PIA
partner, the Doolittle Institute. The experience and hard work of that dedicated
team has led to a record breaking year for both new invention disclosures and
agreements. The disruptions of COVID-19 have somewhat hampered our
momentum but we have continued to expand our outreach efforts and have a core
of dedicated inventors engaging with our office. The recent increases in new
invention disclosures and patents shows that the ORTA office has had good
success in improving the innovation culture in RW, but continued outreach and
education will be necessary to maintain this positive growth in engagement. In
the coming year the ORTA office will look to maximize the utilization of internal
and external resources to continue our growth and success in the years to come.
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5.0 Performance Measures
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

11
18
18
0
0
13
13
0

15
20
20
0
0
5
5
0

13
23
23
0
0
3
3
0

LICENSES

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

Invention Licenses, Total Active
New Invention Licenses
New Invention
Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
Income Bearing Licenses,
Total Active
New Income Bearing
Licenses
Exclusive, Total Active
Partially-Exclusive,
Total Active
Non-Exclusive, Total
Active
Other Licenses, Total Active
New Other Licenses
New Other Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
Elapsed Amount of Time for Granting
Invention Licenses
Average (months)
Minimum (months)
Maximum (months)
Licenses Terminated for Cause

2
0
0

1
1
1

0
0
0

2

1

0

0

1

0

2
0

1
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

3
1
0

2
1
1

0

2

0

0
0
0
0

2
2
2
0

0
0
0
0

Invention Disclosures Received
Total Patent Applications Filed
U.S.
Foreign
Total PCT Applications Filed
Total Patents Issued
U.S.
Foreign
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25
26
27

CRADAs
Total Active CRADAs
New CRADAs
Active CRADAs Involving Small
Businesses

28

CRADAs with Foreign Entities

29

CRADA Income

$59.8K

$61.5K

$656.8K

30

$29.3M

$44.7M

$34.2M

0

0

0

32

Estimated CRADA Contributed
Value
Total Active Material Transfer
Agreements (MTAs)
New MTAs

0

0

0

33

Total Non-Disclosure Agreements

2

2

1

31

FY-21
27
6

FY-20
28
11

FY-19
24
3

3

5

1

1

1

0

35

OTHER T2 Metrics
Total Active Commercial Test
Agreements (CTAs)
New CTAs

36

CTA Income

0

$46.4K

0

37

Total Active Information Transfer
Agreements (ITAs)
New ITAs

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)
New EPAs

6

9

9

1

3

0

0

0

0

42

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions
Total Active EPAs with Grade Schools

0

0

0

43

Total Active EPAs with High Schools

0

0

0

44

Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/Universities
Total Software Licenses Executed

6

9

9

0

0

0

34

38
39
40
41

45
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FY-21
3

FY-20
2

FY-19
2

1

1
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer Report
AFRL Materials & Manufacturing Directorate (RX)
Executive Summary
This business report provides an overview of the Materials and Manufacturing Directorate AFRL/RX
Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA), also known as the Technical Transfer (T2)
office, during FY2021 and provides some information on how that activity provides support to DoD.
Collaborative relationships with other agencies and organizations continue to be the key to successfully
leveraging resources in order to accomplish AFRL/RX research. The most common, flexible way for
AFRL/RX to work with industry and academia (and vice versa) is through collaborative R&D
agreements. FY21 was another exceptional year for establishing agreements to enable new partnerships.
The AFRL/RX T2 ORTA provided T2 support on a daily basis amidst a pandemic and found new ways to
do business electronically. We continued to engage with regional initiatives, outside partners, and
worked closely with our partnership intermediaries to establish new collaborations and to protect, market,
and transfer our Intellectual Property. AFRL/RX has also established several new Patent License
Agreements, including a commercial evaluation license, which is a result of our participation in the
FedTech Defense Innovation Accelerator (DIA). These agreements will come to full fruition in FY22.
In the coming year, AFRL/RX plans to expand on this year’s successes and continually strengthen its
Technology Transfer program. One focus in particular is collecting past due royalty income from Patent
License Agreements. This requires an audit of each agreement and using the proper legal authority to
ensure collection. AFRL/RX is committed to understanding and supporting the Air Force T3 Office with
its royalty payment distribution process in FY22.

Performance Measures
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Invention Disclosures Received
Total Patent Applications Filed
U.S.
Foreign
Total PCT Applications Filed
Total Patents Issued
U.S.
Foreign
LICENSES

9
10

Invention Licenses, Total Active
New Invention Licenses

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

FY-18

9
28
28

10
23
23

24
46
46

16
30
30

10
10

1
17
17

9
9

10
10

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

FY-18

14
0 (3 in
work)

11
0

11
3

7
2
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

New Invention
Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
Income Bearing Licenses,
Total Active
New Income Bearing
Licenses
Exclusive, Total Active
Partially-Exclusive,
Total Active
Non-Exclusive, Total
Active
Other Licenses, Total Active
New Other Licenses
New Other Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
Elapsed Amount of Time for Granting
Invention Licenses
Average (months)
Minimum (months)
Maximum (months)
Licenses Terminated for Cause

14

13

16

11

5
3

5
3

5
3

5

1

1

2

2

5 (4
TMLA,
1 JOA)

4

4

2

2

2

unk

unk

unk

unk

0

0

0

0

FY-21
47
14
9

FY-20
41
12
5

FY-19
29
6
6

FY-18
32
18
5

$2,090k $1,330k $3,660k

25
26
27

CRADAs
Total Active CRADAs
New CRADAs
Active CRADAs Involving Small
Businesses

28

CRADAs with Foreign Entities

29

CRADA Income

$6,400k

30

$10,000k $3,250k $1,650k $3,700k

32

Estimated CRADA Contributed
Value
Total Active Material Transfer
Agreements (MTAs)
New MTAs

33

Total Non-Disclosure Agreements

31
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1

4

2

2

1

3

2

1

4

2

0
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35

OTHER T2 Metrics
Total Active Commercial Test
Agreements (CTAs)
New CTAs

36
37

34

FY-21 FY-20 FY-19 FY-18
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

CTA Income

0

0

0

0

Total Active Information Transfer
Agreements (ITAs)
New ITAs

2

0

15

31

2

0

22

30

Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)
New EPAs

25

17

14

18

8

5

6

9

1

1

1

1

42

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions
Total Active EPAs with Grade Schools

0

0

0

0

43

Total Active EPAs with High Schools

0

0

0

0

44

Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/Universities
Total Software Licenses Executed

25

16

13

17

3

2

0

0

38
39
40
41

45
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1. Executive Summary
The Sensors Directorate Technology Transfer and Transition Program ensures that science and
engineering activities promote the transfer and/or exchange of technology with government entities,
academia, and industry, to create jobs, improve productivity, and increase competitiveness while
supporting the Air Force mission.
The Sensors Directorate’s Technology Transfer business plan reflects the accomplishments and activities
of the past fiscal year as well as plans for the future year and beyond.

2. Organization/Laboratory Overview:
2.1. Laboratory Mission Statement
Our mission is to lead the discovery and development of future capabilities providing integrated
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), combat identification, and spectrum warfare
effects.
2.2. Description of organization/laboratory
The Sensors Directorate specializes in developing, demonstrating, and transitioning science and
technology in the areas of intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, precision engagement, and
electronic warfare for America’s Air and Space Forces. The directorate's primary areas of
technology investment include multi-spectral sensing, net-centric spectrum warfare, layered
sensing exploitation, and electronic components.

Laboratory Structure
•

Layered Sensing Exploitation Division – AFRL/RYA
o Four branches:
 Sensing & Effects Analysis Branch, AFRL/RYAA
 Multi-Sensing Knowledge Branch, AFRL/RYAP
 Sensing Management Branch, AFRL/RYAR
 Decision Sciences Branch, AFRL/RYAT

•

Aerospace Component and Subsystems Division – AFRL/RYD
o Six branches:
 Microelectronics & Embedded System Assurance Branch,
AFRL/RYDA
 Electronic Devices Branch, AFRL/RYDD
 EO/IR Components Branch, AFRL/RYDH
 Highly Integrated Microsystems Branch, AFRL/RYDI
 Sensors Subsystems Branch, AFRL/RYDR
 Trusted Electronics Branch, AFRL/RYDT

•

Multispectral Sensing & Detection Division – AFRL/RYM
o Five branches:
2
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Distributed RF Sensing Branch, AFRL/RYMS
Multiband Multifunction RF Sensing Branch, AFRL/RYMF
LADAR Technology Branch, AFRL/RYMM
Passing RF Sensing Branch, AFRL/RYMP
EO Target Detection & Surveillance Branch, AFRL/RYMT

•

Spectrum Warfare Division – AFRL/RYW
o Five branches:
 Resilient & Agile Avionics Branch, AFRL/RYWA
 Spectrum Warfare Systems Engineering Branch, AFRL/RYWD
 RF Electronic Warfare Branch, AFRL/RYWE
 Navigation & Communication Branch, AFRL/RYWN
 Electro-Optics Countermeasures Branch, AFRL/RYWW

•

Sensors Plans and Advanced Programs Division – AFRL/RYZ
o Three branches:
 Plans Branch, AFRL/RYZC
 Advanced Programs Branch, AFRL/RYZT
 Autonomy Capability Team, AFRL/RYZA

2.3. Geographic location
The Sensor Directorate's facilities are located in the heart of Wright-Patterson AFB, OH. Home
to over 70 separate units, the base hosts the headquarters of the Air Force Materiel Command,
the Air Force Life Cycle Management Center, Air Force Institute of Technology, National Air
and Space Intelligence Center, the Air Force Research Laboratory, and is home to about 10,000
scientists and engineers. The base is located approximately eight miles from downtown Dayton,
Ohio, located in the southwest quadrant of the state.

2.4. Core Technical Competencies (CTC)
Radio Frequency Sensing
Research and develop the next generation of Radio Frequency (RF) sensors for Contested
Spectrum (CS) environments, primarily focused on all-weather Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (ISR) using non-traditional radar modes for persistence across the permissive,
contested, and highly contested boundaries in airborne, space and ground-based radar
systems. Passive RF sensing in A2/AD environments will exploit signals of opportunity for
detection, geo-location and identification of modern and evolving integrated Air Defense
Systems (IADS). Capability and capacity are enhanced via distribution of RF sensors and multimode (SAR/MTI/SIGINT) signal processing. Optimal utilization of the electromagnetic
spectrum is achieved through management of sensor resources comprising primarily active
antennas with multiple reconfigurable phase centers emitting independent waveforms. Increase
spectral and spatial awareness on the ground, in the air and in space and become more fluid
across the RF spectrum. In effect, augmenting the effectiveness of 2nd Offset platform
3
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capabilities while introducing 3rd Offset Strategy sensing concepts that work seamlessly from
contested through highly contested boundaries and more efficiently connect the ISR-BMC2Tactical network.
Electro-Optical Sensing
The mission of the Electro-Optical (EO) Sensing CTC is to enhance Air Force (AF) capabilities
for surveillance, reconnaissance, and targeting through the advancement of sensor technology
throughout the optical to infrared (IR) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Research
conducted under this CTC involves both active and passive, literal and non-literal sensing
techniques, and ranges from exploratory research into advanced concepts and critical system
components through the advanced technology demonstrations and transition of airborne and
spaceborne EO/IR sensor systems.
Spectrum Warfare
The mission of the Spectrum Warfare CTC is to research, develop, and transition resilient,
adaptive multi-spectrum warfare technologies and techniques to the warfighter with the goal of
ensuring unrestricted access to the airspace and the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum in contested
and congested environments. Essentially, the CTC is focused on aircraft mission assurance – the
protection of airborne platforms, manned and unmanned, in contested environments. The CTC’s
investments are threat driven, with a particular focus on the enduring challenge of defeating
enemy integrated air defense systems. This CTC provides the countermeasures complement to
the sensing mission of the Directorate.
Trusted and Resilient Mission Systems
Lead the assessment, research, development, demonstration for rapid systems integration and
transition of cyber secure, trusted and open systems. Perform research, development and
assessment of resilient systems, systems architectures, systems integration, and systems
assurance technologies.
Multi-Domain Sensing Autonomy
Orchestrates the discovery and transition of military relevant artificial intelligence and machine
learning technology that fuses information from any source, reasons closed-loop over the
environment, and enables improved, timely, and executable battlespace decisions. This CTC
enables ubiquitous situational awareness by autonomously creating knowledge and executing
decisions at speeds that dominate the enemy’s OODA Loop.
Enabling Sensor Devices and Components
Leads the discovery, development, and transition of electronics, electro-optics, photonics, and
supporting technologies to enable the Air Force's sensing and system survivability capabilities.
2.5. Year of Commission

4
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October 1997

3. Strategy/Plan of the ORTA
3.1. How ORTA fits into Lab Organization and Mission
The Air Force Research Laboratory’s Sensors Directorate (AFRL/RY) headquartered at WrightPatterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) Ohio takes an active role in technical collaboration.
AFRL/RY has established an Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) to
coordinate and promote technology transfer. All Sensors Directorate scientists and engineers
consider technology transfer as an individual responsibility and their performance evaluations
include technology transfer as a metric.
The Sensors Technology Transfer Office is located within the Integration & Operations Division
of the Sensors Directorate. The ORTA technology transfer responsibilities fall within one fulltime person office.
In the Sensors Directorate, this year’s efforts focused on intellectual property protection,
commercializing the technologies developed in our lab, and educational outreach. The
organization has experienced a transformation change by making IP part of multiple S&E
activities such as; Laboratory Management Reviews, publically releasing papers, and when
briefing their programs to management.

3.2. How T2 Tools are a part of the lab strategic planning
The ORTA office at AFRL Sensors directorate act as a mechanism to protect the Intellectual
property of Air Force, conceptualized by the scientists and engineers working on the state-of-theart technology at WPAFB. Also, the ORTA office manages and facilitates all agreements
between the directorate and industry, government entities, and academia.
3.3. One Year Objectives and Strategy
Increase the number of meaningful CRADAs
The ORTA will identify and ameliorate some of the administrative and logistical burdens that
currently discourage S&E’s pursuit of CRADAs (and to a lesser extent, other cooperative
agreements). AFRL/RY and the ORTA have determined that CRADAs provide the best bang
for the buck in terms of flexibility, engagement with industry and academia, and equitable
benefit to the collaborator and the AF. However, notwithstanding this new focus, if the
process to initiate a CRADA is onerous or slow, S&Es will either fail to participate, or they
will circumvent established procedures and correspondingly increase associated risks.
Removing hurdles to CRADA participation will yield benefits for years to come. A recent
STAR forum highlighted the benefits of CRADA activities, and a palpable increase in
interest and execution has been observed in Q4.
5
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Increase the number of licensing agreements.
The ORTA is working closely with S&Es to identify technologies with commercialization
potential as soon as the invention disclosures are filed. Additionally, we will actively engage
with our Partnership Intermediary Agreements (PIA), to include TechLink and WBI, to
identify and contact new potential licensees. Additionally, the ORTA will use patent
analytics software to evaluate patentability and determine the commercial value of
Directorate Intellectual Property. It is acknowledged that the Directorate will never achieve
the financial ROI on research dollars that a corporate entity would find acceptable. However,
active licenses to AF technologies will lead to valuable industry partnerships and
collaborations. Additionally, the influx of funds, will reward inventor’s efforts and enable
additional research flexibility and capacity.
3.3.1. Information Reporting and Management
The ORTA maintains AFRL/RY's portion of AFRL's DTTIS database for Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs); Educational Partnership Agreements
(EPAs) and Limited Purpose Cooperative Research and Development Agreements
(LPCRADAs). DTTIS will be maintained and updated on a regular basis. In addition, the
ORTA avails itself of an AFRL/RY created and maintained online tool for invention
disclosures, patent maintenance fees, and Patent License Agreements.

3.3.2. Internal Relations Plan
Our office will present a quasi-all-hands briefing via the monthly RY STAR forum. This
event offers a deep dive of a topic selected by the Chief Scientist. While currently a virtual
event, the session is routinely “attended” by Division and Branch Chiefs, Technical
Advisors, Core Technical Competency Leads, and S&Es interested in the topic. We will
host four SME guests, to include SAF/GCQ, AFRL/SB, WBI, and AFRL/XP.
AFMCLO/JAZ will not be burdened with attendance, as the present ORTA is competent to
brief on invention disclosures, patents, and related pitfalls.
The ORTA and Intellectual Property Law Office will provide intellectual property rights
training sessions for the general Science and Engineering (S&E) population at AFRL/RY
using the patent attorneys from the AFMCLO/JAZ office. Specifics such as patents (the
process and procedures), pitfalls that imperil patentability of an invention disclosure,
licensing of technology, and the benefits to the laboratory and individual will be covered.
3.3.3. External Relations Plan
The ORTA will coordinate with Wright Brother’s Institute to aggressively sensitize small
businesses and academia to the AFRL/RY investment strategy and the Directorate's
strategic goals.
The ORTA will coordinate with Wright Brother’s Institute to identify and pursue First
Responder and Homeland Security technology needs for suitable Sensors Directorate
capability insertions and facilitate technical interchanges.
6
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The ORTA will coordinate with Wright Brothers Institute and TechLink to identify
inventions ready for patents and assemble a panel of local business leaders to discuss
potential applications for the technologies through and Invention Discovery Event (IDE).

3.4. Near Term Goals and Strategies
Training
The Technology Transfer Office will continue to conduct training designed for smaller, specific
groups at the branch level, focusing on specific technology transfer topic modules. Audiences
that lack a strong foundation of technology transfer concepts will be trained on introductory
modules, such as how to enter into CRADA agreements, how to complete invention disclosures,
and the value of licensing inventions. Advanced topic areas of training will be crafted for those
who have already received introductory T3 training. These training presentations are aimed
toward expanding the knowledge base of technology transfer processes, avoiding dangerous
practices that jeopardize securing IP rights, and empowering inventors to secure collaborations
and licensees. The Sensors Directorate will also continue to use assigned counsel from the
AFMCLO/JAZ office to deliver training related to intellectual property and patents. The goal is
to increase the quality of agreements and invention disclosures during the next three-year period.
Strategy for RY developed software
Substantially all software inventions are not patent-eligible under 35 U.S.C. §101. Multiple
branches in RY create government developed software and need to protect the product or have a
means to share with industry or other government institutions. While it appears that we will
achieve one software license under section 801 authority, that mechanism is regrettably set to
sunset at the end of this calendar year. The ORTA will work closely with S&Es to devise the
best solution for each technology via Information Transfer Agreements (ITAs), CRADAs, or
software licensing.
Mining for Inventions
The Sensors Directorate will continue to move aggressively to file patent applications and
provisional patent applications to protect its intellectual property.
ORTA and CTC leads will work with the directorate S&Es to determine whether there are any
inventions to disclose. More specifically, opportunities have been historically lost because
inventors occasionally fail to recognize when a series of incremental improvements culminate
into a technology that is ripe for patent protection. Frequent contact with S&E will facilitate
identifying when the threshold for patentability has been crosses. The ORTA will assist
inventors with writing disclosures to ensure that the AFMCLO/JAZ attorney has the information
necessary to move forward. Additionally, RY will use Directorate bonuses to incentivize S&Es
to produce quality invention disclosures and issued patents.

7
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The ORTA will use the RY Tech Transfer App to track the total number of invention
disclosures, patent applications, issued patents, and patent maintenance requirements each fiscal
year.
Licensing
Meaningful progress was made to increase meaningful PLAs, as the total revenue-generating
PLA count increased by 150% over the last year. However, continued efforts will be required.
Currently, about half of license activity is generated from Joint Ownership Agreements when
government contractors elected to take title to joint inventions under the Bayh Dole Act. As
Invention Disclosures are filed, the ORTA will contemporaneously work toward licensing
technologies or entering into additional agreements to further the development of inventions.
Enhanced collaboration with Tech Edge and Wright Brother’s Institute will be pursued so that
the ORTA can avail himself of their expertise with respecting to marketing and obtaining
licensees.

3.5. Long Term Objectives and Strategy
The ORTA’s objectives are:
• To develop a robust and proactive outreach and marketing program. Creative marketing
strategies through social media, external web pages, and PIA activities will increase new
agreements invention disclosures and patent applications.
• Continue to identify and use other mechanisms besides CRADAs to facilitate
collaboration with academia and industry.
• Maintain continuous improvements to internal relations plan, providing new and
innovative training methods to scientists and engineers on intellectual property and
technology transfer mechanisms.

4. Year in Review
4.1. Success Stories
4.1.1. Success Story #1
Focused efforts to pair MIL-STD communication bus patents with proven avionics
manufacturers resulted in significant progress with respect to increasing the number of
executed revenue-generating Patent License Agreements (PLAs). Over the last year, RY’s
active PLA portfolio increased by 150%. Further, the license activity established two
reliable channels for supplying the patented technologies to operational units that need the
devices for data logging and troubleshooting. Lastly, the PLAs will likely engender further
collaboration as the patented hardware serves as a data diode, ensuring that data can only be
read, and not written to, the bus under test. This will enable more third party hardware to
safely interface with existing buses while ensuring Cyber requirements are met.

8
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4.1.2. Success Story #2
ORTA efforts facilitated the effective transition of a new release of Port Protection Program
(P3) Software to over twenty operational DoD units via Information Transfer Agreements.
The software fills an unmet need for air-gapped and non NIPRNET systems that possess
USB hardware and related vulnerabilities. P3 allows network administrators to whitelist,
blacklist, and receive notifications related to USB hardware vulnerabilities / attempted
breaches in real time. Changes to the whitelist can be achieved in minutes instead of the
months of lead-tine required under previous systems. Regrettably, RY does not have the
capability, or assigned mission, to maintain and sustain the product. However, the inventors
of the software are currently negotiating a Section 801 license to the underlying software so
that their company my provide patches and upgrades as future vulnerabilities come to light.
Further, their company will have the expertise and capacity to provide the technical support
that RY is not equipped to provide.
4.1.3. Success Story #3
RY executed a full-featured five-year CRADA with MACOM Corporation to advance the
state of the art in Gallium Arsenide fabrication techniques. The collaboration advances
America’s interests by collaboratively developing a semiconductor chemistry that is critical
to AF systems. Currently, there is a critical shortage of industry providers who specialize in
the technology. By working with MACOM, a leader in this commercial sector, RY is able
to collaboratively explore both the commercial and military applications of the technology,
while helping to build a strategic and domestic supplier of related devices. As other
commercial entities will be watching the investment that MACOM is making in the
technology, it is expected that this collaboration will have a compounding impact on other
commercial interest in adopting the technology for both military and commercial business
units.
4.1.4. Success Story #4
In conjunction with SMEs from RYDA, we negotiated multi-year, multi-project, CRADA
between the branch and Intel Trusted Systems division to obtain access to test-environments
instrumental in securing currently fielded weapons systems. We successfully persuaded a
four-person Intel team to amend proposed language to allow reverse-engineering of their
products and to withhold disclosure of certain vulnerabilities in accordance with our
security classification guide requirements. This secured access to a structured means of
performing security validation and penetration testing for sensitive assets.
4.2. Marketing and Outreach Activities
S&Es in the Sensors Directorate publish in a variety of journals and other technical publications.
Robust publication activity is one of many mechanism for increasing the notoriety of RY
technologies, that can lead to new collaboration opportunities. The ORTA is included in the
routing process of the APRS publication system, to ensure that patentable subject matter is filed
upon before publication takes place.
9
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The ORTA will work with Wright Brothers Institute and TechLink to identify national, regional,
and local institutions to create partnership and agreements with relevant tech transfer
opportunities. Our PIA contact have access to powerful analytic tools and database subscriptions
that will help broker new licensee opportunities. This will increase positive exposure to RY’s
programs, promote patents and licensing, and increase the involvement of basic researchers from
academia and the national laboratory community.
The ORTA will establish additional Education Partnership Agreement (EPA) outreach by
utilizing Sensors Directorate equipment no longer in use. The ORTA will send memorandums
to applicable academic institutes to inform them of sensors equipment available for loan or
donation.

4.3. Lessons Learned
This report marks my first full year in the office, and several lessons were learned. In the early
summer of 2021, we successfully justified and received one full time contractor to assist with the
ORTA operations. Mr. Barnes has been a fantastic addition to the team, and he is instrumental
in the continual improvement of the customer service that we offer. The initial months were
challenging, as I left for AF Reserve duty three weeks after Mr. Barnes started the job. Through
no fault of his own, it was impossible to provide continuity for the bulk of our daily operation
before my departure. As such, the first month or so involved an ad hoc system of Mr. Barnes
handling everything he felt competent to handle, while I logged on from Germany an hour before
work and a few hours after, to resolve all of the other matters. Upon my return, we crafted a
roles and responsibilities table that is slowly evolving, but appears generally effective.
Inasmuch as our focus is on improving PLA rates, we attempted to do some meaningful portfolio
commercialization analysis. We quickly realized that there is insufficient bandwidth to provide
responsive customer service, and efficient processing of agreements, while simultaneously
performing in-house valuation and marketing efforts. Toward the end of the year, we started
relying more and more on the services of WBI and TechLink. To further improve our chances of
successfully marrying RY technologies to commercial licensees, we are in discussions with the
National Security Innovation Network (NSIN) regarding their portfolio analysis services.
Lastly, we learned that we often obtain a myopic view of the AF while operating in the confines
of the Technology Transfer Office. To broaden my AF horizons, I began working with the
AFRL/SB chief intrapreneur on various projects. Of note, the “Enablers and Barriers to
Innovation Working Group” has proven to be a fantastic way to interact with passionate
members of other directorates. I have learned there is a pervasive dread over how long it takes
to get things done in the AF, and it appears to be driving away quality personnel. While I am
only able to impact an infinitesimally small portion of the AF in the furtherance of my duties, we
have been exploring ways to reduce the administrative burden on our S&Es as they try to engage
in collaborative works. We have experiences great difficulty in making meaningful
improvements.
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4.4. Barriers/problems faced, how they were overcome, things you would do differently in the
future
It is challenging having a plurality of systems that track the various Technology Transfer
Agreements. We use DTTIS because it is required of us. However, it does not provide sufficient
functionality for our internal purposes. Therefore, we created a separate internal tracking /
docketing / repository system in SharePoint that has proved useful. Hopefully, DTTIS 2.0 will
provide a holistic solution that will obviate the submission of annual report data.
4.5. Human Resources
The Air Force Research Laboratory’s Sensors Directorate (AFRL/RY) headquartered at WrightPatterson Air Force Base (WPAFB) Ohio takes an active role in technical collaboration.
AFRL/RY has established an Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA) to
coordinate and promote technology transfer. The Sensors Technology Transfer Office is located
within the Integration & Operations Division of the Sensors Directorate. The Office of Research
and Technology Applications consists of a government employee and one full time contractor.

4.6. T2 Education and Training Provided to Organization/Lab Staff
In fiscal years 2022 through 2024, the Technology Transfer Office will continue to conduct
training, but the training will be designed for smaller, specific groups at the branch level,
focusing on specific technology transfer topics based on the audience. Audiences that lack a
strong understanding of technology transfer will be trained on introductory topic areas, such as
how to enter into CRADA agreements, how to complete invention disclosures, and the value of
licensing inventions. The new, advanced topic areas of training will be geared toward those who
have already received an initial technology transfer briefing. These training presentations are
aimed toward expanding the knowledge base of technology transfer processes and their
importance in an effort to spur increases in output. The Sensors Directorate will also continue to
use attorneys from the AFMCLO/JAZ office to deliver training related to intellectual property
and patents. The goal is to increase the quality of agreements and invention disclosures during
the next three-year period.

4.7. Professional Development of ORTA
The ORTA will be attending regional and national conferences as COVID permits.

4.8. Incentives/Awards
The ORTA, along with the AFMCLO/JAZ Patent Attorneys, will continue to sponsor continuing
intellectual property rights training sessions for the general S&E population. Specifics such as
patents (the process and procedures), licensing of technology, the benefits to the laboratory and
individual and current copyright law, etc. will be covered. Of note, we will provide particular
11
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emphasis to the generous royalty sharing provisions that may benefit inventors of licensed
technology.
Sensors has a Technology Transfer and Transition award that is presented as part of the
Directorate’s Quarterly and Annual Award Programs.
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer Report
Space Systems Command/Special Programs (SSC/ECZ)
Los Angeles, CA

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Executive Summary

FY21 was a successful year for Industry Outreach and NDA-CRADA development at SSC/ECZ.
The highlights from this year are stated below.
Attended Virgin Orbit (VOX) (CRADA partner) launch day event (i.e. the Tubular Bells mission)
at the VOX, Mojave Desert Launch facility. Observed launch operations of this CRADA partner.
Seven satellites aboard the 747-400 “Cosmic Girl” and “Launcher One” were launched into space
- two international payloads (Netherlands and Poland) and five DoD payloads.
Attended pre-launch event - Virgin Orbit (VOX) factory tour. VOX provided a complete tour of
their factory in Long Beach to SSC/ECZ, AFRL, and Space Command personnel.
Participated in SpaceWerx's innovation event called “Space Collider.” The virtual event
presented 40+ Phase I SBIR winners who are developing cutting-edge space technologies.
Participated in the “Catalyst Collision” industry event. Topics discussed - Hybrid Data
Movement, On-orbit Advanced Power, Advanced Space Maneuver, Orbital
Refueling/Manufacturing, Orbital Debris Remediation, and Space-Based Cyber Security.
Worked with Oceanit Corp and DoD intermediate authority (TechLink Corp) concerning a public
relations video that involves a recently completed SSC/ECZ CRADA. Oceanit was selected by
TechLink to be featured for work performed under the CRADA with SSC/ECZFT.
Continued to utilize CRADA/Industry Outreach “Zoom for Government” (ZoomGov) video
teleconference process to execute CRADA “status and review” sessions with partners during
COVID-19 social distancing protocols.
Facilitated meeting between SSC Rapid Development Division (SSC/DCIR) and AFRL/SB, so
that the DCIR directorate could process a long-form CRADA for their directorate. The CRADA
involves a Ball Corporation “star tracker” optical system for an upcoming DoD launch. The
meeting was successful and the CRADA processed by AFRL/SB.

Performance Measures
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Invention Disclosures Received
Total Patent Applications Filed
U.S.
Foreign
Total PCT Applications Filed
Total Patents Issued
U.S.
Foreign

FY-21

FY-20

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

FY-19
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LICENSES

FY-21

FY-20

Invention Licenses, Total Active
New Invention Licenses
New Invention
Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
Income Bearing Licenses,
Total Active
New Income Bearing
Licenses
Exclusive, Total Active
Partially-Exclusive,
Total Active
Non-Exclusive, Total
Active
Other Licenses, Total Active
New Other Licenses
New Other Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
Elapsed Amount of Time for Granting
Invention Licenses
Average (months)
Minimum (months)
Maximum (months)
Licenses Terminated for Cause

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA

NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

25
26
27

CRADAs
Total Active CRADAs (type: NDA)
New CRADAs
Active CRADAs Involving Small
Businesses

FY-21
17
7
7

FY-20
42
9
6

28

CRADAs with Foreign Entities

0

0

29

CRADA Income

0

0

30

Estimated CRADA Contributed Value

$500K

$500K

31

NA

NA

32

Total Active Material Transfer
Agreements (MTAs)
New MTAs

NA

NA

33

Total Non-Disclosure Agreements

17

42

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

FY-19

FY-19
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35

OTHER T2 Metrics
Total Active Commercial Test
Agreements (CTAs)
New CTAs

36
37

34

FY-21 FY-20 FY-19
NA
NA
NA

NA

CTA Income

NA

NA

Total Active Information Transfer
Agreements (ITAs)
New ITAs

NA

NA

NA

NA

Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)
New EPAs

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

42

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions
Total Active EPAs with Grade Schools

NA

NA

43

Total Active EPAs with High Schools

NA

NA

44

Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/Universities
Total Software Licenses Executed

NA

NA

NA

NA

38
39
40
41

45
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FY21 Annual Technology Transfer Report
Air Force Sustainment Center
AFSC/ENSI

Executive Summary

The Air Force Sustainment Center (AFSC) is relatively new to technology transfer and is
focusing on training the workforce and standardize the processing of technology transfer
agreements as well as the protection of intellectual property. Six new technology transfer
agreements were signed in FY21.

Laboratory Overview

Air Force Sustainment Center is one of six centers under Air Force Material Command. AFSC’s
headquarters is located at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, with other locations at Robins AFB, Georgia,
Hill AFB, Utah and some smaller units at other bases. AFSC consists of the Air Logistic
Complexes, Supply Chains, and Air Base Wings. There are more than 4,000 scientists and
engineers in AFSC. The STEM community in AFSC does not perform research and development
but instead supports production and the supply chain in a low volume high mix environment. As
a non-traditional lab AFSC hopes to collaborate with industry and academia to solve sustainment
problems using technology transfer mechanisms.

ORTA Technology Transfer Strategy

As a new ORTA and non-traditional lab the first priority is to train the workforce in the use of
technology transfer mechanisms as well as intellectual property (IP) protection like copyright,
trademark, patents, etc. AFSC is initially focusing on the creation of Educational Partnership
Agreements (EPAs) to encourage STEM, the use of Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements (CRADAs) to collaborate on research and development activities, and the protection
of intellectual property in various forms.

Near Term Goals

Present roadshow virtually/in person to all of the groups to notify AFSC of the new ORTA. Set
up monthly lunch and learn. Standardize the Technology Transfer mechanisms across the
enterprise. Establish ORTA staff members at Robins AFB. Establish ORTA supporting staff
from each SWEG. Establish Invention Review Board (IRB). Establish a Technology Transfer
tracking module that helps establish our AoP process. Draft an official AFSC T2 instruction.

Long Term Objectives

Once processes are standardized the establishment of additional ORTAs as well as ORTA
supporting staff will be an option for AFSC units. Stand up AFSC tech transfer award program.
Establish presence on social media.
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FY21 Activities
Table 1: Air Force Sustainment Center New and Active Agreements

Air Force Sustainment Center
New Active
4
6
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Income
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-

Educational Partnership Agreements
Addendum - Educational Partnership Agreements
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
Patent License Agreement
Commercial Test Agreement
Information Transfer Agreement
Patent Filings

Table 2: Agreements signed in FY21

T2 type
EPA
EPA
EPA
EPA - Addendum
EPA
PLA Exclusive

Partner
Fort Valley State University
Kennesaw State University
Oklahoma Christian University
Oklahoma Christian University
Oklahoma State University
Ice Detection Systems and Methods for Jet Engine Testing

DTTIS Tracking
21-055--06
21-055--05
21-034-AFSC-01
21-034-AFSC-02
21-102-AFSC-01
20-335-AFSC-01

Successes and Transitions
Lessons Learned

Read the technology transfer handbook and use the templates provided by AFMCLO/JAZ. Legal
sufficiency is determined by AFMCLO/JAZ. Don’t change section 1 in the CRADA template.

Awards
References:
https://www.afsc.af.mil/About-Us/
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1.0

Executive Summary

Dear Sir/Ma’am,
The Annual Plan for FY21 contains an overview of efforts used to enhance Technology
Transfer at the United States Air Force Academy (USAFA). Research at the USAFA supports the
warfighter, aids in Technology Transfer, encourages faculty development and enhances cadet
education. Cadets are the primary reason that USAFA exists, and no research project is complete
without them. Research in laboratories – solving real-world problems – teaches cadets to think
critically and respond decisively in complex, uncertain environments around the globe.
Technology Transfer is essential to USAFA because of the Academy’s role as a major asset
to the United States Air Force, the warfighter and its longstanding commitment to educating,
training and inspiring the next generation of Air Force officers. The Academy can play a unique
role in transferring technology from the laboratory to the commercial landscape, assisting
inventors and researchers through the process to patent and license their inventions.
Research is a critical component of the USAFA undergraduate education and officer
development program. Every USAFA cadet has the opportunity to participate in undergraduate
research to include course projects, capstone courses, summer research, independent studies, etc.
that help develop Intellectual Property and educate cadets. These experiences prepare cadets for
the complex, ill-defined problems they will face as leaders in our Air and Space Forces.
Thank you for your interest in the Technology Transfer activities of the researchers at the
U.S. Air Force Academy. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the USAFA Office
of Research at 719-333-4195.
Sincerely,
///signed///
CHRISTOPHER K. MCCLERNON, PhD, Col, USAF
Associate Dean of Research
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2.0

Organization/Laboratory Overview
2.1

Laboratory Mission Statement

MISSION: Execute today’s research in order to develop leaders for tomorrow’s
battlespace.
VISION: Be the catalyst for innovation supporting all institutional research, brokering
key associations, and developing officers of character
for the Air and Space Forces.
The United States Air Force Academy Office of Research exists to support the researcher
as they develop career officer and operations-ready warfighters. The Office of Research
does this by enhancing cadet education, providing DoD warfighter support, opportunities
for faculty development, and partnership for technology transfer.
An overview of the Office of Research can be found at this website:
https://www.usafa.edu/research/office-of-research/
2.2

Description of Organization/Laboratory

The USAFA has 24 official research centers that reside within academic departments.
Additionally, the Office of Research and T3 program supports the Cadet Summer Research
Program (CSRP).
The USAFA contains a myriad of research centers and institutes. The research centers
provide cadets the environment to work hands-on real-world projects. Projects range from
working to sustain the aging air fleet to learning the respect for people from different
backgrounds and cultures. Other projects focus on solving airdrop and airlift issues for the
operational Air Force and working to solve aerodynamics and fuel problems.
The USAFA invests in an active research program for three main reasons. First and
foremost, research significantly enhances the cadet learning experience. Our research is
done by, for and with cadets who work alongside fellow cadets and faculty mentors.
Research provides cadets with rich independent learning opportunities as they tackle illdefined problems and are challenged to apply their knowledge and abilities.
Second, our research program provides opportunities essential for faculty development.
Research broadens and deepens the experience base of the faculty. This infuses current,
relevant, state-of-the-art and cutting-edge applications and examples into the curriculum.
This also helps our faculty remain current in their respective fields.
Third, at USAFA we strive to conduct research to enhance the ability of the Air Force to
perform its mission. There are ongoing research projects spanning topics as diverse as
hypersonics, cyber security, spatial disorientation, athletic performance and homeland
defense. This BAA offers a vehicle for research to be performed to satisfy these three
5
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objectives, while also meeting research needs of industry counterparts/serve a public
purpose. All awards issued against this BAA must serve to benefit the objectives identified
above.
2.3

Geographic Location

The USAFA is a military academy for officer cadets of the United States Air Force
located immediately north of Colorado Springs, Colorado and west of Interstate 25.
It is the youngest of the five U.S. service academies, having graduated its first class 60
years ago in 1959. Graduates of the academy's four-year program receive a Bachelor of
Science degree and are commissioned as second lieutenants in the U.S. Air Force.
The lab facilities are accessible with an escort into the academic area.
2.4

Technology Focus Areas

Air
The Aeronautics Research Center (ARC) seeks to provide every Aeronautical
Engineering cadet with a meaningful research experience, employing projects supporting
customers in the Air Force, DoD, other government agencies and commercial partners.
The center makes use of the USAFA Aeronautics Laboratory, the best-equipped
aeronautics facility in all of academia. The High Performance Computing Research
Center (HPCRC) provides access to high performance computing resources (local and
remote), high speed network access to those resources and the expertise to use them
efficiently. These resources are available to all faculty, staff and cadets, regardless of
academic department or discipline. The Hypersonics Vehicle Simulation Institute (HVSI)
brings together disparate DoD, DOE, NASA, academic and industry hypersonic
researchers to address current shortcomings and advance the state-of-the-art in
hypersonic vehicle simulation.
.
The Center for Aircraft Structural Life Extension (CAStLE), which is under the
Department of Mechanical Engineering (DFME), has a two-fold research mission in
support of the safe sustainment of aging structures. First, to perform a wide range of
research and technology development projects focused on delivering critical science and
technology (S&T) data, tools and other products required to understand the impact of
material degradation in structural systems. Second, to educate, train, inspire, and
otherwise prepare future generations of the S&T community.
The CAStLE mission is to perform a wide range of research and technology development
projects focused on delivering S&T products to various government, academic and
commercial sponsors. Making use of the extensive experimental and computational
facilities housed in the USAFA Department of Engineering Mechanics and elsewhere,
CAStLE pursues a range of research efforts in a wide variety of fields. These fields
6
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include engineering mechanics, mechanical engineering, aerospace engineering,
corrosion engineering, and material science.
Space
The Space Systems Research Center performs a wide range of activities involving the
design, assembly, integration, test, launch and flight of small satellites to conduct
research for the AF and the DoD. This unique program blends science, technology and
organizational skills like none other at the USAFA.
The Space Systems Research Center (SSRC) designs, builds, tests, and flies cadet-built,
DoD-backed satellites. It focuses on cadet education while achieving real DoD objectives
and supports national Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
educational objectives.
The Space Physics and Atmospheric Research Center (SPARC) studies the natural
environment from the troposphere to the sun in support of AF, DoD, NASA, NSF and
other government and commercial sponsors. Making use of the extensive experimental
facilities housed in the USAFA Department of Physics, the SPARC pursues a range of
efforts. The research program in this center is geared toward providing all cadets with a
rich, relevant research experience while answering critical research needs of our highly
varied customer base.
The Center for Space Situational Awareness Research (CSSAR) in the Department of
Physics (DFP) conducts research across a variety of areas in support of the AF, DoD,
NASA and other government and commercial sponsors. Making use of USAFA’s
extensive experimental facilities housed in several academic departments, DFP pursues a
range of research efforts. The Space Situational Awareness (SSA) relevant research
programs are geared toward providing all cadets with a rich, relevant research experience
while answering critical research needs of our highly varied customer base. Researchers
may expect extensive access to premier facilities, tremendous latitude of pursuits and
single-minded focus on research tasks, but must seek to incorporate cadet participation in
their projects.
Cyberspace
The Academy Center for Cyberspace Research (ACCR) conducts research in a wide
range of areas within the fields of Computer and Cyber Science in support of the AF,
DoD and other government and commercial sponsors. All cadets in the Computer
Science and Cyber Science majors receive research experience through independent
studies, course projects and summer research opportunities. ACCR has four primary
research focus areas: system security analysis, immersive environments (augmented and
virtual reality), artificial intelligence and autonomy, and big-data analytics. In addition to
these four primary focus areas, ACCR can conduct research in any topics related to the
field of Computer and Cyber Science provided there is sufficient faculty and cadet
interest.
7
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State of the art facilities are available to students and researchers providing capabilities
for network and platform vulnerability analysis; industrial control system/supervisory
control and data acquisition security analysis and development; provably secure software
development; network security stack analysis; virtual and augmented reality applications;
high-performance computing; robotics and unmanned systems design, analysis, and
operation; unmanned aerial swarms and multi-vehicle cooperation.
2.5 Year of Commission
The Air Force Office of Scientific Research funded the creation of the Academy’s first
research center in 1963. The Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory included the
Aeronautics Research Center, the Chemistry Research Center and the LORC. The
original Seiler Lab closed in 1995, but the original three research centers in chemistry,
aeronautics and lasers have been reinforced by the addition of new centers and institutes.
Now representing focus in areas from warfighter effectiveness to hypersonic vehicle
simulation, research at the USAFA reflects the evolving needs of the Air Force and a
more technology-driven world. Hundreds of companies are drawn to the state-of-the-art
facilities, the internationally known faculty and some of the best and brightest students in
the nation. The USAFA research program is valued at $48.4 million for externally funded
research, internal faculty contribution and external in-kind funding.
3.0

Performance Measures
An overview of FY 21 activities:
 3 Invention Disclosures
 3 Patents Awarded
 1 Invention License
 27 new CRADAs
 127 active CRADAs generating $653K
 2 CTAs
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3.1 Intellectual Property
FY 21 Invention Disclosure data:
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY

FY -21

FY-20

FY-19

7
8

4
9

3
10

3
4
5

Invention Disclosures Received
Total Patent Applications
Awarded
U.S.
Foreign
Total PCT Applications Filed

8
0
5

6
7
8

Total Patents Awarded
U.S.
Foreign

3
3
0

9
0
No data
avail.
4
4
0

10
0
No data
avail.
6
6
0

1
2

3.2 Licenses
FY 21 License data:
LICENSES
9 Invention Licenses, Total Active
10 New Invention Licenses
11 New Invention Licenses Granted
to Small Businesses
12 Income Bearing Licenses, Total
Active
13 New Income Bearing Licenses
14 Exclusive, Total Active
15 Partially-Exclusive, Total Active
16 Non-Exclusive, Total Active
17 Other Licenses, Total Active
18 New Other Licenses
19 New Other Licenses Granted to
Small Businesses
20 Elapsed Amount of Time for
Granting Invention Licenses
21 Average (months)
22 Minimum (months)

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

5
1
0

4
4
4

1
1
1

2

1

0

1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

No data
Avail.
No data
Avail.
No data
Avail.

No data
Avail.
No data
avail.
No data
avail.

No data
avail.
No data
avail.
No data
avail.
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LICENSES
23 Maximum (months)
24 Licenses Terminated for Cause

FY-21

FY-20

FY-19

No data
Avail.
No data
Avail.

No data
avail.
No data
avail.

No data
avail.
No data
avail.

3.3 CRADAs
Under a CRADA, USAFA can provide personnel, services, facilities, equipment, and/or
other resources with or without reimbursement; Cadet Summer Research Program
CRADA’s are included in the numbers.
25
26
27

CRADAs
Total Active CRADAs
New CRADAs
Active CRADAs Involving Small
Businesses

28

CRADAs with Foreign Entities

29

CRADA Income

30

Estimated CRADA Contributed Value

31
32

Total Active Material Transfer
Agreements (MTAs)
New MTAs

33

Total Non-Disclosure Agreements

FY-21
127
27
8

FY-20
129
29
15

FY-19
167
30
6

1

1

1

$802

$833

No data
avail
2

No
data
avail
3

No
Data
No
data
avail
1

2

2

1

0

1

3

3.4 Other T3 Metrics
FY 21 Commercial Test Agreements (CTAs) have allowed private entities to utilize the
Department of Aeronautics (USAFA/DFAN) wind tunnels. When fully executed, the CTA
will bring USAFA close to $13,800. USAFA/DFAN research capabilities are distinct from
other laboratories as they offer a Trisonic wind tunnel, low speed wind tunnel, cascade
wind tunnel, engine and rocket test cells, subsonic wind tunnel, 12’ wind tunnel, and a
Beowolf Linux Parallel Computer. Additionally, two Full-Motion Engineering Flight
Simulators ($2.2 Million) and a Combustion Shock Tube ($1 Million) were installed in FY
20. Both capabilities may be sources of new income via CTA’s.
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FY 21 EPAs resulted in the donation of a Dome Observatory from USAFA/DFP. The
donation went to The Colorado Springs Astronomical Society (CSASTRO). CSASTRO
intends to use this donated equipment to augment and enhance ongoing efforts in
community STEM education and outreach.

35

OTHER T2 Metrics
Total Active Commercial Test
Agreements (CTAs)
New CTAs

36

CTA Income

37

Total Active Information Transfer
Agreements (ITAs)
New ITAs

34

2

2

1

No
data
avail
0

No
data
avail
0

No
data
avail
0

0

0

0

Total Active Education Partnership
Agreements (EPAs)
New EPAs

3

1

1

3

1

1

41

Total Active EPAs with HBCUs and
Minority Serving Institutions

42

Total Active EPAs with Grad Schools

No
data
avail
2

43

Total EPAs with High Schools

1

No
data
avail
No
data
avail
1

44

Total Active EPAs with
Colleges/Universities

3

3

45

Total Software Licenses Executed

0

0

No
data
avail
No
data
avail
No
data
avail
No
data
avail
0

38
39
40

4.0

FY-21 FY-20 FY-19
4
2
2

Strategy and Plan of the Office of Research and Technology Applications (ORTA)
4.1

How ORTA Fits into Lab Organization and Mission

The goal of Technology, Transfer, and Transition (T3) program at the USAFA is to
develop an institutional culture of active faculty and cadet participation in research
viewed through the lens of the mission of the U.S. Air Force: air, space and cyberspace.
In recent years, the research-related efforts at the USAFA have expanded to include
research across the disciplines. This T3 effort influences researchers to coordinate across
disciplines and ensure external sponsors and contacts become familiar with research
11
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initiatives and priorities. The USAFA seeks to attain strong community relationships, ties
to local companies and enhanced partner relations to ensure a sustainable research
program that fuels the mission of research in air, space and cyber.
4.2

How T3 Tools are a Part of the Lab Strategic Planning

4.2.1 Process Development
The USAFA Dean of Faculty Research Office (DFQR) continues to develop Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) to standardize research processes at the USAFA.
Definitions of T3 agreements, purpose of those agreements and when it is appropriate
to use them is essential information for an audience that wants to know how to work
with the Academy’s research program.
4.2.2 Establishing Small Wins
While there has been an increase in collaborations and invention disclosures, having
wins highlight the importance of engaging in T3. Producing a successful T3 outcome
would present an incentive for researchers to be involved in the T3 process. We
continue to focus in areas such as Commercial Test Agreements (CTAs), Patent
License Agreements (PLAs), and other paths that can bring financial gain back to the
departments and the DFQR.
4.2.3 Increase Awareness of Technologies
The DFQR is leveraging partnership intermediary agreements (PIAs) to present
Academy technologies to community leaders that might be interested in early stage
technology, have participated in T3 Forums, and have utilized an Event Coordinator
to advertise T3.
4.3

One Year Objectives and Strategy

4.3.1 Year 1
The near goals for the USAFA DFQR is to “prepare the battlespace:” improve
efficiencies of existing processes with no drastic changes and improve efficiencies in
research processes.
4.4

Near Term Goals and Strategy

4.4.1 Year 2
Brainstorm ideas for improving research support regarding, what can and should
research be at the USAFA, how should research capability continue to grow and what
is optimum, how will the USAFA DFQR support future growth, how is the USAFA
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research different and valued from others, and get outside the box and expand
horizons.
4.5

Long Term Objectives and Strategy

4.5.1 Year 3
The USAFA DFQR long term goal is vigorous execution, executing the ideas and
goals generated in Year 2, and following this, assess our research enterprise against
institutional mission and outcomes.
5.0

Year in Review
5.1

Success Stories/Awards

5.1.1 T3 Program
The T3 Program currently has 3 invention disclosures for review with AFMCLO/JAZ,
averages 3-4 patents per AY, and has successfully executed the transition of the
USAFA Intellectual Property to a Licensee.
5.1.2 Awards
The Office of Research has two members that were selected and became finalists for
the Mayor’s Young Leaders Award (1) for “leadership of the Technology Transfer and
Transition program getting USAFA discoveries to industry and military end users,
including coordinating 12 patents, 4 patent license agreements, 300 publication items
for public release, and 65 research agreements.” And (2) for “demonstrating the power
of art and business working together through countless creative ideas to overcome
COVID limitations, including virtual tours and visits, a revamped website, a 42-page
digital booklet summarizing USAFA research, numerous media news articles, and an
active social media presence.”
5.2

Marketing and Outreach

5.2.1 Target public: Industry/Community/T3
5.2.2 Justification: T3 helps the warfighter receive the USAFA technology more quickly,
furthers the researcher’s career objectives and enhances cadet education.
5.2.3 Objective: To work with industry partners to provide budding technology for
private sector and eventual warfighter use.
5.2.4 Strategies: Continue building positive relationships with private industry.
Encourage researchers to think in terms of T3 with promising research. Participate in IDE
where Academy researchers present their technologies to community leaders that might
be interested in collaborations.
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5.2.5 Command Messages: The USAFA research partners closely with industry to
produce the best quality products for the warfighter. T3 aids in faculty development and
overall success of our research program. The USAFA research enterprise solves realworld problems.
5.2.6 Tactics: Visit and event planning for interested industry partners to learn more
about a center or research project. Seek to expand the relationship with the community
through use of multiple vehicles: PIAs, customer relationship management and strong
relationships with stakeholders. Create a value-added incentive program for researchers
who engage in T3.
5.3

Lessons Learned

A culture of research encourages subject matter experts to be more invested in research.
The Air Force has set a positive example of incentives for PLAs by affording inventors a
higher percentage of royalties. The Academy would benefit from highlights to non-patent
facets of T3 that would continue to incentivize research at the USAFA.
5.4

Barriers

T3 is reflected as one of the reasons the USAFA does research. The internal message is
consistently communicated up the chain of command; however, there is opportunity for
more communication with mission elements and department heads about why we do
research and the purpose of T3. Information and incentives have been distributed
regularly to improve communication about why we do research and then transfer the
technology. Training and education on T3 will feed this chain of internal communication.
Research sponsored by non-federal organizations often needs a smooth procedure that is
processed by a small number of individuals. At the USAFA, as with most government
organizations, caution is practiced by having multiple high-ranking officials gain
awareness of each signed document. While the process allows the Air Force to retain its
pristine reputation by ensuring multiple readers, the process can impede efficiency and
timeliness. However, a personal touch and consistent follow-up can mitigate negative
effects of bureaucracy. In order to help non-federal organizations navigate the agreement
process, we have a small number of individuals who primarily interact with the nonfederal organization. Typically, there is one representative from the academic department
and one from the ORTA to streamline communication with the non-federal organization.
6.0

Resources
6.1

T3 Education and Training

ORTA personnel attend DoD T3 meetings, monthly telecoms and other seminars
available to Air Force T3 individuals to ensure alignment with the Air Force T3 office.
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6.2

Professional Development of ORTA

Attend DoD T3 meetings, monthly telecoms and other seminars available to Air Force T3
individuals to ensure alignment with the AF T3 office.
6.3

Incentives/Awards

The USAFA’s ORTA continues the annual McDermott Award for Technology Transfer
and incentives using a combination of royalty funds and incremental direct fees collected
by the program. The recognition includes those researchers submitting invention
disclosures.
6.3.1 Internal
As researchers’ are issued patents and licenses that generate royalty streams, faculty will
be recognized in forums like commander’s calls. In addition, their patent and name will
be featured on a wall of plaques outside the ORTA and in the Superintendent’s office;
plaques are presented with official copies of patent awards. The institutional recognition
for patent holders and those who successfully license technology needs to be amplified
for these accomplishments to hold esteem in the eyes of the faculty.
6.3.2 External
The USAFA conducts an annual Deans Research Awards Ceremony for researchers
making significant accomplishments to the research community. The McDermott Award
for Technology Transfer is an award for advancement towards T2 and the sponsors of the
research are invited to attend.
7.0

Financial
7.1

Royalty Income

Total: No Data Available
7.2

CRADA Income

Total: $802,000.00
7.3

CTA Income

Total: $ 52,000.00
7.4

T3 Expenses (Excluding salaries – e.g. conferences, publications, training)

The USAFA has $0 in T3 expenses.
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7.5

Other T3 Resources (e.g. interns, marketing funds)

No additional T3 resources.
8.0

Facilities/Equipment
8.1

Laboratory Description

Laboratory, facilities, and equipment are described at the following website:
https://www.usafa.edu/research/research-centers/
8.2

Unique Capabilities of the Laboratory

Since the late 1970s, faculty from the Air Force Academy Physics Department have
used telescopes and other equipment at the AFA Observatory to support innumerable
space science research projects for cadets, faculty, and civilian students.
Two telescopes, atmospheric sensors, and even a laser aimed at Earth’s upper
atmosphere have enabled studies ranging from space domain awareness of Earthorbiting objects to the search for planets orbiting other stars. The main telescope, built in
1964, was becoming obsolete, and could not keep pace with the high-precision needs of
modern research. However, $1.2M in funding from the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research (through a Defense University Research Instrumentation Program grant), AFA
Dean of Faculty Research Office, and generous Academy graduate and civilian donors
has resulted in a state-of-the-art telescope and camera system, installed in fall 2019.
The new system has a one-meter primary mirror, making it the largest telescope in
Colorado that is accessible to the general public. It gathers light at least seven times
faster than the old Apollo-era telescope, is remotely controllable, capable of tracking
low-Earth orbiting spacecraft, and features a unique, large-format cryo-cooled camera.
8.3

Facilities/Equipment used by the Private Sector through Agreements

Utilizing a CRADA with industry partners, the Aeronautics Research Center’s wind
tunnels are being used to test commercial engines for use in the private sector.
The Academy Center for Unmanned Aerial Systems Research (ACUASR) is providing
UAS demonstrations at the USAFA to educate industry on capabilities and showcase
cadet training programs.
The Laser and Optic Research Center (LORC) provides lasers for use to study tissue
damage for purposes of plaque removal in arteries.
9.0

Partnership Intermediary Agreements
16
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PIAs promote cooperative activities between Air Force Activity and Intermediary which
aid in executing the mission of Air Force CyberWorx, and developing T3 opportunities and
processes as well as identifying small businesses or educational institutions that need or
can make demonstrably productive use of technology-related assistance from a Federal
Laboratory. Currently we are working with Center for Technology, Research, and
Commercialization (C-TRAC), TechLink, Purdue Foundry, and TechOpp.
10.0 Definitions
Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA): Any agreement under
the authority of 15 USC 3710a that is active at any time during the reporting period,
regardless of individual agency interpretation of the statute. Specifically, this includes
agreements between one or more Federal laboratories and one or more non-Federal parties
under which the Government, through its laboratories, provides personnel, services,
facilities, equipment, intellectual property, or other resources with or without
reimbursement (but not funds to non-Federal parties) and the non-Federal parties provide
funds, personnel, services, facilities, equipment, intellectual property, or other resources
toward the conduct of specified research or development efforts which are consistent with
the missions of the laboratory; except that such term does not include a procurement
contract or cooperative agreement as those terms are used in sections 6303, 6304, and 6305
of title 31.
Disposition of Income: As required by federal technology transfer legislation, specific
incentives are in place to encourage government employees to participate in the technology
transfer process. Typically, government employees who invent are entitled to a share of
license revenues received by the federal agency from licensing their inventions. According
to 15 USC 3710c1, a federal agency must pay the first $2,000 per year in license income
and a minimum of 15% of the yearly income thereafter from all inventions to the inventors.
Each agency is permitted to enact its own sharing scheme; however, the maximum that a
single inventor can receive per year is $150,000. Any residual funds are usually distributed
to the activity where the intellectual property was developed.
Exclusive License: Grants the licensee the sole right to use, manufacture, or sell an
invention
Federal Technology Transfer: For the purposes of this report, this includes technology transfer
activities for intramural research that are conducted by Federal Laboratories as defined in 15
USC 3703.
Income-Bearing Invention License: An invention license for which the agency may receive
payment during the term of the license; it has the ability to have earned income. It excludes
royalty-free agreements, such as research licenses.
Income-Bearing Other License: A license that is not an invention license for which the agency
may receive payment during the term of the license; it has the ability to have earned income.
1

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2011-title15/pdf/USCODE-2011-title15-chap63-sec3710c.pdf
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Intramural: includes gov’t owned (whether invented or assigned), consolidations
Invention: Any art or process, machine, manufacture, design, or composition of matter, or any
new and useful improvement thereof, or any variety of plant, which is or may be patentable
under the patent laws of the United States.
Invention Disclosures: Federal employees are required to report inventions in a reasonable time
though the Agency’s Invention Disclosure Form. The number of Invention Disclosures refers to
the number of invention forms submitted to an agency’s management during the fiscal year.
Invention License: An invention license can include patent, biological material, plant variety,
tangible materials. It can be income bearing or non-income bearing.
Invention License Income: Income resulting from income-bearing invention licenses (see
definition). It should include any one-time or reoccurring income. These include, but are not
limited to, earned royalties, license issue fee, minimum annual royalties, paid-up licenses, past
and future patent costs, and milestone payments.
License: A permission, accorded by a competent authority, conferring the right to do some act
which without such authorization would be illegal, or would be a trespass or a tort. A licensor
may grant a license under intellectual property laws to authorize a use (such as copying software
or using a patented invention) to a licensee, sparing the licensee from a claim of infringement
brought by the licensor.2 The government may grant non-exclusive, partially exclusive, or
exclusive licenses.
Licenses Terminated for Cause: All licenses include the right of the federal agency, laboratory
director, or designee to either partially or fully terminate a license agreement. Termination may
occur if the laboratory director determines that the licensee is not executing the plan submitted
with the license application and is not able to achieve practical applications of the invention
within a reasonable time. Other reasons for termination include: public use requirements that
might be stipulated in any subsequent federal legislation; the licensee made a false statement or
omitted a material fact in the license application; or the licensee commits a substantial breach of
a provision contained in the license: or the licensee has been found to have violated Federal
Antitrust laws in connection with performance under the license.
Licensing Fees/Royalties: The term used as the charge for issuing and maintaining a license.
These fees are determined based on many factors, e.g., degree of exclusivity, market size, stage
of development of the invention.
Maximum Earned Royalty Income: The maximum amount of royalty income earned from a
license during the fiscal year.

2

https://www.federallabs.org/learning-center/resources/glossary
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Median Earned Royalty Income: The amount of royalty income earned from a license whose
income is halfway between the minimum and maximum royalty income earned during the fiscal
year.
Minimum Earned Royalty Income: The minimum (non-zero) amount of royalty income earned
from a license during the fiscal year.
Non-Exclusive Licenses: A license in which the same rights to make, use, and sell
products/services based on the intellectual property are granted to several licensees within the
same scope or field, consecutively or simultaneously. In general, the federal government prefers
non-exclusive licenses over exclusive licenses.
Other Collaborative R&D Relationship: Any agreement not executed under the authority of
15 USC 3710a
Other License: Includes licenses which are not included in Invention Licenses, such as
copyright or trademark licenses, that may or may not be income-bearing. Open source licenses
should not be included in this category.
Other License Income: Income resulting from income-bearing licenses that are not classified
under invention licenses. It should include any one-time or reoccurring income. These include,
but are not limited to, earned royalties, license issue fee, minimum annual royalties, paid-up
licenses, past and future patent costs, and milestone payments.
Partially Exclusive License: A license that restricts the licensee to a specific field of use,
geography, or term. Multiple licenses may be granted for one invention. Note that in this report
each partially exclusive license counts as one license.
Patent: Conceptually, this is a negative right that gives the patent owner the right to exclude
others from practicing the invention. It is granted by governments for inventions. The patent
statutes require that an invention be new, non-obvious & useful before a patent will be granted.
Generally, the invention must be a machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new
and useful improvement thereof.
Patent Cooperation Treaty: The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international treaty
with more than 150 Contracting States. The PCT makes it possible to seek patent protection for
an invention simultaneously in a large number of countries by filing a single “international”
patent application instead of filing several separate national or regional patent applications.
PCT Applications Filed: Any application filed under the authority of the Patent Cooperation
Treaty. PCT Applications do not result in a patent. The granting of patents remains under the
control of the national or regional patent offices in what is called the “national phase”.
Provisional Patent Application: A provisional application for patent (provisional application) is
a U.S. national application filed in the USPTO under 35 U.S.C. §111(b). A provisional
application is not required to have a formal patent claim or an oath or declaration. It establishes
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an early filing date but does not mature into an issued patent unless the applicant files a regular
non-provisional patent application within one year.3
Small Business Company: A company with less than or equal to 500 employees, as defined by
the SBA.
Issued U.S. Patents: Patents issued in the name of the United States of America, under the seal
of the Patent and Trademark Office, and shall be signed by the Director or have his signature
placed thereon and shall be recorded in the Patent and Trademark Office.
U.S. Patent Application: Non-provisional U.S. patent application filed at the United States
Patent and Trademark Office. This includes non-provisional U.S. applications in which the
agency has an ownership interest. This include non-provisional applications where the invention
is owned jointly with another party, regardless of which party is filing the application. This
would include applications such as continuations, continuations in part and divisional
applications. In reporting this number, do NOT include provisional applications or Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) applications.

https://www.uspto.gov/patents-getting-started/patent-basics/types-patent-applications/provisional-applicationpatent
3
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